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ABSTRACT

The Syntax and Semantics of Questions in Swedish
September 1980

Elisabet Engdahl

,

M.A,, University of Uppsala

Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Barbara H. Partee

This dissertation provides an explicit syntactic and semantic
account for

a

reasonably large sample of question constructions

in

Within generative grammar, the existence of non-local dependencies

Swedish.

as in constituent questions has been taken as evidence for the need to

postulate transformational rules in the grammar of natural languages.

Recently

a

number of linguists have proposed ways of handling such

dependencies without transformations.
been based on English.

In this

Until

now, these proposals have

study, we investigate the possibility

of extending non-transformational approaches to languages like Swedish

where question formation differs from English in
In Swedish, more than one

a

significant way.

constituent can be extracted from

a

clause.

We discuss the consequences of this fact for transformational and

non-transformational approaches to Swedish.

It is shown that the

non-transformational approaches need to be substantially modified
in order to provide a syntactically and semantical ly adequate grammar

for Swedish.

The implications of these modifications are assessed

from the point of view of choosing between grammars.
The main part of the dissertation consists of an analysis of

vi

the semantics of constituent questions.

We propose an extension to the

semantics for questions in the framework of Montague grammar given by

Hamblin and Karttunen.

Most current approaches to questions take the

entire question phrase to be the interrogative quantifier.

V/e

point

out that these approaches are not adequate for questions where the inter-

rogative phrase contains an anaphor bound from inside the sentence.
In addition, these approaches cannot account for all

temporally ambiguous sentences.

readings of

To allow the semantic rules to handle

such cases as well, a more general approach to questions is proposed.
On this approach, only the 'which' part of the question phrase constitutes
the interrogative quantifier.

This quantifier ranges not over individuals

directly, as in the previous theories, but over functions that pick

out sets of individuals.

In

simple questions, the result of the proposed

analysis is tantamount to the results on earlier approaches.

However,

it is shown that only the proposed approach can generalize to more

complex questions.
The analysis proposed here is compared to current approaches
to questions within transformational

grammar.

Finally, we discuss

the relative merits of a structurally based and a semantically based

approach to anaphoric relations.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

1 .

General Background

The aim of this dissertation is to provide an explicit syntax
and semantics for questions in Swedish.

Swedish, like in English,

Constituent questions

in

consist of structures where an initial

interrogative phrase is matched by a gap somewhere

in the sentence.

The task of defining the relation between the initial constituent and
the gap has played a central role in the development of generative

grammar.

early days, it was assumed that such structures

In the

could not be generated by phrase structure rules and that they motivated

postulating transformations in the grammar.

Furthermore, the type of

transformations involved in question formation differs from

other

transformations such as passive and dative shift, which only involve
arguments of the same verb.

Ross (1957)

points out that the rules

for questions and relative clauses involve essential variables
in the structural

•WH movement'

description.

rules.

This class of rules is often called

We will also use the terms 'unbounded dependency'

between
and 'extraction' to refer to the relation that holds

constituent and

a

preposed

a gap.

dependencies
Although there is agreement on the fact that the
it is
displayed in questions hold over an unbounded domain,

versial

a

contro-

through one
issue whether this unbounded dependency arises

applications of
application of an unbounded rule or through iterated

1

bounded rule (cf. Chomstcy 1973, 1977, Bresnan 1977).

a

From the point of view of semantics, unbounded dependencies

require
In

a

different approach than ordinary phrase structure rules.

Montague grammar, for instance, the rules that build syntactic

constituents are interpreted as function argument application, whereas
question formation and relative clause formation involve variable
binding.

B.

Partee (1977) points out that it is the unbounded syntactic

rules that involve variable binding in the semantics.^

In this

respect, the interpretation of sentences with unbounded dependencies
has a lot in common with the interpretation of quantified sentences.

Several linguists have attempted to relate constraints on quantifier

scope to constraints on WH movement (Lakoff 1971, Rodman 1976, Cooper
1977, May 1977, et al.).

These correspondences bear more or less

directly on the nature of the interaction between syntax and semantics
in the grammar.

We mentioned above that the existence of unbounded dependencies
for
has been taken to provide the clearest evidence for the need

transformations in the syntax.

In recent years,

several linguists

and have
have shown a renewed interest in phrase structure grammars

are inherently
begun questioning the assumption that these grammars

inadequate for natural languages.
S.

Peters,

K.

Linguists like E. Bach, G. Gazdar,

of
Ross, and R. Saenz are exploring the possibility

using transformations.
writing linguistically adequate grammars without

provided the most recalcitrant
Until now, unbounded dependencies have
certain proposals have been
obstacle to such endeavors, but recently

non-transformational mechanisms.
made for how they can be captured by

3

These proposals are worth considering.

If it can be shown that

it IS possible to write syntactically and semantical ly adequate

grammars for natural languages without transformations, then

a

major

step towards restricting the class of grammars necessary for describing

human languages has been taken.

Gazdar explicitly aims at writing

grammar for English that only accepts context free languages.

a

A central
a

issue in this dissertation is the question of whether

non-transformational account for unbounded dependencies in Swedish

is feasible as well

as linguistically defensible.

2.

Questions in Swedish

Most of the discussion about properties of unbounded dependencies
has

centered around English.

The theoretical interest

of looking

at Swedish comes from the fact that questions in this language display

certain properties that have implications for linguistic theory in
general.

To my knowledge, these implications have not yet been

sufficiently addressed in the literature.
The first property is that in Swedish, as in all Scandinavian

languages, it is possible to extract out of indirect questions.

In

English, on the other hand, WH movement is assumed to be subject to
the so-called WH Island Constraint.

The question in (1) shows that

not hold
the WH Island Constraint, as formulated for English, does
in Swedish.

4

(1)

Vilken film, var det du gSrna ville veta vem.

Which film
som

that

^

was it

you wanted to

regisserat

know who

^?

directed

?

The second theoretically significant property is that a preposed

constituent may contain bound anaphors such as reflexives.

The reflexive

pronoun must be controlled by an antecedent in the sentence, although
it is not within the scope of the antecedent in surface structure.

This fact is illustrated in (2).

sina,

'self's', is a possessive

reflexive pronoun.
j

(2)

Vilken av sina biicker brukar varje fQrfattare rekomrrendera?

Which of his-own books does every author usually recommend?

We will address the issues illustrated by these examples in turn and

briefly indicate what problems they pose for transformational and

non-transformational approaches to unbounded dependencies.

2.1

Extractions out of indirect questions

In

his paper 'On WH Movement', Chomsky gives a characterization

of the rule of WH movement.

The central point in this characterization

is that the rule observes subjacency.

This fact implies both the

WH Island Constraint and the Complex NP Constraint.

The facts in

sufficient
Swedish show that subjacency cannot be a necessary and

criterion for syntactic movement rules.

specifically in Chapter

V.

This issue is addressed

Among the non-transformational approaches to unbounded dependencies,
we will concentrate on proposals made by G. Gazdar and S. Peters.

They both suggest

using phrase structure grammars that directly generate

questions with the questioned constituent in its surface position.
The task of insuring that each preposed constituent is matched with
a gap in the sentence is performed by the use of an alternative set

of base rules, on Gazdar'

s

approach, and the use of an alternative

parsing algorithm, on Peters' approach.

Gazdar'

s

proposals

and Peters'

have been developed to account for unbounded dependencies in

a

language

like English which typically allows one constituent to be extracted
to the left out of a sentence.

Chapter II we discuss what modifi-

In

cations are needed to make Gazdar'

s

or Peters' approaches syntactically

adequate for a language like Swedish which allows more than one
We find that the possibility of writing

extraction out of a clause.
a

context free grammar for

a

language depends crucially on the assumption

that the number of extractions is limited.

We argue that it is not

and suggest
clear that this restriction should be imposed in the graimiar

complexity.
that it follows from considerations of processing

2.2

Bound Anaphors in Preposed Constituents

.

anaphors in preposed
The problem raised by the presence of bound
semantic rules in
constituents bears on the form and place of the
the grammar.

commonly
Within the form of transformational graimiar

the rules for interpreting
referred to as the Extended Standard Theory,
the application of movement
anaphors apply at surface structure, after

&

rules.

These rules make reference to structural relations between

antecedents and anaphors.

In brief,

an antecedent must c-command

any item that is anaphorically related to it.
pronoun occurs in

the antecedent.
a

a

When a reflexive

preposed constituent, it is not c-commanded by

Hence the interpretation of such structures raises

problem in this framework, which we discuss

in

Chapter

V.

Gazdar's and Peters' non-transformational grammars directly
generate structures with preposed constituents to which the semantic
rules apply.

Both Gazdar and Peters adopt a model theoretic semantics

along the lines of work by

R.

Montague (see Montague 1974, esp. Ch. 8,

'The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English',

henceforth PTQ).

A crucial assumption in this framework is that

the semantic rules work compositional ly.

The meaning of a constituent

is given as a function of the meaning of its parts and the way they

are put together.

In

order for the principle of compositional ity

to apply to directly generated surface structures, the semantic

rules make extensive use of lambda conversion.

constituent to be interpreted as binding

a

This permits a preposed

variable in the position

of the gap, in the case of constituent questions and relative clauses,
and to 'convert'

the translation of a topical ized constituent back

into the translation of the sentence.

However, there is

a

general

problem with this way of formulating the semantic rules, which we
address in Chapter II.

Although the rules as formulated will work

constituent
in simple cases, they are not adequate when the preposed
in (2).
contains an anaphor bound within the sentence, as in our example

7

We discuss several cases of this problem in Swedish and English and

come to the conclusion that the semantic rules that achieve surface

compositional ity must be reformulated and constrained.

All

through

our discussion of possible modifications of Gazdar's and Peters'
approaches, the issue of what restrictions on syntactic and semantic
rules can be shown to be independently motivated turns out to be

important for judging the overall adequacy of these approaches.

3.

In

Towards

a

General Theory of Questions

our analysis of questions in Swedish in Chapter IV, we focus

on the problem raised by constituent questions with bound anaphors

as in sentence (2) above and (3).

(3)

Vilket kort pi si^ trodde Johan att varje flicka

Which picture of herself did Johan expect every girl
tankte skicka in till tclvlingen?
to enter in the contest?

c-command
The problem, as we noted, is that the antecedent does not
semantic
the reflexive, nor does the antecedent necessarily have

scope over the anaphor.

(3)

has a reading on which the antecedent,

'every girl', is under the scope of 'expect'.
In our

Karttunen
semantics for questions, we adopt the idea from

(1977) that questions denote

sets of propositions, namely the set

of true answers to a question in its context.

are appropriate to

a

What kinds of answers

question like (3) on the intended reading?

8

In

(4)

we give some plausible answers.

(4)

det

i

farg

the (one) in colour

det dar hon har baddrSkt
the (one) where she is wearing a bathing suit

It seems that the kind of answers illustrated in (4) typically

indicate a way of picking out an entity that satisfies the question.

Although there will be
still

a

different picture for every girl, they may

have some property in common in virtue of which we can pick

them out.

Previous approaches to questions (Chomsky 1977, Karttunen

1977, Higginbotham & May 1979) assume that the interrogative quantifier

ranges directly over individuals.

We show in Chapter IV that these

approaches cannot account for sentences like (2) and (3) where the
common noun part of the WH phrase contains a reflexive pronoun which
forces a distributive reaaing of the question.

The questions in

(2) and (3) cannot be understood as questions about one specific

entity.
a

Rather, they are questions about a set of entities that bear

certain relation to the denotation of some other phrase

sentence.

In

in the

our approach to questions, we make use of the functional

character of typical answers.

We propose that the interrogative

quantifier ranges over functions that pick out subsets from

a given set.

The given set will be the set denoted by the common noun phrase.
instance, in an evaluation of (2),
will

be the set of u's books.

For

the given set for every author, u,

An answer like 'the last one' provides

9

strategy that allows us to pick out one particular book out of this

a

set, although the set will depend on the choice of

u.

On this approach we can account straightforwardly for questions

where the denotation of the common noun phrase varies with the value
of some other phrase in the sentence.

A relevant question is now

how this approach fits with the intuition that many questions are
in fact questions about individuals.

from the

I

think this intuition arises

fact that when the interrogative quantifier applies to

fixed set, i.e., to a set whose denotation does not vary, the result

a

will always be a specific set of individuals or a specific individual,
if the question is morphologically marked for singular.
a

For instance,

question like (5),

(5)

Vilka av bflckerna pa bordet har Sven

Iclst?

Which of the books on the table has Sven read?

asked in a situation where there is only one salient table, will be

interpreted as

a

question about individuals.

When there is no variation

over
in the denotation set, the approaches that quantify directly

individuals and the approach suggested here will get the same results.
the
But for questions where the common noun denotation varies, only

translations.
approach taken here is general enough to give appropriate

extends to multiple
In Chapter IV we also show how our approach

WH questions.

temporal
Finally, we bring up some problems raised by

ambiguities in common noun phrases.

10

4.

Anaphoric Relations

One major issue in linguistic theory at present
is the question

of where in the grammar anaphoric relations should
be expressed.

By

anaphoric relations we understand the relation that
holds between
a

reflexive pronoun and its antecedent, and the relation
between

quantificational

,

non-referential MP and

a

a

pronoun in a sentence

when the pronoun is understood as bound by the quantificational
NP
and not referring to any particular individual, as exemplified
in (6).

Every girl hoped that she would be admitted.

(6)

Anaphoric relations are essentially semantic, having to do with
coreference and variable binding.

It seems natural

that statements

about anaphoric relations belong to the semantic component of the
grammar.

In natural

languages, however, there is often an interaction

between the syntax and the semantics in this respect.
The form of a constituent often restricts what anaphoric relations

it may have with other expressions in the sentence.
in

languages where there is

a

For instance,

choice between reflexive and personal

pronouns, this is correlated with restrictions on possible interpretations.

The question is now whether these facts should be captured

primarily in the syntax or in the semantics.

In the

Extended Standard

Theory and recent approaches within this framework, these facts are
generally expressed in the syntax.

One assumes some indexing procedure

that annotates syntactic structures so that it becomes possible to
read off necessary, possible, and impossible anaphoric relations

n
from the syntactic representation.

Consequently this indexed repre-

sentation is an essential level of representation in the grammar.

Another approach is to say that these facts, although they
are formally reflected in the syntax, should be captured mainly

within the semantics.

This means that we must formulate the semantic

rules so that they can handle quantificational binding and obligatory

coreference without coindexing of syntactic constituents.
In this dissertation we will

take the second approach and

investigate the possibility of handling all variable binding and

coreference assignment within the semantic component.

In

Chapter VI

how they
we compare the two approaches, especially with respect to

cross-over
account for restrictions on anaphoric relations such as
and the non-coreference facts.

each approach depends to

a

We find that the attractiveness of

large extent on one's stand on what

the formal
linguistic phenomena should be captured within one of

appropriately under
components of the grammar and what phenomena fall

principles of language use.

5.

Extensions of the Present Study

limited to outlining a
The scope of this investigation is
body of data in Swedish.
grammatical frameworfc for a rather large

components in the grammar
The taslc of the syntactic and semantic
all
is assumed to be to generate

possible structures in the language

readings.
and assign them all possible

Very little is said here

sentences
and process the kinds of
about how people actually produce

12

discussed here.

A natural addition to this work would be to study

what principles people use when they process the often complex types
of sentences we analyze here.

In

particular, it would be interesting

to investigate whether sentences with preposed constituents containing

explicit anaphors are in general harder to process than other
sentences with unbounded dependencies.

anaphors involve a double task.

Sentences with preposed

In order to interpret them,

the

hearer must both identify the gap and determine the appropriate

antecedent for the anaphor.
in future research.

I

I

hope to pursue this kind of investigation

believe it would be

a

valuable addition to

the theoretical discussion here since it would bear directly on

the interaction of processing motivated restrictions and the form of

constraints in the grammar (cf. Frazier 1979, Fodor 1980).

Footnote to Chapter

1

Topical izati on is probably an exception to this generalization
since it is not clear that it involves any variable binding in the
semantics.

CHAPTER

II

TRANSFORMATIONAL AND NON- TRANSFORMATIONAL APPROACHES
TO UNBOUNDED DEPENDENCIES

We mentioned briefly in the first chapter that the possibility

of writing linguistically adequate grammars that do not employ trans^
formations is currently being explored by several linguists.

In

this

chapter, we will first present some data on unbounded dependencies
in Swedish.

We will then discuss in detail whether any of the

non-transformational approaches are sufficient to handle the Swedish
We find that although Gazdar's and Peters'

facts.

approaches are

theoretically very attractive, they cannot account for certain syntactic
facts in Swedish without considerable modifications.

We also point

out a general problem that arises in the semantics of grammatical

frameworks that directly interpret surface structures.

1

.

Short Data Overview

The aim of this dissertation is to provide an explicit and

adequate syntax and semantics for questions in Swedish.

Syntactically,

constituent questions fall together with topi cal izations and relative
clauses.

These constructions have in common that they relate

a

preposed constituent to a position inside the sentence over an unbounded
domain.

Although we are mainly concerned with questions, we will

sometimes discuss examples involving other types of unbounded

dependencies
14

15

Long distance dependencies should clearly be distinguished
from the kind of local dependencies that hold in, for instance, passive

constructions and dative shift.

These constructions "only involve

NPs that are arguments to the same verb,

Bresnan (1978) and Dowty (1978).

as

has been pointed out by

Hence they can be defined as

local operations on the argument structure of verbs.

The grammatical

function of these NPs can be determined given only information
about their surface position and the voice of the verb.
In

long distance dependencies, on the other hand, the

grammatical function of the preposed constituent cannot be determined
by looking solely at the closest verb.

Instead we must identify the

deep structure position of the preposed constituent, since it is
only with respect to the verb governing this position that we can
assign the preposed constituent its grammatical role.

A preposed

constituent may be separated from its deep structure position over
an arbitrarily long string of lexical material, provided that the

extraction does not violate any "syntactic islands" in the language

under consideration.
vary from language

What structures constitute syntactic islands,
to language.

In certain

languages, tensed

sentences in general may constitute islands, whereas in other languages

extractions may occur out of
the declarative sentences.

a

In

subset of tensed sentences, such as
English it is generally assumed

that indirect questions and relative clauses are syntactic islands.

Extractions out of relative clauses may be prevented either by the

Complex NP Constraint (Ross 1967), by Subjacency (Chomsky

1973, 1977),

16

or by the NP Constraint (Horn 1974).

These constraints capture the

fact that not more than one constituent can be extracted from a

tensed clause in English.

Within linguistic theory

.so

far, most

of the discussion on constraints on unbounded movement has been based
on facts from English or similar languages.

The theoretical interest

in looking at long distance dependencies in Swedish is that this

language, as all Scandinavian languages, allows more than one extraction

out of a tensed sentence.

We find extractions out of indirect questions

as well as out of relative clauses.

It turns out that not all

with multiple extractions are equally good.

In

sentences

Chapter 111:4 we

discuss some factors that may affect judgments on these sentences.
We also address the issue of whether or not an upper limit on the

number of extractions should be stated in the grammar.
Some examples of constructions that we will analyze are given
in (1)

-

(5).

Vilken film, var det du ville veta

(1)

^

^1

Which movie was it you wanted to know

[^

vem^ som

.

[c-

^.?]]

directed?

who that
(2)

regisserat

Vilken film, var det du redan gltimt

vem. det var

Which movie was it that you had already forgotten who it was
visste

som
J.

that

vemj^

som

^

regisserat

3

knew

who

that

directed?

^^.?]]]

(3)

Vilken artikel^. finns det faktiskt
att Dagens Nyheter tar in

en m(Sjlighet

[j^p

.?]]

Which article is there in fact

a possibi-1-ity

that the Daily News accepts?
(4)

Vilken filmstjarna. skull e du g^rna vilja tr^ffa
[^p

nagon^

som

kan presentera dig fbr

^

^?]]

Which filmstar would you like to meet
someone who could introduce you to

?

In (l)-(2) the extraction site occurs inside an indirect question,
in
I

(3)

inside a noun complement, and in (4) inside

relative clause.

a

have argued elsewhere (Engdahl 1980) that extraction possibilities

are not affected by the number or nature (filled or unfilled) of

intervening Comp nodes.

Although the grammatical function of the initial question
phrase cannot be determined until the gap is found, the constituent
itself can be fully interpreted in the examples above.
also cases where the preposed constituent contains

There are

bound anaphor,

a

for instance a reflexive pronoun, and consequently the constituent

cannot be fully interpreted until the antecedent for the reflexive
has been determined.
(5)

Consider the example given

[Vilken av sina

which of

hi

bflcker

s-own books

de fiesta fftrfattare

most

authors

(5):

pastod magi stern att

claimed the teacher that

tycker bMst om
like

in

best

.?
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In order to determine the antecedent for the reflexive possessive sina

,

glossed as 'his-own', we must locate the gap and from this position
find a third person controller in a syntactically aceessible position.
In (5) the possessive reflexive occurs outside the scope of its ante-

cedent, both syntactically and semantical ly.

Although the NP magi stern

,

'the teacher'

has the correct person

feature, third person, it cannot control a reflexive across

subject of

tensed clause.

a

relations are possible in
(6)

Magistern^.

a

I

specified

In brief, only the following control

sentence without movement.

pastod att de fiesta forfattare^. tycker bMst om

The teacher claimed that most authors
sina

a

like

best

opubl icerade mcisterverk.

j

their-own

The same control relation

unpublished

masterpieces.

holds in sentences where the direct object

occurs as a preposed constituent.

Sentences like (5), where

pronoun precedes and commands its antecedent, pose

a

bound

quite a challenge

for any grammatical theory that generates and interprets all constituents
in their surface position.

2.

The Arguments for Transformations.

Looking at questions, one immediately notices certain systematic

correlations between declarative sentences and questions, as can be
seen in (7).
(7)

a.

John thought Mary was here,

b.

*John thought Mary were here.
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c.

*Which student did John think

d.

*Vlhich student did John think Mary was here?

e.
In

were here?

Which student did John think was here?"

brief, questions and declaratives have the same subcategorization

properties, the question constituent triggers the same agreement

phenomena as in the corresponding declarative, (c), and it is

obligatorily correlated with an empty position, (d).

It has been

assumed that these correlations can be explained most economically
if questions are derived from underlying declarative sentences
by a transformation which

of the sentence.

'moves'

Formally, transformations are rules that map

structures into structures.
in the grammar is

the WH constituent to the front

A consequence of introducing such rules

that the grammar exceeds the power of context free

grammars and that the languages generated may be outside the set of

recursive

languages.

The introduction of transformations in the

grammar went hand in hand with the theoretical claim that

a

context free

syntax is not adequate for natural languages (Chomsky 1965, Postal 1964).
It soon became obvious that the transformational

grammars extremely powerf ul

»

.

component made the

and much of the linguistic research in

the sixties and seventies aimed at constraining the transformational

component of the grammar as much as possible.

Recently the position of transformational gramnar (TG)
has been challenged by Gerald Gazdar who claims that no transformations
are needed and that a syntactically and semantical ly adequate grammar

for English can be given using essentially

a

context free (CF) grammar
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(Gazdar 1979b).

Several other linguists have developed frameworks

which dispense with transformational rules in favor of direct generation
of surface structures (Bach 1980, Brame 1978, Hudson'i976, Peters 1979).
Bresnan (1978) argued that all local transformations should be handled
by lexical

rules.

Gazdar has taken one step further in explicitly

^

claiming that all transformations, bounded as well as unbounded,
can be handled by devices that are more restricted than transformations

and which do not increase the generative capacity of the grammar

beyond CF languages.

If non-transformational

approaches, employing

linguistically motivated rules, can be shown to reach the same level
of descriptive adequacy as current transformational approaches, then
a non-transformational

approach appears very attractive.

be shown that grammars that employ only one level

If it can

of representation,

surface structure, are linguistically adequate, then the burden of

proof is on those linguists who advocate theories with more levels
of representation to justify their position.

of rules allowed in
is

more restricted.

a

Furthermore, the type

context-free phrase structure grammar (CF PS grammar)
The languages generated or accepted by such

rules are known to have certain properties, such as the property of

being parsable in

a

time proportional to the cube of the length of

the sentence.
Even if a CF grammar can be shown to be descriptively adequate,
the issue of explanatory adequacy may still be raised.

Gazdar claims

that so-called linguistically significant generalizations can be

equally well expressed in the type of CF PS grammar he proposes, and
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this issue is certainly worth being investigated seriously.

It seems

likely that the issue cannot be resolved until a number of transformational and non-transformational grammars for languages of different
types are available for comparison.

In

this chapter, we will investi-

gate whether a non-transformational approach to Swedish

3.

In

a

feasible.

is

Gaidar's Context-Free Grammar

series of recent papers, G. Gazdar has proposed

a

grammatical

framework which he claims will account for 'most of English' without

exceeding the power of a CF grammar (Gazdar 1979a, b, c).

The rules

of the grammar are PS rules, both context-free and context-sensitive
(cf.

Harman 1963).

The point is that the rules only induce CF languages.

Instead of taking the PS rules to be rewriting instructions, Gazdar

interprets them as node admissibility conditions.
rules express conditions under which
a

tree.

a

The syntactic

parser may accept

a

node in

Peters & Ritchie (1969, 1973) showed that a language is CF

iff there is a finite set of CS rules which analyze the sentences of
the language.

Note that this result only holds if both the nonterminal

symbols and the rules in the graimar are finite.

The category labels

in Gazdar 's grairmar are abbreviations for complex symbols, made up
as

collections of a finite number of syntactic features (cf, Chomsky

1970, Jackendoff 1976, McCloskey 1979).

like [V] and [N]

In addition to features

for verb and noun, respectively, Gazdar uses

features like [R] and [Q] to distinguish relative clauses and questions

from declarative sentences.

The PS rules of the gramnar will

accept
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all

structures in English that don't involve unbounded dependencies

between

a

dislocated constituent and

set of rules as the basic grammar

We can think of this

a gap.

Gazdar's idea

G.

i-s

distance dependencies create structures of the form

now that long

^[X?

S/XP]

where the category labelled S/XP has exactly the same properties as
the category S, except that somewhere in the subtree dominated by

S/XP there will be a node labelled XP/XP which dominates the empty
string.

So S/XP is an S missing exactly one XP.

If

Vj^

is the set

of nonterminal symbols employed in the gramnar, then the set of

derived category labels is derived by a schema like in (8).
(8)

D(V^) =-[ a/b

:

In addition, we need rules

defines

a

a,b€V^|

(Gazdar 1979c: (14))

^

to employ the derived categories.

set of derived rules in the following way:

Gazdar

Let Vj^C

Vj^,

where b^Vj^, be the set of non-terminal symbols which label those nodes
that can dominate b according to the rules of G.

define a (finite) set of derived rules

(9)

D(b,G)='[

as

D(b,G) as in (9).

a/bCc^-.-S^/b.-.c^]

&

(9)

,

1

^ ^
i

n

For any b^Vj^ we

& a, c.

.

:

^

defines a set of rules each of which expands

]

a

.

G &

.c- .. .c

(Gazdar 1979c: (15))

derived node just

the corresponding basic rule would have done for the basic node,

except that exactly one of the dominated nodes now carries the
information down that a constituent of category b is missing.

Note

that if the set of basic rules is finite, then the set of derived
rules will also be fin,ite.

Furthermore, they will have the same
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subcategorization properties and semantic translations

as the

corresponding basic rules.
In Gaidar's grammar, sentences with unbounded dependencies are

admitted by PS type rules of the form 'XP S/XP' which introduce

derived category.

These rules are called linking rules

.

a

Derived

nodes are eliminated by the following schema which introduces the

designated terminal,

(10)

<(4,

t_,

[^^^

the empty string.

t

]

,

h^

>

An instance of this schema would be
a gap

NP/NP

(Gazdar 1979c: (23))

which will expand

to

(or a resumptive pronoun in certain languages) and will be

translated by a designated variable,
NPs.

adV^

(9)

hj^p,

of the type to translate

and (10) in conjunction insure that sentence initial

dislocated constituents will always be matched with

appropriate type somewhere in the sentence.

a

gap of the

Linking rules are used

to introduce constituent questions, relative clauses, and topi cali zed

sentences.

(11) shows a derivation tree for a question,

(n)

.S:

(

)

John

saw
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This figure illustrates how the information about the
missing

category is passed down the tree.

[otF]

abbreviates the syntactic

feature matrix, hence information about number, person, and case is
passed down and available for checking that the local context of t is

compatible with the dislocated constituent.

The numbers on the nodes

refer to the rules which admit that node in the tree and which specifies
its semantic translation.

consisting of
lation.

Each rule of the grammar is a triple

a rule number,

a

syntactic rule, and

a

semantic trans-

Referencing rules by number allows for the same syntactic

structure to be correlated with different translation rules, depending
on which verbs it may dominate.

The derived rule schema in (9) allows for sentences with

exactly one gap.

2

As we saw in the data overview in the previous

section, Swedish allows more than one extraction out of

a

clause.

Consequently we need to generalize the rules creating derived
categories

as well

the number of

as the schema for derived rules.

As long as

missing constituents is finite, this can be done

without problems.

We can for instance write a schema like (12) for

rules expanding derived categories that are missing two constituents.
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The schema in (12) would apply to derived nodes of the form
This node would dominate

a

tree where both

a NP and a PP

S/NP,PP.

are missing.

A schema like (12) can be extended to categories missjng more than

two constituents, given that the number of missing constituents is

specified.

However, we cannot write

a

recursive rule which could

take any derived grammar as input and create
for one more missing constituent.

a

grammar that allows

If we use a recursive device to

generate the rules of the grammar, the number of rules in the grammar
will

no longer be finite.

Introducing the possibility of an arbitrary

number of gaps has the consequence that the grammar

longer

is no

strictly CF, since it can be shown to generate the language a"b"c",
which is not CF.

3

The issue is now whether we want to incorporate
on the number of gaps allowed in the grammar.

restriction

a

In Chapter III. 4, we

discuss some examples of triple gap sentences in Swedish.

I

argue

there that restrictions on the number of empty nodes follow from

performance limitations and that they should not be stated in the
syntax.

Whether or not an unlimited number of gaps should be allowed

is a purely theoretical

issue.

For all practical purposes, a

grammar with some fixed upper bound on the number of gaps, say
But

will be sufficient for a language like Swedish.

I

n_,

think it

would be misleading to argue, on the basis of this factual circumstance,
that Swedish has the property of allowing exactly
some numeric limit may be

a

practical step, but

I

n,

gaps.

To set

think it will

always be an arbitrary stipulation which does not express any essential

property of the language.

My argument is that just as we do not want
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to impose any numeric limit on the number of center embedded

relative

clauses that a grammar should allow, we should not state any limit
on the number of extractions out of a sentence either. From the point

of view of getting a grammar that could be employed in parsing,

then we could probably write a CF grammar for ordinary Swedish,

allowing for two or three gaps.

But if all that matters is parsa-

bility and what constructions are used in the language, then we could

equally well argue that the most appropriate grammar for Swedish
is a finite state grammar, since the facility for unlimited

A linguistic grammar, on the other hand,

recursion is never used.

focusses on what structures are generable in the language, not on

what structures are actually used.

defensible stand is that

a

It seems to me that a linguistically

grammar for Swedish should in principle

allow for both unlimited center embeddings and unlimited extractions,
and that restrictions should be attributed to performance factors

such as limited processing capacity and short term memory.

If we

are interested in providing linguistically adequate grammars for
natural languages, then it appears that languages like Swedish put

the adequacy of Gazdar's approach in question.

In

order for Gazdar

to maintain the claim that the grammar is CF, it is important that
the set of rules and symbols in the grammar be finite.

This is

incompatible with some recursive gap-generating device which seems
to be what we need to reflect the linguistic competence.

4
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3.1

Surface structure and compositional semantics

.

We now turn to see what modifications would be needed in the

semantic part of Gazdar's grammar to handle sentences with multiple
long distance dependencies.

which gives the meaning of

Gazdar assumes a compositional semantics
a

dominating node as

meanings of its daughter constituents.

a

The meaning of a constituent

is represented by its translation into Intensional

(cf. Montague, PTQ 1974).

Logic (IL)

As mentioned above, empty nodes translate

into designated variables, one for each category.

of a linking rule, introducing
XP, will

function of the

a

The translation

dislocated constituent of category

abstract over the designated variable

'h^p'

and apply

the resulting function to the dislocated constituent which conse-

quently gets lambda converted into its

a rgument position.

By argument

position we understand the position where the grammatical role
(subject, object, etc.) of

a

constituent can be determined with

respect to the verb in the sentence.

A rule for embedded constituent

questions may have the format given in (13).

(13)<n,[n

S/a

a

^ [WH]

[WH]

]

,

Ap

^n[X

h

^

f^p & p = -(S/an(a' )]

>

This rule follows the semantics for questions given by Karttunen (1977)
and Cooper (1978)

which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.1.

To simplify this initial discussion we assume that NPs just translate
into individual type variables and we omit intensions in argument

expressions.

We will

the translation of NP.

use the convention of letting NP' signify

WH phrases are translated by the designated
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variable 'n'.

A WH pronoun like 'who' will just translate into n.

We can illustrate how the semantic part of the rule in (13) works
by looking at the translation for the sentence whos^'structure is

given in (11).

Proceeding bottom-up, we get the following trans-

lations.
(14)

(i)

(NP/NP)'

t:

(ii)

(VP/NP)'

seet:

(S/NP)'

Mary sees t: see'(m, h^p)

(NP2)'

who:

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Q':

Apln

=

>pln

The translation for
n

Q"

hj^p

see'(h^p)

n

[Ah^p [^p & p
p

& p

=%ee'

(m.h^^p)]

(n)] =

= ''see'(m,n)]

can be paraphrased as John wonders for which

it is true that Mary sees n, or, equivalently

,

John stands in

the wonder relation to the set of true propositions of the form
'Mary saw n'.

In step (v), the translation for who goes in for

the variable in the translation of the empty node.

The existential

quantifier will then bind the designated variable n.
Note that the semantic rule in (13) abstracts over the

designated variable used for the empty node.

If we have a sentence

with two empty nodes, we cannot let both of them be translated
by the same designated variable, or we will get some very strange

readings.
in (16).

Consider the Swedish example in (15) with its structure
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(15)

Johan undrar vilken roman. alia studenter minns

John wonders which novel all

vilken ftirfattare. som

students remember

skrivit

.

*3

which author

vilken
roman

that

wrote

VPt/NP

NP.

alia

^p^NP:(13)

V

studenter
minns
4
[WH]
vilk'en

^
NP5/N^:(10)

^^^^P

flirfattare
V

NPg/NP:(10)

skrivit

The numeric indices on the nodes are not generated by the grammar.

They are inserted for distinctness so that we can refer to the

translations of different nodes in the tree which have the same
category.

Suppose all NP/NP nodes are expanded to

translated by one designated variable,
the tree rooted in

of

h

S/NP,NP

h ^^p.

t^

which is

The translation of

will then contain two occurrences

and the translation rule for Q2/NP will insert the variable
j^^p

t
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bound by 'which author' in both places.
at the

The second quantification

level would be vacuous and we would end up with the

following formula, assuming some variable substitution and

a

slight

refinement in the translation of WH phrases,
(17}

wonder'Cj, qCBn^Cnovel' (n^) &

& q

&^p

remember' (x, p[ln [author' (n)

According to (17) John wonders which n^, n^
all

students remember which n,

n an

=

"V x[student

'

Cx)

& p= write' Cn,n)]])]]])

a novel,

is such that

author, is such that

n

wrote n,

that is, which author wrote himself.
This example shows clearly that when we have more than one gap
it is not sufficient to use just one designated variable.

The same

problem arises in English where two gaps may occur in untensed
constructions, as in (18).
(18)

What kind of student- is subjacency. hard to explain
(Maling & Zaenen 1980)

to

One way to get

.

around this problem would be to let all linking

rules introduce indexed constituents which are matched with indexed

variables as translations for the empty nodes.

A translation schema

for indirect constituent questions along these lines could

look

like in (19) and the rule for terminal nodes could be as in (20).
(19) <^n,

(20)

I

^n,

[q

S/a.]

a.

[^/^^

t

]

,

,

Ap nCA^.^^C'P &

P^MS/a^)

'](a. ')]>

h.^^^>

grammar
do not know what effects it would have on the power of the
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to require such a correspondence of indices.

Another issue

is

whether we should impose any restrictions

on

the order in which dislocated constituents and empty
nodes get

linked up.

One possible restriction would be that the categories

beneath the slash may only be taken off in the opposite order
in which they were

introduced.

readings were generated.

This would predict that only nested

However, it would be wrong to exclude

intersecting readings overall, since such assignments do occur,

especially if the dislocated constituents are of distinct categories.
l-Je

discuss this matter in Chapter

question

1 1

1. 5

in connection with the

of whether the preference for nested assignments is

property of the grammar or

a

a

reflex of the parsing strategies

used in interpretation.

3.2

A problem for surface compositional ity

.

Granted that we allow the syntactic and semantic rules

a

limited indexing capacity "for distinctness" purposes, it appears

that

v^e

can translate structures with, in principle, any number of

dislocated constituents and that this revised version of Gazdar's
framework could be semantical ly adequate for

a

language like

Swedish, although the syntax would no longer be provably CF.

We

recall that the grammar directly generates sentences with dislocated

constituents which are interpreted by compositional semantic rules
in their surface form.

The semantic rules use lambda conversion

which essentially has the effect of inserting the translation of
the preposed constituent into the position of the empty node in
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the translation of the sentence.

There is one major problem with using

lambda conversion for this purpose which we will now address
explicitly

The problem is the following.

If a dislocated constituent contains

an anaphor, bound from within the sentence, then we cannot apply

lambda conversion and expect to automatically get the correct results.

Suppose we give the rule for topical izati on by
in

a

rule schema like

(21).
(21)

(n,

[3 XP

S/XP],

Av^^pv^ [(S/XP)']

(XP'))

This schema will not get the desired result if XP', the trans-

lation of XP, contains a variable that is bound by some quantifier
or abstraction operator in (S/XP)'.

The principles of lambda

conversion relate well -formed expressions to well -formed expressions
(Church 1940).

If

a

variable is free in the argument to

a

function,

then it may not get bound in the application of that function to

that argument.

Applied to sentences with dislocated constituents

this means that we cannot insure the binding of an anaphor in the

preposed constituent by an antecedent in the sentence by using
lambda conversion.

Although the anaphor would now be under the

scope of its antecedent, the variable in its translation cannot
be automatically bound.

alluded to, as

v/as

This would violate the principle just

pointed out by S. Peters at the Stanford workshop

on Alternatives to Transformational

Grammar, January 1980.

The problem arises in sentences like (22) and (23).

Vilket kort pa si^ trodde

(22)

Which picture of hersel

du att varje flicka

did you think every gir l

tclnkte skicka in?

was going to send in?
Med sina fbr^ldrar tycker jag var och en

(23)

With hi_s-own parents

I

bftr

ftirsbka

think everyone should try

tala sitt modersmal
to talk his -own native language.

Sina and sitt are possessive reflexives which, like the reflexive

pronoun si£, require a grammatical antecedent within
in

Swedish.

the sentence

If we assume that the PP is base generated in its

surface position we are faced with the problem of insuring that
the variable in the translation of sina ultimately gets bound by
the quantifier in the translation of var och en

.

The variable in

the translation of sina can be bound if the controller of the

reflexive takes wide scope over the whole sentence.

However, this

approach will not work for cases where the antecedent of the reflexive
has narrow scope with respect to some other scopal element in

the sentence.

For instance,

the reading where var och en

of tycker

,

in

,

(23) we want to be able to generate

'everybody', is within the scope

'think', although it controls sina in the preposed

constituent.
One way of getting around this problem without violating the

principles of lambda conversion would be to temporarily bind the
variable for the reflexive during the application of the translation
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of the linking rule.

This presupposes both that there
is some

feature [+REFL] on syntactic categories
and that the variable in
the translation of the reflexive is

simplicity use

'recoverable'.

Let us for

designated variable, r, for reflexive
pronouns.

a

We can then give a special

rule schema which applies when the

topicalized constituent has the feature [+REFL]

.

Following an idea

presented by

E.

in the Study

of Language, March 1980, we might write

(24)

/n,

Klein at the Amsterdam colloquium on Formal
Methods

[

^

^

a

rule like in (24)

XP
S/XP ], >v^
[(S/XP)'] (Ar[XP'])>
"
[+REFL] [+REFL]
°^e.7(XP)>

Whereas the translation of empty nodes of the form XP/XP is
nated variable,
a

translation of

jl^xP)'

designated variable of

a

a

desig-

'reflexive gap' must be

different type, as in (25).

a

Ve.T,XP)>

''''^"''''ZJ,

A reflexive gap is translated by a variable over functions from

Individuals to XP-translations
nated variable

r.

variable, v^.

Note that

,

immediately applied to the desig-

The translation rule in (24) abstracts over this
r.

is no longer free in the argument of

the translation for topicalized structures.

This solution will, given a rule for abstraction over
the VP level, insure that r in XP'

antecedent.

It is

for the translation of the reflexive.
as

at

gets bound by its appropriate

contingent upon the use of

(26) and (27), as well

r.

a

designated variable

Consider now sentences like

the English version of (23), where the

bound pronoun is not

(26)

a

reflexive but an ordinary personal pronoun.

In his/her first year, we expect every student to
choose

an advisor.

(27)

Which of its employees did John want to accuse every big
corporation of treating badly?

If we want to adopt the approach outlined above for bound pronouns
in general,

it appears that we have to make use of some feature

[+FREE PRO] in the syntax.
x^.

,

i

in the

a

If pronouns are translated as free variable

natural number, we also need access to which variable is used

translation in order to abstract over it.

Corresponding to

(24) for sentences with topicalized reflexives, we need a schema

like (28) for sentences with topicalized bound pronouns.

where x^ is the variable used in the translation of the pronoun to
be bound.

To build this condition into the rule explicitly, we

presumably need something like Bach & Partee's Local Pronoun Store
(Bach & Partee, 1980), an auxiliary device in the semantics that keeps

track of what variables have been used in the translations of pronouns.

There might be other ways of doing this.

The point is that in order

to get a bound reading for a pronoun in a dislocated constituent,

we must abstract over the variable in the translation of the pronoun

during the application of lambda conversion.

When the argument has
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been converted into the formula, the
pronoun variable is replaced
by the variable bound by the quantifier
in the sentence.

The trans-

lation for an empty node with the feature
[+FREE PRO] would be as in
(29).

K"'

i ]
^XP/XP
'
[+FREE PRO]

(x)^

V

,

<:e>^(XP)>

where x is any variable which may get bound by

a

quantifier in the

formula.
In

(22), (23), (26), and (27) there was one anaphor per preposed

constituent.

There is of course no reason to limit the number of

bound pronouns in dislocated constituents in general.
(30)

Vilket av de brev

haji

Which of the letters

skrivit till henne tror du varje man
*****

he_

has written to her do you think
***

It r^dd att en kvinna kommer att vSgra att l^mna tillbaks?
*********

every man is afraid a woman might refuse to return?
*******
To handle sentences like (30) it seems that also the number of free

pronouns in

a

dislocated constituent must be marked as

a

syntactic

feature on the dominating node, since this will determine the type of

variable used in the translation both of the linking rule and of
the empty node.

[+FREE PRO,

n_]

This syntactic feature could be something like

where

n_

is the number of pronouns that may get bound.

It is possible that this can be done by a rule schema of the type

that only induces CF languages, but it certainly complicates the
syntax.

Furthermore, it will add a number of distinct categories

to the syntax, for which there does not seem to be any clear syntactic
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motivation.

Gazdar uses conjoinability as

category-hood and argues that Ross'

criterion for syntactic

a

Coordinate Structure Constraint

(Ross 1967) falls out from the fact that, for instance, the basic

node NP is of a different category from the derived node NP/NP

(Gazdar 1980).

Hence they cannot be conjoined.

Although coordination

is sensitive to the presence of gaps in conjuncts,

it is not sensitive

to the number or nature of bound pronouns in the conjuncts.
We further note that a similar problem arises in the converse

cases, i.e., when the dislocated constituent contains

phrase which binds a pronoun in the sentence.

phrase

In

case the quantifier

scope over the whole sentence, it can presumably be

has

quantified in after lambda conversion has applied.
will

quantifier

a

However, this

not work for sentences like (31).
To every participant in the annual spring clean up

(31)

the Town Council

intends

[^p-

,

to give a diploma with

lTis_

name printed on it.]
This sentence has a reading where 'every participant...'
the scope of 'intend', but still

is

is

inside

the antecedent for his.

we lambda convert in the whole phrase, it cannot bind

appears impossible to derive sentences like (31) where

quantifier phrase has scope only over

a

If
It

a

preposed

proper subpart of the

sentence, if the quantifier is interpreted entirely in its surface
position.

What we need to do seems to be to convert in the entire

phrase, then

'raise'

the quantifier to the intermediate VP where

it can be quantified in and bind his.

But

I

know of no semantic
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treatment that would allow scope operations inside
already composed
constituents.
(32)

Similarly,

a

sentence like (32)

Atminstone en politiker hoppas Johan kunna intervjua
At least one politician, Johan hopes to get to
interview

cm hans asikter.
about his opinions,
can be true even if Johan has no particular politician in mind.

The existential quantifier thus has narrow scope with respect to
ho££as_,

'hope', but it still binds an occurrence of the personal

pronoun hans

.

The conclusion we can draw from this is that whenever

constituent contains

a

quantifier or

a

a

dislocated

pronoun, that is, items that

can either bind or be bound by some phrase within the sentence, we

must restrict the translation rule and do something special to insure
that we get all desired readings.

It turns out that we cannot give

the rules of the grammar simply as pairs of PS rules and semantic

translation rules which operate compositi onal ly on the translations

of the constituents mentioned in the PS rule.

To prevent illegal

lambda conversion, to assure bound readings of pronouns, and to

allow quantifier phrases in dislocated constituents to bind pronouns
in the sentence, we need some rather powerful

auxiliary mechanism.

The solution outlined here results in an unmotivated proliferation

of

syntactic categories, and it is not sufficient if the dislocated
phrase contains

a

quantifier phrase.

The attractiveness of a grammar

with direct interpretation of surface structures will depend on whether

or not these restrictions can be incorporated in the grammar in

a
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non-ad hoc manner, keeping the syntax CF as well
as free from

unmotivated features.

3.3

Evaluating Gazdar's framework

.

Looking at Gazdar's proposal as

a

whole, the grammar is certainly

very attractive both in its restricti veness and in the
clear way it

presents the syntactic-semantic parallelism of the derivations.
However, we have noted that in order to extend a Gazdar type grammar
to account for double gap constructions, in English and in Swedish,

we need to introduce some indexing procedure, conceivably tied to

the linking rules.

We also need to assume some upper limit on the

number of gaps in the grammar.

With respect to the semantic rules

we found that they cannot be formulated quite as simply as suggested
in Gazdar's outline.

The presence of bound anaphors and quantifier

phrases in dislocated constituents in both English and Swedish

requires some special handling.

One partial solution, available

within Gazdar's framework, was described in some detail in the previous
section.

This solution has the disadvantage of leading to

a

certain

amount of ad hocness in the syntax, since it postulates distinct

syntactic categories for which there is no independent motivation.
It seems

to me that if the claim that all

sentences of the language

can be directly generated and interpreted in their surface form can
be maintained only by adopting such ad hoc modifications, then the

framework loses much of its attractiveness as
model for natural

language.

It

a

theoretically interesting

is not clear that Gazdar himself
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would accept

a

grammar modified along the lines
suggested here since

it does not satisfy the standards
of explanatory adequacy that he

assumes must be met by any alternative
to transfomational grammar
that deserves serious consideration
(Gazdar 1979b).

Gazdar

proposes the following strong hypothesis

(1980)

about what classes of grammars are needed:

The class of permitted

generative grammars should be among those phrase
structure grammars
that are capable only of generating CF languages.

He points out

two important metatheoreti cal consequences
of this position.

First,

it would reduce the class of grammars that the
language acquisition

device needs to consider as candidates for the
language being learned.

However, the class of CF grammars does not form
the point of view of learnabi

this point.

1

ity

,

a

natural class from

so it is not clear how to evaluate

The second point has to do with language processing.

Gazdar argues that it is

a

particular advantage that

"sentences of a context-free language are provably parsable
In a time which is proportional to the cube of the length
of the sentence or less (Younger, 1967, Earley, 1970).
But
no such restrictive result holds for the recursive or recursively enumerable sets potentially generable by grammars
which include a transformational component. "(Gazdar 1980: 1 )
It is worth pointing out that the results alluded to in this quote

hold for classes of grammars, not for any particular grammar.

These

results don't allow the inference that any given CF grammar for

a

language will be faster than any transformational grammar for that
language.

In

order to evaluate the relevance of the claim made

in the quoted passage to actual

grammars, we need to compare the

performance of

a

a

CF grammar and

grammar which handles unbounded
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dependencies by transfonnations

,

for the same language.

We should also

consider another factor that may influence
parsing efficiency.
R.

Kaplan (quoted in Fodor 1980:50) points
out that parsing time in

the limit is a function not only of
the number of words in

a

sentence

but also of the number of distinct node
types that the granmar
admits.

We have seen that for a language like
Swedish, the number

of distinct node types will be quite large.

clear that

a

Consequently it is not

Gazdar type grammar for Swedish would be efficient

from the point of view of parsing.
In

a CF

the next section we will discuss another approach which
uses

syntax but which avoids the problem of multiplying syntactic

nodes and rules.

4.

A Proposal by S. Peters

At a number of recent conferences, Stanley Peters has outlined
a PS

grammar for English with direct interpretation.

Unfortunately

no presentation of this framework has appeared in print yet so we

must rely on the 'oral tradition' and personal communications from
Peters.

Just as in Gazdar's grammar, sentences with dislocated constituents are admitted directly by PS rules.

part of a rule for top^caT^zation
(33)

S

—>

XP

S;

Xv^xp)

The syntactic and semantic

might look like in (33).
1^^'^

^^^'^

We recall that in Gazdar's framework a dislocated constituent, XP,
can be admitted if its sister constituent is a derived category which
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in effect encodes
in the subtree.

the information that an XP is missing
somewhere

Dislocated constituents are linked up with
empty

nodes via a chain of derived categories introduced
by applications

of derived rules.

In

Peters'

grammar the same base rules and the

same category symbols are used for all derivations,
including

unbounded dependencies.

Instead of using

a

chain of derived categories

the recognition of a constituent in the configuration
indicated in
(33), that is as leftmost sister of S, will

change the conditions

for accepting nodes in the rest of the tree.

When the XP-consti tuent

in

'stack'.

a

(33)

is

recognized, it is put on a special

constituent of category XP on the stack licenses the parser to

accept the empty string under any XP node in the tree.
L.

a

Having

J.

Bear and

Karttunen at the University of Texas have employed this idea

parser

(Bear & Karttunen, 1979, Karttunen, 1980).

parse, leftmost sisters of

S

are entered in

a

called SHELF, corresponding to Peters' stack.

in

During a

special location,
When the parser

reaches a state where it requires a constituent of

a

certain category

but no such constituent is present in the string, it checks if the

wanted node matches the constituent on SHELF.

If the constituents,

match, the item from SHELF is used to fill out the incomplete
structure.

Graphically we may represent this as

a

dotted line between

the missing node and the dislocated constituent, cf.

(34).
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(34)

S
NP"

P

John

V

Q

wonders

NP
/

who

NP"^^
Mary

\

V

saw

The clotted line is just a convenient way of representing
the depen-

dency between these two positions.

For instance, the number, person,

and case features of the item on SHELF must be available so that
the linking does not violate the local environment of the gap.
For sentences with multiple gaps, Peters suggests that the

stack location acts like
the first item out.

a

pushdown store; the last item in will be

Consequently the dotted lines will never

intersect and only nested readings will be available, which causes
a

problem since several

languages, for instance, the Scandinavian

languages and certain Romance languages, allow intersecting readings.

Sentences like in (35) show that intersecting assignments are

possible in English as well if the constituents are of different
categories.
(35) Which crimes^

did the FBI not know how, to solve

{.^^^^

^Vp^

(Chomsky 1973)

•]?
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In

order to link up

'which crimes'

and

'how'

with their respective

argument positions, they must be taken off the
stack in opposite
order.

It is not clear how the use of a pushdown
store in Peters'

approach can be modified to accommodate sentences like
(35) without

exceeding the power of CF grammars.^
The semantic rules in Peters' grammar essentially use
lambda

conversion to insure that the translation of the constituent
on the
stack either is converted into the argument position corresponding
to the empty node, or binds a variable in that position.

The problems

we pointed out in connection with Gazdar's semantics arise here as

well.

First, we need a procedure which guarantees that each empty

node is translated by

a

distinct variable, somehow correlated with

the translation of one particular dislocated constituent.
in Gazdar's

framework, it is unclear what effects

a

Just as

convention that

matches indices of constituents on the stack with variables used in
the translation will have on the power of the grammar as

a

whole.

Second, sentences with bound anaphors in dislocated constituents

show that the translation rules must be refonnul ated so that
illegal lambda conversion is prevented.

If we adopt the solution

described in 3.2, which amounts to temporarily binding all free
variables during the application of the rule, the information which
variables are free in the translation, must be accessible.

The

constituent on the stack must divulge information not only about
which (indexed) variable should get inserted in its place in the
translation, but also about the type of variable to be used, since

.
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the variables translating an empty
node of category XP will now
be variables over functions of the
form

'^'<e^<...<e.7(XP)»»^'l^
n
where

n

is

the number of free variables abstracted
over in the trans-

lation of the dislocated constituent, XP^

Since Peters' framework does not employ derived
categories, the
issue of introducing syntactically unmotivated
categories for the
sole purpose of avoiding illegal

lambda conversion does not arise.

However, the question remains whether the variation in
type of

variables used can be independently justified.

5.

In this

Concl us ion

chapter we have found that sentences where preposed

constituents contain pronouns, bound from inside the sentence, or

quantifiers binding pronouns inside the sentence, raise

a

problem

for the formulation of the semantic interpretation rules in grammatical

frameworks that generate and interpret these structures entirely
their surface form without any syntactic movement.

in

The problem

arises if we assume that bound anaphora should be expressed semantical ly by variable binding.

We noted that it is necessary to

restrict the application of the semantic rules in order to prevent
illegal
a

lambda conversion in case the preposed constituent contains

free variable.

Furthermore, we need to add some mechanism to

insure that the desired binding relations can be established.

One
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approach to the problem was outlined but was
found to lack syntactic
and semantic justification.
a

It appears that we must

either find

syntactically and semantically more motivated
approach to handling

these cases than the solution outlined above,
or develop

a

method

of accounting for bound anaphora that does
not rely on quantificational

binding, but which is equally adequate for
expressing the meanings

of sentences containing anaphoric relations.

Until some semanticaly

satisfying way of doing surface structure interpretation,
or an
alternative approach to anaphora has been worked out, it seems
to
me that the most straightforward approach available is
to generate

dislocated constituents in their deep structure position where

necessary and possible anaphoric relations apparently are determined.
Generating WH-phrases in their deep structure position also permits
us to give a simple account for the cross-over facts which, to my

knowledge, cannot be accounted for in Gazdar's'or Peters' frameworks
(see the discussion in Chapter VI).

Somewhat ironically, it turns out that considerations of

semantic adequacy provide the strongest arguments for including
transformations in the grammar.

As

long as we are just interested

in generating well -formed structures,

then

a CF

grammar of the type

proposed by Gazdar or Peters will be sufficient if we put an upper
limit on the number of gaps.

But when it comes to assigning

interpretations to the structures generated, the grammar can no
longer be CF.

To insure the matching between dislocated constituents

and gaps, and to make sure that all variables in the translations of
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anaphors get bound by appropriate antecedents,
we will need some new
powerful mechanisms, and it is still not clear
that only possible

interpretations are assigned to the structures.

If we want to

adhere to the principle of composi tional ity in the
semantics

don't know of any viable alternative to it^°

-

-

and

I

we cannot maintain

the claim that all sentences of a language can be
directly generated
and interpreted in their surface form.
It is

for these reasons that

I

am assuming a framework for

the analysis of questions where all unbounded dependencies are derived
by movement rules, the application of which is correlated with
a rule

of interpretation along the lines of Cooper (1978).

transformational solution here does not mean that

I

Adopting

a

don't agree with

the reasons Gazdar and Peters have advocated for turning to a more

constrained framework.

On the contrary,

I

find their arguments very

convincing and their general approach worth exploring.

At the

present time, however, there are too many unsolved problems in the

semantic parts of these frameworks for them to constitute viable
grammars for natural language.
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Footnotes to Chapter

II

In later unpublished papers, Bresnan has proposed a model
of
grammar that also dispenses with transformations for unbounded
dependencies (cf. Bresnan, Joan (1979) A Theory of Grammatical
Representation, lecture notes, MIT; Kaplan, Ronald & Joan Bresnan (1979)
A Formal System for Grammatical Representation, ms. xerox, Palo Alto
Research Center).
I
am not familiar enough with this system of
grammatical interpretation to be able to discuss how it would
accomodate the problems addressed here.
In future work I hope to
remedy this shortcoming.
2

This is not sufficient for English, either, since structures
with multiple gaps may arise through the interaction of leftward
and rightward dependencies, as pointed out in Maling & Zaenen (1980).
3

S. Peters, at the Five-College Workshop on Mathematics in
Linguistics, December 1979, and G. Gazdar, at the Stanford Workshop
on Alternatives to Transformational Grammar, January 1980,
presented proofs of this claim.

4

Barbara Partee has suggested (at the Five-College Workshop
on Mathematics in Linguistics, December 1979) that one way of adapting
a Gazdar-type grammar to a language like Swedish would be to let
each application of a recursive gap-creating device introduce a new
grammar.
Each such grammar will only allow a finite number of missing
constituents, hence each grammar will be CF, although the limit class
will not.
In a derivation of any actual Swedish sentence we would
use a sequence of CF grammars.
What is attractive about this way
of looking at how such a schema enters into the generation of
multi -extraction sentences is that it allows the use of a CF machinery
without stating any arbitrary limit on the number of extractions
in the grammar.
5

One way to eliminate the problem entirely would be to require
that all translation rules for linking rules be of the form

>v ^xp)
where XP"

is the

[(S/XP)']

(XP")

result of replacing all occurrences of x^ in XP'

where x has no occurrence in either XP' or
m
m
Such an approach would
(S/XP)' (cf. Thomason's footnote (12) to PTQ).
any binding between
exclude
not be correct, however, since it would
an antecedent in the sentence and an anaphor in the dislocated
constituent. This is clearly not adequate for sentences with preposed
reflexives.
by occurrences of x

,
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The quantifier in a sentence like
(26) does not c-conmand
'''' '''''
1;"''^^;^^^^°^"'^
ing
s 'nSrSossible"
not possible.
It might be argued that the NP
'every student' in
(26) receives a generic interpretation and that
it is not a case
^^nding.
This issue certainly needs
to be clarified"^'^'"^'°"'^

thHi

^We are here assuming that bound variable readings of
pronouns
come about by letting a quantifier phrase
apply to an argument where

rulell^UH^lS)^

mi

'°

^-"tification

g

Cf. also Reinhart (1980) who claims that
intersecting extractions are possible in Hebrew under certain syntactic
conditions
Her argument is based on assumptions about a
particular underlying
work order which needs to be independently motivated.
_

9

The problem has to do with the fact that a CF grammar
only
allows one pushdown store, which is used for the rules of the
grammar
It might be possible that dislocated constituents
of different
categories can be entered as different states in the pushdown store.
As long as the number of rules and number of dislocated constituents
is finite, this would presumably not increase the power
of the
grammar.

^^Hintikka (1979 and el sewhere)claims that game theoretical
semantics offers an alternative to compositional semantics. Until
an account of sentences with bound anaphors in preposed constituents
has been offered in this framework, it is impossible to evaluate
this claim.

CHAPTER

III

A FRAMEWORK FOR SWEDISH

1

In this

.

Introduction

chapter we will present the framework we are adopting

for our analysis and discussion of questions in
Swedish.
is

essentially

a

The grammar

phrase structure grammar which base generates all

structures in surface form except those that involve unbounded
dependencies.

Local dependencies such as dative shift

are generated directly.

and passive

Constituent questions, relative clauses,

and topical ized sentences are derived via a movement transformation

which moves constituents into Comp.
This framework differs from transformational grammars of the type

proposed by Chomsky in one important respect.

A common feature in

the models of grammar proposed by Chomsky and his students is the

assumption that the syntax generates sentence structures which provide
the input to interpretive semantic rules.

consists of

a

A derivation of a sentence

sequence of structural objects, phrase markers, related

by rules in the grammar.

It is commonly assumed that the different

types of rules define distinct levels of representation which are

sensitive to different types of

v/ell

-formedness conditions.

Within

recent models of transformational grammar, deep structure, surface

structure, and logical

form are often assumed to be essential levels

of linguistic representation.

During the development of transformational grammar, we note a
shift in which level of representation the rules of semantic inter50
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pretation will apply to.

In the Aspects model

it was assumed to be deep structure.

In

(Chomslcy 1955),

later models, such as the

Extended Standard Theory CEST) CChomsky 1975, 1977, 1930), semantic

interpretation takes place off enriched surface structures where indexed
traces provide information about the deep structure position of moved

constituents, but see Chapter VI for

a

discussion of other alternatives

within EST.
We will

refer to this approach as the structural approach

It

.

is characterized by the fact that semantic rules essentially interpret

(sentential) structures generated and annotated by the syntax and

indexing operations.

We will contrast this approach with one

in

which

syntactic and semantic rules are taken to apply in tandem to build
a derivation.

This view has been dubbed the rule-by-rule approach

by E. Bach (1976).

The basic assumption behind this approach is that

we can derive pairs consisting of

a

structural description and

a

meaning

representation for each sentence in the language without assuming
intermediate levels of representation.

In this framework, we will

adopt the rule-by-rule approach.

Within EST, relations between anaphors and antecedents, as
well as relations between moved constituents and their 'traces',

are indicated by means of coindexing syntactic constituents.

In

the framework proposed here, we take coreference and binding relations
to belong primarily to the domain of semantics.

Instead of expressing

these relations at some syntactic level of representation, we will

explore the hypothesis that they can be shown to follow from the ways
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in which the semantics

rules apply,

We return to

a

comparison

of the two approaches in Chapter VI.

2.

Syntactic Rules

We first exemplify the format of the lexical entries.

The lexical

entries are given as ordered triples, consisting of an
orthographic

representation of

word, its syntactic category together with

a

feature matrix with specified values for various features,
and

a

a

semantic translation.
logic (IL).

Lexical

This will be given as an expression in intensional
items of major categories are translated by

constants represented by the primed form of the corresponding English
word.
A few examples of lexical entries are given in Cl)-

c.

/ gillar

The category labels

,

in

V:[+SG

+FIN

+PRES

\

]]]

...]

,

like'^

the grammar are taken to be abbreviations for

sets of syntactic features (following Chom.sky 1970, Jackendoff 1977,

McCloskey 1979).

For instance, VP = {+VERB, -NOUN

The sentential

nodes all have the syntactic feature [+CLAUSE] but are differentiated
by the following special

features. Complement, Question, Relative,

according to the definition in (2).
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(2)

Q

[+CLAUSE -C +Q -r]

Matrix question

S

[+CLAUSE -C -Q -R]

Sentence

Q

[+CLAUSE +C +Q -R]

Indirect question

S

[+CLAUSE +C -Q -R]

Subordinate clause, with

complementizer
R

[+CLAUSE +C -Q +R]

Relative clause

The features [Q] and [R] will also be used
to distinguish interrogative
and relative NP's from ordinary HP's.
We assume that every non-terminal

is associated with a feature

matrix, similar to the one given in the lexical
entries in (1).

way we can handle agreement phenomena in the syntax.
a

node A, dominating a node B, where

can be admitted only if A and

B

B

is terminal

We assume that

or non-terminal,

agree in feature values {cf. Gazdar 1979a,b,

forthcoming, Hellan 1977, Ross 1980, Saenz 1980).
in the

This

The set expression

lexical entry for verbs will contain the numbers of those

grammatical

rules which may admit this lexical item.

This permits us

to use the rules of the grammar to state subcategorization facts.

Each syntactic rule of the grammar will be an ordered triple,

consisting of

a

rule number, a syntactic part, and a semantic part,

which is the translation into IL of the syntactic expression.
indicate the translation of

a

constituent

C by

writing

C

We

or t(C).

Most of the syntactic rules take the form of context free phrase

structure (CF PS) rules which are matched with translation rules
that use function argument applications.
the rules in

a

We have chosen to

top-down fashion, following common practice

present
in

linguistic
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grammars, but nothing hinges on this.
rules apply bottom-up, as in PTQ.^

IJe

could also have let the

Some sample rules of the grammar

are given in (3)

S-?NP

{3](^,

NP'C'VP')^

VP,

<2,

NP -9 Det CN,

<(3,

MP-^DetC^CN)

<(^4,

R

<(5,

R

^9,

VP

—7 som

S

Comp

-7M

<(lO,

VP-^V

<(ll,

VP-^V

Det'("CN')>
R*,

'

'

no translation/^

,

S

Det (x[CN (x) & R^(x) & ... & R^(x)])/^

no translation/^

,

V

,

(MP),

NP

,

y

V*9 ={springa, andas ..
run
breathe

vrNP')/^

V*10 =jata, se ...
eat see

V'(^NP')>

V*n =(sla,
hit

<^12,

VP->V

NP^

NP^

,

ktipa,

]

.

.

.]

buy

V'(^MP^ ')("NP2'))^

V*12 =7ge, skicka, s'alja
give send
sell

avundas, fbrlata,
forgive
envy
<(l3,

VP -^V

NP (PP)

,

V

(^PP') (''NP')J>

V*13 =|ge, skicka, sSlja
sell
give send

VP-^V

:iP

PP,

V'(''PP')(^NP')

)

V*14 =[iagga, staila,
^put

put

racka ...
hand

\
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<15,

VP->V

S

vrs')

.

>

v*15 =/saga. veta, tro,
say
know think

hoppas
hope

<16,

VP^VQ,

<'l7,

VP->V

(NP)

S

,

VP->V

NP

S

,

<18,

<19,

VP->V

v'('Q')

MP

>

V'rS')rNP')>

vr

VP,

...

\

V*16 ={frlga, undra. veta,
ask
wonder know

...V

V*17 = lova
promise

S')( NP') v*18

=

ttvertyga,

inbilla ...

convince

fool

>x[r]P'(>y[V(PP{y))(PP|yK-VP'))](x)]

>

V*19 =Jttvertala, be,
persuade ask

befalla ...
order
<^20,

VPh>V

NP

VP

j

VTNP' ("VP'))>

,

V*20 ={tvinga, se, httra ...]
force
see hear
<^21,

VP->V

(NP) VP

,

>x[vrNP')(^VP'(x))(x)] >
= lova

V*21

promise

^22,

VP->V

VP.

>x[V'rVP'(x))(x)]>
v*22 =ff(Jrs5ka, vilja^
try
want

bruka ...
use

(25,

S -7

<25,

Q

->om

S,

> p[^p & p = ^S'

Q

-7 Comp S,

no translation

att

S,

}

S'

V

- S'] )>

p

y

\

.
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The PS rules in (3) are given in

a

very schematic form.

We assume

that they could be more adequately expanded
in some version of an
X

theory.

In

particular, the treatment of tense and modals
is extremely

rudimentary, but we will leave it this way for
now.

In rule (1)

we follow Montague in PTQ and let the subject
NP take the VP as its

argument.

We could also have followed Keenan & Faltz
[1979) and

Bach & Partee (1980) and let the VP apply to the
subject.
in

Nothing

our discussion of questions will bear on this issue.
Various possibilities for expanding the VP are given in
(9)

-

(22),

Note that some rules involve the same syntactic configuration
[for
instance, rules 19, 20, and 21) although they have different translation
rules.

In this

tivertala

,

way we can distinguish verbs like lova 'promise' and

'persuade'

,

which have different control properties.

Gazdar we will use the rule number as
the class of lexical
will

Following

convenient abbreviation for

a

items that can be admitted under this node.

We

let V*n indicate the set of verbs that can appear under the V

node introduced by rule n.

their feature values
that word.

a

Recall that lexical

items have as one of

set of those rule numbers that can introduce

These sets can presumably be made quite small by use of

redundancy rules (Cf. Gazdar 1979a for

a

fuller presentation of this

idea)
3.

Semantic Rules

The semantic part of the triple is a compositional rule which
gives the meaning of the dominating node as a function of the meanings

of the daughter nodes.

We are assuming the semantic framework of
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Montague (cf. Montague 19/4, esp.
Cnapter 8,

'The Proper Treatment of

Quantification in Ordinary English',
henceforth PTQ).

The meaning

of a sentence in Montague
granmar is taken to be a function
from

possible worlds to truth values.

Knowing the meaning of

sentence
enables us to distinguish those
situations where the sentence is
true

from those where it is false.

a

More generally, each syntactically

well -formed expression is a meaningful
expression whose meaning is

some function.

Since it is not very perspicuous to
refer to these

functions, we represent the meaning of an
expression by its translation
into Intensional Logic (IL).

of variables to types.

We follow PTQ (p. 250f)

In the

translations into IL we assume the

abbreviatory conventions defined
and Dowty (1979).

in the assignments

in

PTQ and explained in Partee [1975)

For ease of reference we here give a list
of the

variables used in this chapter:
(4)

Variable

Type

Denotation

e

Individuals

x,y,XQ...

^y^y

individual concepts (i.e.)

P'^

<^S'^^

propositions

P'Q

<^^'<t^»e^»

properties of i.e.

/s,.<^,<^s,e>,t)^,t^

properties of properties of i.e.

J>

It may be worth pointing out that the use of a representation in IL

serves an expository purpose only and is not a necessary level of

representation in this framework.

We could also have defined the

meaning relation direct on expressions of the language, as Montague

.

.
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does in

'English as

a

Formal Language (Chapter 6 in Montague
1974).
'

For convenience we will

translations into IL.
is

represent the meanings of expressions by
their

The representation in intensional logic
thus

very different from the level of logical form
in the Extended

Standard Theory.

This level

is assumed to be an essential

linguistic

level of representation, subject to certain
well-formedness constraints

Since the representation in IL is not

a

necessary level, it would be

highly inappropriate to express any restrictions on meanings
by

conditions on the form of the representation.

The issue whether

it is necessary to make reference to structural properties of
a level

like logical

form in the grammar or not is addressed and exemplified

in Ladusaw (1979)

3.1

p

Representing scope ambiguities:

Optional quantiflcati on

The syntactic form of sentences of natural language often

underdetermines their meaning.

For instance,

sentence like (5)

a

has two readings, which can be seen by considering the possible

continuations

namely his mother

(a)

(5) Every Englishman admires

a

woman
(b) namely the Queen

In

order to get the two readings, r^ontague in PTQ gave this kind of

sentence two distinct syntactic derivations.

combines directly with

'a

On one derivation,

woman' which gives us the narrow scope

reading, compatible with the continuation given in (5a).

other derivation,

'admire'

'admire'

first combines with

a

On the

subscripted pronoun.

him^, which acts as a variable
over expressions of the language,
'a

woman-

is then

quantified in at the sentential level,
thus getting

scope over any other UP or modal
element in the sentence.

This way

we get the reading where all
Englishmen admire one and the same
woman.

Given

a

compositional semantics like in PTQ, to
have

a

separate

syntactic derivation for quantif ied-in
structures provides

a

way

of insuring that the meaning of some
syntactic constituent, C, does
not combine with the meanings of other
constituents until you have

reached the level
semantical ly.

in the tree over

which the meaning of

C

has scope

This approach gets the correct semantics but
there is

no independent syntactic motivation for having
two separate syntactic

derivations for the same surface structure.
In addition,

the use of

a

subscripted pronoun in the syntax

violates the Well-formedness constraint on grammars, proposed by
B.

Partee.

The Well-formedness Constraint
Each syntactic rule operates on well -formed expressions of

specified categories to produce
a

a

well -formed expression of

specified category.
(Partee 1979b)

This constraint rules out the use of abstract symbols in the syntactic

expressions that never get realized in the surface string.
In order
R.

t)

provide

a

syntactically more adequate grammar,

Cooper has developed an approach to quantification that gets all

the readings PTQ gets without using subscripted pronouns (Cooper, 1975,
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Cooper's proposal amounts to

1978).

compositional ity requirement.

a

weakening of the strict

This method does not postulate additional

syntactic rules but handles the multiple scope possibilities entirely
in the semantics.

It is often referred to as "the storage method".

At each point where we are about to perform some operation on

a

\iP

meaning, we have the option of putting the meaning of this NP in
special
a

location, called the "store", and inserting

placeholder for that meaning.

The item

in

a

a

variable as

store will be an ordered

pair, consisting of the meaning of the NP and an address variable which

points to the placeholding variable.

during the derivation.

The store is carried along

At some later point in the derivation, the

NP meaning in store may be retrieved and quantified in, and thus get

scope over the meanings thus far composed.

Notice that all storage

and retrieval takes place in the semantics.
will

have identical

syntactic derivations.

Identical

surface structures

Cooper's proposal seems

well motivated, and we will adopt his storage technique in this

We will

framework.
to

follow Cooper in limiting the use of storage

quantifier type meanings, i.e., expressions that denote sets of

properties (cf.
are special

in

higher scope.

Barwise

&

Cooper 1980).

Quantifiers in natural languages

that they can be interpreted either in place or with

This property of quantifiers is reflected in the storage

technique.

Given the option of storing NP meanings, every NP node will

generate a pair of meanings.
dominates

a

NP somewhere will

It follows that any constituent that

have associated with it a set of
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translations into IL.

associated with
translations

,

a

We let t(A) indicate the set of
translations

node A.

By

tjA) we

will mean the set of

or complete meanings for A,

i.e.

reduced

those translations

which do not have any elements in store.

We have described the

mechanism of the store informally above.

In

(6)

definition.^

NP Storage Convention

If A TS a NP
[-PRO]

sequence

We will

(6) we give a

<>

and A'

PP { x.)

,

<^A'

is the translation of A, then the

,

x.

))

is a member of tCA).

refer to the first member of this sequence as the head of

the translation, and to the second member as the store

.

To show how the storage convention applies we will go through
a

derivation of our example sentence (5).

(7)

Varje engelsman beundrar en kvinna.

Every Englishman admires

a

woman.

S:l

varje
engelsman

V

beundrar

en kvinna

i

6

N.
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t(NP2):

|>P3x[woman'(x)

& P{x)],

<APPfxQ'|, <;XP3x[woman'(x)

& Pfxl)]

x^

.

j

tCV):

admire'

t(VP):
I

admire' (P3x[woman'(x) &P{x)]),

<admire'(PP{xQ') ),<^APjx[woman'(x) &
P{xJ]

t(NP^):

Xq»

]

|>P Vy[E-man'(y)-7P|y]],

<A
t(S):

,

PP{x^),<\pVy[E-man'(y)-^>p{y}]
,

-(VyEE -man (y)
'

4 x[woman

'

(x)

&

x^

»^

admire^Cy/x)]],

<^x[woman' (x) & admire;(^x^ /x)],

<>P Vy[E-man'(y)

-9 P{y]]

,

x^»

^Vy[E-man'{y) -y admire^(''y,^XQ)],

<Ap
</admire;("x^/xQ),

3x[woman'(x)

P{x)]

,

x^}}

& Pix)]

,

x^}

<>PVy[E-man'(y)->P{y'jl

,

x^

<(> P3-x[woman'(x)

&

^

^

The translation set for the tree rooted in S, which we abbreviate
t(S), contains four translations.

This is not yet the set of reduced

translations for (7) since there are still elements in store.
get only the reduced translation set, t_(S), we retrieve the NP

meanings from store by the rule given in (3).

To

}

,

(8)

NP Quantificatinn

^^^^•s

a

Sand

<a,

> 6

Z,, <'b, x

then^bCJ. [a]), Zq, l^) ^

t(C)

t(C).

a,b are variables over
expressions in IL.
Z IS a

At any

variable over expressions
in store.

node where the translation
set for that node contains
a
translation with a stored meaning,
we have the option of
quantifying
in that meaning, thus
giving it scope over the
subtree rooted in S.^
Since there are two NP meanings
in store, we can quantify
them in
in either order.
Quantifying in 'every Englishman'
after 'a woman'
will give us a formula equivalent
to the one we got by direct
translation.
When we weed out equivalent
formulas, it turns out that
S

t_(S) contains the following
members:

(9)

tJS): |'"Vy[E-man'(y)-^9 x[woman'(x)
^x[woman'Cx)

The two members of

&

Vy[E-man (y)

tJS) correspond

'

& admire;(/y,v^x) j]
-^^

admire;ry,^x)]]

]

to the two readings for this

sentence.
To summarize briefly, using the NP storage
technique, we generate
sets of meanings for each expression.

The reduced translation set

for a n-way ambiguous sentence should contain

n

distinct formulas.

The convention in (6) insures that we get all
readings for

a

sentence

which differ with respect to the scope of quanti
ficational NP's without
creating

a

disambiguated structure for each reading, which is necessary
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in

PTQ and also in EST, where ambiguous
sentences must have distinct

logical
in

forms.

The fact that NP's can always be
interpreted either

place or in some higher position shows the
optional character of

NP storage.

We will contrast this with the controlled
storage which

applies to WH phrases and reflexives.

3-2.

Interpreta tion of movement rules: controlled quantification

The phrase structure rules used to generate structures
appropriate
for indirect constituent questions and relative clauses
(rules (4),
(5),

(27)) don't have any translation rules associated with them.

Furthermore, there is no way to derive matrix questions or topical ized

sentences with the rules given so far.
generated via

a

These constructions will be

transformation rule in the syntax, the application

of which will correspond to some operation in the semantics which
provides the correct meaning for the resultant expression.

discuss the details of the semantic rules
give the general

3.2.1

in

We will

Chapter IV, here we will

format of the syntactic operations.

Questions

When it comes to interpreting interrogative constituents, like
'vem'

(who) or 'vilken flicka'

(which girl), our basic assumption is

that they can't be given an appropriate interpretation in isolation.

They can only be interpreted in the context of

a

question.

In

languages

like English and Swedish, interrogative constituents in (singular)

questions obligatorily occur in

a

presentential position, often
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referred to as Comp.^

We
we will Pvnrpcc
u
express -Hh-ic
this ^
fact^ by
saying that WH

phrases cannot be interpreted
in their base generated
position.
Their meanings are obii^atorn^^^
and their retrieval from
store
1s linked to the rule of
WH movement. The syntactic
part of this
rule will move the phrase
into Comp.
The semantic part of the rule

quantifies in the stored meaning of
the WH phrase, abstracting
over
the address variable.
Since there may be more than
one WH meaning
in store, in view of the
possibility of extracting more than
one

constituent out of

a

clause, we need to make sure that
it is the

meaning of the moved constituent that
gets quantified in, and not some
other WH-meaning. We can illustrate
the problem by looking at the
deep structure in (10) from which both
(11) and (12) can be derived.
(10)

Sven undrar
[^^

[^^^^^

][aiia studenter minns

Sven wonders

'-Q2

'Comp2

all

jl^vilken fttrfattare skrev vilken bok]]]]

which
(11)

students remember

author

wrote which

book

Sven undrar vilken bok alia studenter minns
vilken ftirfattare

som

skrev

.

Sven wonders which book all students remember which
author

that
(12)

wrote

.

Sven undrar vilken ftirfattare alia studenter minns vilken
bok
han skrev

.

Sven wonders which author all students remember which book
he wrote
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(11) and (12) Clearly are two
different sentences which
are true under

different condUlons.

According to (11, Sven

1s

wondering about so„«
book that all students
re.e.ber something about,
na„.,y who wrote It.
In (12) Sven wonders
about son« author that all
students remember
something about, namely which
book he wrote.
Suppose we translate
the WH Phrases vilkeiWc
and vilken fBrfattar. by
existential
quantifiers which are obligatorily
stored.
At the
level when the
first
movement rule will apply, the
translation sets for both

m

derivations will be Identical down
to the choice of address
variable
subscript.
They will both contain two
stored WH meanings, entered in
the same order.

(13)

t(S2):

(

writeirx^rx^)

,

<>

P

^x[book' (x)

&

<>P }x[author'(x)
Obviously, when we move vTlken bok

,

a

x^>,

P{x)],Xq)^

It appears that we

syntactic constituent to the

quantification of the meaning of that constituent.
it is not sufficient to appeal

&

,

we want to quantify in the meaning

stored as the translation of that
constituent.

must somehow link the movement of

P{x)]

(13) shows that

to the order of meanings entered

in store.

The problem is clearly seen in the Swedish
examples Cll) and (12)
but it also arises in English.

Although English normally does not

allow more than one phrase to be extracted from

a

clause, we can

construct examples with unmoved WH phrases v/hich make the same
point.
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If we first look at
simple sentences, like
(14) and (15),

which store did Mary buy
which book?

(14)

In

(15)

Which book did Mary buy in
which store?

it

seems that there would, in
fact, not be any need for
keeping track
Of the order of quantifying
in, since (14) and
(15) appear to have
the same meaning.
Both WH phrases will get
translated by existential
quantifiers, and if there is no
other scopal element present,
their
relative ordering will not make
any truth conditional
difference.

However, if we embed

(16)

a

multiple question, as in
(16)

Who remembers
[q

Cco^p^ in which store] Mary bought which book?]

we find that, although the scope
of the WH phrase in Comp^

store', is fixed, the unmoved Wh
phrase,

,

'in which

'which book', can take

either wide or narrow scope with respect
to the embedding verb
'remember', as pointed out by Baker
(1968) and HirschbUhler (1978,

Forthcoming).

The two readings are brought out by
the two types of

appropriate answers, illustrated in
(17) and (18).
(17)

John

(18)

Bill

remembers where she bought Syntactic Structures, and

Fred remembers where she bought Aspects.

Consequently, in deriving

a

multiple question like (16) we must make

sure that the meaning of the moved constituent is obligatorily

quantified in at the relevant Q-level, whereas the meaning of the
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unmoved WH phrase may remain in
store and get scope higher
up.
Cooper (1978 fn. 9) suggests
one way of correlating
meanings
with moved constituents.
If there are two or more
WH meanings in
store when you apply WH movement,
you may 'check' that the WH
meaning
you are quantifying in is actually
the meaning of the moved
constituent.
Apart from the fact that this would
be an otherwise unmotivated

procedure which blurs the assumed
autonomy between syntax and semantics,
this solution win not work in
general.
For instance, if the UH

translations happen to be identical, as
in (19) and (20),
(19)

Who remembers [^^ which student Mary
talked to

_ about

which student?]
(20)

Who remembers [^^ which student Mary
talked to which

student about

?]

there is no way of telling them apart at the
Q^-level, although the

sentences mean different things.
the moved constituent is
NP

'which store'

in will
It

is

a

PP,

Furthermore, in examples like (16),

but only the meaning of the interrogative

entered in store.

The meaning to be quantified

thus not be 'the meaning of the moved constituent'.

follows that we need some way of matching syntactic constituents

with meanings in store in order to formulate the semantic rule for
WH movement.

We propose to adopt the following convention.

In a given

tree, generated by the syntax, assign an index to every NP node so

that no two NP nodes in the same tree receive the same index.

We

assume that this index spreads down to the highest Determiner dominated

by that NP node.

The indices serve to distinguish
different tokens

of constituents of category MP in
to them as

'token indices'.

a

syntactic tree, and we will refer

For ordinary NP's, the index
will play

no role in the translation, but for
interrogative and relative NP's,

i.e., NP's that are affected by movement
rules and whose translations

are obligatorily stored, the translation
rule will mention the

syntactic token index in store.
a

(21)

illustrates how

a

WH phrase in

tree gets translated.

(21)

4PPixi"l><^P^x[CN'(x)
i,j

According to (21),

^

&

P{x)], X.,

j»

N.

a

WH phrase translates into

pronoun type expression

a

which combines with the translations of other constituents
sentence.

in the

The entry in store consists of an ordered triple, the

meaning of the WH phrase,^ its semantic address variable, and its
syntactic token index.

By including the token index in the store

entry, we insure that the meaning of a particular constituent can be

retrieved

from store.

Note that we use indexing for distinctness

provides

a

.

way of uniquely identifying each NP node

The index only
in a tree.

This

use of indexing should be distinguished from coindexing of syntactic
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constituents.

We will not

™ke

use of syntactic indices
to express

coreference or quantificational
binding.
properties which belong

This we take to be
semantic

properly to the semantic
component and need

not be encoded on the
syntactic representation.

We return to this

point in Chapter IV.
We can now give the
complete rule for WH movei^ent
and WH

quantification.

(22)

Embedded constituent question rule

kkom^'^h

h

k

j-^Pj

f^Comp ^1

h?

then</>p[b(x.[-p

xp

^(np,

PP, AP,

X.]

^1

J

^

[-Q-jJ

som

& p

=-a])],

=>

[^p e

Z^, Z^

,

]

X3

]

,

l^(:m}

ADVP^

a,b are expressions of IL
Z is a variable over expressions
j

In

is the syntactic token

in store

index defined in (21)

(23) we give the rules for matrix yes/no questions and for
matrix

constituent questions.

If the (Questioned constituent is not the

subject of the main clause, the application of the rule triggers
verb inversion.

The semantic rules for matrix questions will be

introduced in Chapter IV:1.

^.23)

Direct yes-no question

,

P

& P

=^S'V

p

=\S']^

Matrix constituent guestinn

[xpX,

[q

NP,

]

V MP Xg

[j^p

e] X3 ],

...>

Matrix subject question .

<T31,

X]

[3^NP.

^

[qNP.X

],...>

The syntactic rule for embedded
questions given in (22) introduces
a

preterminal, som.

There has been some discussion

in

about what kind of element som is,
and where to attach
(1974) proposes that som

is a

but that it does not form

a

occur in Comp.
coming).

the literature
it.

Andersson

complementizer for subordinate sentences,

constituent with other elements that may

This solution is also adopted in Maling

&

Zaenen (forth-

Taraldsen (1978) analyzes som as co-occurring
with WH phrases

in Comp and

formulates

a

local

deletion rule.

Since nothing in the

present investigation will depend on which
position we take on this
issue, we simply attach som directly under
Q and give the conditions

for expanding som in the form of

a

local constraint (cf.

Gazdar 1979a).
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som

C24)

^

J som
e /-I

e

According to (24), som can
expand to the empty string
unless It
immediately precedes e, the
designated symbol for a gap,

introduced

by a movement rule.

The T-rules in (29)-(31)
as presently formulated

always leave

However, in Swedish resumptive
pronouns alternate

a

gap.

with gaps in certain
configurations.

L/e

will discuss these cases
in

section 5, where we also address
the issue of where in the
grammar
this alternation should be
captured.

^•2-2.

Relative

c lauses

and topical ization

There are two ways of forming
relative clauses in Swedish,

corresponding roughly to that and which
relatives

in English.

In one

type, the relative clause is
introduced by the invariant relative

complementizer som, illustrated

in

(25).

The other type which

involves inflected forms of relative
pronouns is used primarily
in

cases with pied piping, and in official
style.

(25)

en flicka som heter Maja
a

(26)

girl

that is -called Maja

en flicka vars syster jag kSnner vSl
a girl

whose sister

We will derive som-relatives by

a

I

know

well

deletion rule, which deletes

a

personal pronoun, optionally marked with the feature [R]
for relative.
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[^so.[3

(-27)<T6,

If <a,

then

OPPix.],
<^Ax.

The translation rule for
will

^

X

be the sequence

[a],

a

NP]Y]]>^

X., j>

Z>

Z>6

,

6 t(R)

[, so. X [^p e

]

Y

]

t(S)

;>

NP wTth the feature [R],
and token index
j,

<APPfx.],

<f

> PP{x.i

^

x.,

j»

The relative complementizer som
may optionally delete unless
it immediately
precedes the designated terminal,
e.
The local constraint in
(24)
will

hence be applicable also to relative
som.
The second type of relative clause,
illustrated in (26), is

derived by

^^^^

a

relative movement rule, formulated

('^^^

^Comp

•^R

^

h

semantic rule
XP

6

{ NP,

PP, ADVP

h

^0 ^XP ^1

^Comp ^1

^

= T5.

in

h

hp

(28).

^

h

=>

^^h^

^

]

Whereas the relative deletion rule (T6) can apply
only to noun phrase
arguments, the relative movement rule (T7) can move PR's
and ADVP's
in

addition to MP's.

Notice that we cannot collapse the relative

movement rule with the movement rule used for indirect
questions.

They obviously have different semantic translations, but apart
from
that, they must have different structural descriptions as well, due
to the fact that interrogative and relative pronouns are partially

distinct in Swedish.

Historically the relative pronouns originated
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from denionstrative forms.

This contrast can be seen in
the following

pairs of indirect questions and
relative clauses where the
questioned
and relativized phrase is of the same
category.

(29) a.

Sven undrar

Ec.^pVems] hatt du tog [^pe] av misstag.]
[Q]

Sven wonders
b.

whose hat

oar borta gar
[^p den man

you took

l^l^^^^

by mistake

hatt] jag tog

av misstag.]]

[^p e]
[R]

Over there walks the man whose hat

took

I

by mistake

(30) a.

b.

Sven undrar

var.

Sven wonders

where Maja lives

Maja bor

e

Sven hade svart att hitta huset dMr Maja bor

e

Sven had trouble finding the house where Maja lives

(31) a.

Sven undrar vart Maja hade flyttat

Sven wonders where Maja had moved
b.

Sven mindes inte numret pa huset

e

.

dit.

Maja hade flyttat

Sven didn't remember the number of the house where Maja
had moved

e.

.
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(32) a.

Sven .ndrar til,

ve. han kan v^nda s1g

e

Sven wonders to who™ he
could turn
b.

f8. .pp„3lngar
for information,

Sven letade efter den
person till vilken man
kunde
vSnda sig e
fflr upplysningar.

Sven looked for the person
to whom one could turn
for
information.

(32)

shows that vem corresponds
to interrogative 'who' in
English,

never to relative 'who'
We give the rule for topical
ization as a rule that moves any

of

wide variety of constituents
into the initial position of
the
matrix clause and simultaneously
places the tensed verb in the
second
a

position.
(33)

Topical ization

<^T8.

[jNP^^V^^
Semantic

XP ^-[nP,

In view of the

XC^pXP] Y]^[XP
rule:

V

NP

X

l^^el 1],

Identity mapping.^

PP, AP, ADVP,

VP.

VP

,

S,

Q

^

fact that fronting phenomena are so widespread
in

Swedish, we could have written

a

special PS rule for the matrix node

as in (34).
(34)

M

Comp

V

MP

X

[FIN]

The basic declarative word order would then be a special
case, namely

when we have topical ized the subject.
Wei in (1979)

This approach is taken by

in his surface structure oriented parser for Swedish.

.
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Welin basis his grammatical analysis on Diderichsen
of Danish.

'

s

[1962) description

From the point of view of the formal description,
there

does not seem to be any decisive arguments one way
or the other,
and we just note this other possibility.

Unlike question formation and relativization, topical
ization does
not involve any variable binding. A topicalized constituent,
or some

element in it, may have wide scope with respect to the rest of
the
sentence.

On our approach, the wide scope reading is derived by

storing the MP in its deep structure position and quantifying it in
at the topmost S.

3.3

Reflexives

Just as for WH phrases, we assume that reflexive pronouns cannot
be given their meaning independently but that they must be interpreted

syncategorematically.
be as in

We let the translation for

a

reflexive pronoun

(35)

(35)

sig]

[^jp

fPRO

i

<^APP|x.^

,4>PP{x.], X.))

i€:N.

]

i-reflJ

Note that the variable in the stored meaning for sig is identical
to the address variable.

for reflexi vization

(36)

,

This feature will be recognized by the rule

given in (36).

Reflexi vization
If<(a, Zq,

^APP(x.}, X.),

then (^X>^. [a(x.)], Z^,

Z^6t

>6

(VP)

t( VP)
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According to the rule

in

(36) a reflexive meaning
.ust obligatorily

come out of store at the VP
level, where it gets bound
by lambda
abstraction.
This reflects the fact that
we think of reflexive as
a property of verbphrases,
as proposed by E. Bach
(forthcoming).
Only indirectly is the variable
in the translation of
the reflexive
bound by the subject, if there
is an overt subject.
Otherwise it
gets interpreted as controlled by
the empty subject of the infinitive
phrase.

Consider the examples in (37) and
(38).

(37)

Maja tvMttar si^
iMaja

(38)

washes (her) self

Att tvatta

si2.

To wash self

(37)

Sr skttnt
is nice

says that Maja has the property of washing
herself, (38)

predicates 'nice' of the property of being an x such
that

x

washes

We go through a derivation of (37) to show
how the rule applies.

(39)

Maja

tvclttar

x.

.
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t(V):

wash'

t(VP): <wash-(.PP{xQ))

=

(^PP\x^],

x^))

>Xq [wash-(PPy)(xQ)3

t(NP^):

X PP{'^m^

tjS)

> PP

:

,

=

1^

By Reflexive rule

m] C^QEwash (PP
fx^j
'

)

(x^)])

wash;(rn,ni)

Our rule for reflexives will in
effect insure the so-called
clause mate constraint on reflexives.
be controlled within its own
clause.

examples in (40)-(41).
pronouns han

'he'

and hon

A reflexive pronoun will

We illustrate this by the

Just as sia alternates with the
personal
'she', the possessive reflexive sin
alternates

with the possessive personal pronouns
hans and hennes,

(40) a.

always

Ftirfattaren^.

rekommenderade en av

b.

'his, her'.

sina

bticker.

hans.
'J,*i

The author recommended

•

one of

self's

books.

his
(41) a.

Fttrfattaren. trodde att alia, hade
3

Ust

en av

sina
J,*i

b.

hans

i,*j,k

bticker.

The author thought that everybody had read one off self's

books.

(his

'

.
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In

(41b) the personal possessive
hans can be interpreted
as

coreferent with fOrfattaren.
'the author', or as
referring to some
contextual
Since the focus of interest
ly salient person.
in this

dissertation is the interpretation
of questions, we note
that the
control facts in the declarative
sentences in (40)-(41) are
maintained
in the corresponding
questions.
a.

(42)

sina

Vilken av

hans

fa.

b5cker rekommenderade ftirfattaren ?
1

"J,*i

Which of selfs/his books did the
author recommend?
a.

sina

Vilken avi

(43)

J'*^'

0.

bticker trodde f5rfattaren.

att

1

i'^^"^-,*j,k

alia, hade last?

Which of selfs/his books did the author
think everybody
had read?

These examples show that it is the pre-WH
movement structure that

determines which NP is interpreted as the antecedent
for the reflexive.
It is

not clear how this fact can be captured on
an approach that

directly inserts and interprets WH phrases
in

Comp.

in their surface position

Somehow the interpretation rule must have access to
global

information, viz. the pre-WH movement position of the WH
phrase.
It is partly for this reason that we have assumed
a movement analysis

for questions in this investigation.^ In this framework,
reflexives

inside WH phrases will be handled by exactly the same mechanism as

reflexives in unmoved constituents.

The rule in (36) guarantees that
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all

reflexive, get bound by
appropriate antecedents.
In this

dissertation we do not
discuss in any detail
how facts
about language processing
.igbt influence which
readings people
arrive at .est readily
for complex sentences.
It would be extremely
interesting to investigate
on-line processing of
sentences with bound
anaphors in preposed
constituents, and I hope to
pursue this line
Of research in future work.
It appears that when
a third person NP
intervenes between a reflexive
in a proposed constituent
and the antecedent for the reflexive,
the listener tends to
assu« that the reflexive
controlled by the first third
person ,NP he/she encounters.
Later, when
the gap is recognized, this
assignn«nt niust he reanalyzed.
Reflexives
in Swedish are only
inflected for person, not for
gender or number.

u

Consequently,

a

question like (43a) gives rise
to

for the hearer.

(44)

a

temporary anbiguity

We can contrast (43a) with
(44):

Vilken av sina. bftcker trodde du
att fflrfattaren

tyckte

Which of his bocks did you think
the author liked
bast om?

best?

In (44)

the intervening NP is not a third
person NP so it will never

be considered as a potential antecedent
for sina.

other hand, when the listener hears fflrfattaren
.

In

(43a), on the

'the author',

he/she

may assume that this is in fact the controller
of sina although when
more of the sentence has been processed, this turns
out to be
hypothesis.

a

Presumably the possibility of a garden path effect

false
in

sentences I1.e (43a)

wUh

one o. .o.e Intervening
potential antecedent
explains why these sentences
strike people as harder
to process.
As formulated, the rule
In (36) reflects the
fact that a reflexive
pronoun Is generally controlled
by the subject of the VP.
If there
1s no surface subject
present, as In Infinitival
clauses, a reflexive
^ay be controlled either By
an overt direct object
or by the subject
of the higher sentence.

(45)

Morfar. bad Sven.

raka sig.

.

]

Grandfather asked Sven (to) shave
self
(45)

is ambiguous.

On one reading, grandfather
asks Sven to shave

Sven, on the other reading,
grandfather wants to be shaved by
Sven.
To capture this, we can let the
reflexive rule apply optionally at

VP-nodes, i.e., at infinitival VP's.

reflexives in general

(46)

in Swedish,

as shown in (46).

Maja. tatade med Eva. on sig.

Maja talked

In

There is no object control of

certain nexal

to

Eva

/

henne

about herself/her

constructions, however,

reflexive in an oblique

a

position may be controlled by the direct object.

(47)

Maja. korde Eva. hem till sig.

Maja

took

Eva

home

.

/

henne^.

.

,

to self/her

Object control is possible when the phrase containing the reflexive,

)

,
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often

directional or locative
phrase, is predicated
about the
direct Object. (See Hellan
1980b for a detailed analysis
of similar
facts in Norwegian.

^•^

a

f'l^e

and bound pronoiin^;

In this

section we will outline our
approach to optional anaphors
like personal pronouns.
Reflexive pronouns are
special a.ong pronouns
in that they are
morphologically .^rked as necessarily
anaphoric,
that is, they must be bound
within the sentence. Other
pronouns have
a dual

use.

They can be used deictically
to refer to some person
1-n the context,
or they can be interpreted
as bound by a quantificational
non-referential NP in the sentence,
in which case the pronoun
does not
refer to any particular individual.
a

As

a

freely referring expression,

pronoun may pick out the same individual
as some other referring

expression in the sentence.
was given in (lb).

with

a

An example of a lexical entry
for a pronoun

Essentially, pronouns translate into
expressions

free variable of the

formAPP\x.].

If x. occurs as a free

variable in the reduced translation set for
any matrix node, it is
interpreted as

a

deictic pronoun which gets its value from
the

assignment function.

In a given context, the denotation of
x

may be
i

the same as the denotation of some other
referring expression in

the sentence.
The dual use of pronouns is reflected in the fact
that

like (48) has two readings.

.

sentence

On one reading, han refers to some

arbitrary individual, on the other, han
varje student

a

is

bound by the quantifier

,
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(48)

Varje student tror att han har k5rt.

Every student believes that he has failed.

t(S2) = fair(xQ)

t(VP^) = believe'C'fairCxQ))
t(S) = |AQ Vx[student'{x)-^ Qix)](^believe'r
<fAPP{xQ^

r believe'

("fail' (xq)

) )

^AQ Vx[student'(x)-?Q\x}]
Since we have the option of storing NP^
contain
S,

a

set of meanings.

,

fair(xo))),

,

Xq»][

the translation of S will

To get the reduced translation set for

t_(S), i.e., the set of readings for S, we must apply HP Quantification

to retrieve the meaning of

NP-,

from store.

(48')

tJS)

=

j Vx[student'(x)-:^believe'

(x,

Vx[student'(x)->believe'

(x,

T fail

'

(x^))],

C'fair(x))]
]

Translating both deictic and bound
pronouns using variables of
the
same type, we correctly predict
that a sentence like (49) is
ambiguous.
(49)

Vem.

_ brukade

^'^0

ijsed

s^ga han^.^^.^ var sjuk.

to say

he

i

f j

was sick

But without further restrictions
we will also generate sentences
like
(50) with two readings, although one is
impossible, as marked by the *.

(50)

Vem.

brukade han

Who did he use

.

^

s^ga _.

to say

_

var sjuk?

was sick?

Han in (50) cannot be bound by the WH
phrase.

This problem has been

referred to as the Cross-over constraint and has
been extensively

discussed in the literature (cf. Postal 1971, Wasow
1972). The unwanted
reading for (50) can arise in our grammar if, when
we translate
the pronoun han, we accidentally pick the same variable
as the one
used as an address variable for the WH phrase in store.

quantify

in the WH phrase it will

When we

bind both occurrences and we end

up with the following translation; assuming some rules that
will be

given in Chapter IV.

(51)

(51)

"?"

p3xrp

& p =^

use-to-say; (^x,

is a perfectly coherent translation;

sick;(''x) )]

unfortunately, not for

(51) but for (52) and
(53).

(52)

Vem.

_.

brukade sSga han. var
sjuk?

Who used to

(53)

Vem.

say

he

was s1ck?

brukade sSga sig. vara
sjuk?

Who used CO

say

himself be sick?

But Since (51) does not
mean the sa„. thing
as (52) or (53). we
.ust
block this derivation.
What we need to do is
to prevent a variable
that is used as an address
variable for a stored
quantifier waning
from also being used in
the translation of a
pronoun to the left of
the constituent whose
meaning has been stored.
We also need to
prevent accidental address
clashes which would occur if
the same
variable is used as the address
for two distinct stored
translations.
We can collapse these
requirements into the following
convention
(54)

Store Address Convention (SAC)
For all

rules of the form (n,

A-?X

B Y

,

G(X' B'

y)>

where G is some semantic operation,
If (i) >PPix.^^t(B)

or (Ti) ^a,

then t(A} = G(X', B", Y')

Z^.<b,x.>, Z^)6t(S)

where B" is the result of

replacing every occurrence of x.

in

t(B) with a variable

which does not occur as an address variable
in t(Y).

The first case covers derivations where

B

is a

pronoun.

It

insures

that

a

it.

Since we handle both optional and obligatory
quantification by

quantifier can never bind

a

pronoun which precedes and c-commands
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the storage mechanism, the SAC
will correctly block both
the unwanted

reading for (48) and prevent

(55)

a

sentence like (55) from getting

a

reading

Han introducerade var och en
av studenterna

He introduced each of the students
on which each student introduced
himself.
will

SAC guarantees that (55)

be translated as in (55'a), not by
(55'b).

(55') a.
b.

Vx[student'(x)^ introduce;(''x2/x)]
V'x[student'(x)

The second case applies when
reflexive meaning.

introduce;(^x, 'x)]

B

contains

a

stored NP meaning or a stored

SAC thus rules out the possibility of deriving an

absurd reading for sentences like (56) that we otherwise
could get.

(56)

Varje Engelsman presenterade sig

fttr

en kvinna

Every Englishman introduced himself to

Suppose the SAC did not apply.

Then in

a

a

woman

derivation where we happened

to pick the same address variable for the stored meaning of en kvinna,
'a

woman', as for the reflexive sig , the reflexive rule would give

a

VP meaning of the following form:

^Axg

[introduce' (to' (PPix3^)(PPjx3T,)(x3))],

^>

P9

X [woman' (x)

The subject will bind all occurrences of x^.
in the stored

meaning for

'a

woman'

will

& P\x)],

x^ //^

Consequently, quantifying

be vacuous and the reduced
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translation set for (56) will
contain the formula ia (56').

3u[woman;(u)

(56')

that is, there is

a

&

Vv[Engl ishman;(v)

introduce;(v, v, to;(v))l]

wc^an such that every
Englishman introduces himself

to himself, which is not

a

possible meaning for (56).

The Reflexive rule (36)

in

conjunction with the SAC
(54) insures

that all reflexive pronouns
get properly bound and that no
placeholding
variables get accidentally bound
by the reflexive rule or by
a quantifier
in another stored translation.
However, the rules do not enforce

disjoint reference.

They do not rule out the case
where

pronoun in

a

bound by

quantifier in the translation of NP..

a

a

non-reflexive

reflexivizable position with respect
to some NP. gets
Consider

a

sentence

like (57).

(57)

Varje man presenterade honom

Every man introduced him

Suppose we translate honom with an expression
that contains the free

variable x^.

Nothing prevents us from also picking x^ as
the address

variable when we store the subject NP varje man
we retrieve
a

,

'every man'.

When

lhat meaning from store and quantify it in,
we will

get

reading for (57) according to which every man introduced
himself.

The translations for the S-node will be as

(57-)

t(S):

t_(S):

in

(57').

<(introduce;(^X5,^X5),<>PY<[man'(x)

Vu[man;(u)-^

P{xp,

X5»

introduce;(u,u)]

This follows from the fact that we let personal pronouns be completely
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free 1n reference.

This, however, does
not sufficiently
capture the

fact that in contexts
where personal pronouns
alternate with reflexives
the referent of the pronoun
is required to be
disjoint fro. whatever
the referent of the subject
is.
The issue of where in
the gra..ar fact
like dfsjoint reference
and non-coreference should
be handled turns
out to be important for
comparing and evaluating
alternative frameworks
We will address this question
in Chapter VI.

4.

Constraining the Framework

Before we turn to the analysis
of questions in Swedish, we
will
briefly discuss the issue of
whether we need to put any constraints
on the grammar.
it will

First we note that the grammar
is designed so that

not accept sentences which do
not fulfill

subcategorization

requirements, that is, sentences that have
too many or too few constituents or constituents of the wrong
category.
fact that

a

syntactic rule only admits

a

This follows from the

verb which has that rule

number included in its feature specification
for possible contexts
into which it can enter.

Furthermore, ungrammatical permutations of

word order will also be detected.

The question is now:

to state further restrictions jn the grammar?

this question into two.

Do we want

We can break down

First, do we need to limit the number of

long distance dependencies into the same clause?
Second, do we need
to restrict what types of constituents we can extract
out of?

address these questions

in

We

turn.

Some examples of Swedish sentences with long distance dependencies

-e,1ven1„„.,.

^o. Instance,

the. we. exa.p,es
ext.ctlon
out Of embedded
constituent questions
which c.eate st.uctu.es
with
two dependencies Into
the sane clause, as
In (58).
Nobelprlset

(58)

The

1

„ed1cin. ska

snart

vi

fa'

veta ve..

nobel

som

prize in medicine shall
we soon get (to) know
who
10
fir

.

-J

-i

that gets

Note that the only
constituent that

is

the embedded question Is
the verb far.

phonol oglcal ly realized
in

'gef

.

Both Its arguments have

been preposed but this does
not noticeably affect
the processablllty
of the sentence.
(53) shows that a .i„l™al requirement
of adequacy
for a gra^ar of Swedish
Is that it can handle
sentences with two
dependencies into the same clause.
An obvious question is now
If it
is enough to provide for
two gaps in a sentence or are
there sentences
with .ore gaps? Me can try
a sentence with three
gaps.
Such sentences
get quite complex, due partly
to the fact that we need at
least three
levels of embedding to construct
them.
An example of a three gap
sentence is given in (59) for which
we can Imagine the following
context.

Suppose

I

have heard that there has been an
epidemic at

one of the hospitals in town,
probably caused by

a

delivery of fresh

produce, but it is still unclear both
what produce and who the

deliverer was.

In an

attempt to find out,

like in (59), although such

a

I

could ask

a

question

complex question would be highly unusual.

It probably violates some
conversational

principles, since

a

lot

'
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of what is normally presupposed
or shared inforr^ation is
directly

expressed in the question.

Var det S5dersjukhuset

(59)

.

soin

haisovardsmyndigheterna

nt

understika vilka f^rskvaror. det
var oklart vilken grossist

som

.

•^

levererat

.till
-J

?

-1

Was it the South Hospital, that the
department of public
health investigated which produce^ it
was unclear which
caterer,^ that

Is

(59) a

had delivered

'grammaticar question

judgments about sentences

ordinary conversation.

is

in Swedish?

.

to

,

?

Giving grammatical ity

very different from using sentences in

Most likely the process of judging sentences

for grammatical ity is influenced by various factors,
a fact that

motivates some caution in the interpretation of such judgments.

One

thing that is essential when we ask for grammatical ity
judgments is
to separate out complexity and frequency factors as far as
possible
in

order to distinguish what constructions are genuinely ungrammatical

and what constructions are merely rare.

Although (59)

is a

highly

complex sentence, each part of it is formed according to the rules
of the grammar.

The overall

impression of complexity probably arises

from the fact that three fillers must be kept available simultaneously
when the parser reaches the most embedded clause.

places quite

a

strain on the processor.

This presumably

Note that the parser is not

incapable of detecting ungrammatical ities even in highly complex
sentences.

We can compare (59) with (60), which is comparable in

^

length and struct..,
.u1,d-.p,

-ween t. ..e.

0. p.pose.

,,,,,,3 ,„

con.U.en.

(60) *Var det SOde.sjukhuset,

^^^^^

an. t.e

n™..

0.

sc. h.,
sovards.yndlghete.na l.t

undersB.avarfa.detvarok,artvnkag.oss1ster.
so™

var ansvariga fBr
leveransen av
"as it the South
Hospital

^"""^'"^

that the Healt^epart.ent
.ade

responsible for the delivery
of

would accept (60).

till

""C'ear Which caterers^
that

This .is^atch is easily
detected, and

.

^

I

to

.

were

7

do.bt that any Swedish
speaker

,f it were the case
that speakers suspend
the1.

ability to detect ungra^atical
Ities when confronted with
conplex
sentences, we would not expect
any difference between
(59) and (60).
contrary to the facts J
If we assurie that sentences
with three extractions should
be
allowdd by the gra^ar, the
next question is obviously:
Should we
allow for the possibility of
extracting in principle any number
of

constituents or should we establish
sore li.1t on the number of
gaps?
It seems that It would be
exceedingly hard to establish a
clear cut-off
point In the grammar between
grammatical and ungranmatlcal
multiextraction sentences.
Consequently, it would be In vain
to try to set
numeric limit, n. on the number of
permissible extractions, such
that any sentence with n extractions
would be grammatical, whereas
a

a

sentence with

n +

1

extractions would be excluded.

I

will

argue

below that the factors that Influence
acceptability of extractions

.
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have to do primarily with
discourse requirements and
may vary with
Choice of lexical ite.s, i.e.,
factors that have little to
do with
the formal capacity of the
grammar as such. To illustrate
the
difficulty of finding a grammatical
cut-off point, we can compare
the sentences in (61) and
(62).

(61) Jag har flera studenter.

som det inte finns

Cnp nagon^ som _. vagar prata med _. om politiska
fragor.
r

have several students, that there
is no one. who

dares talk to_. about political
issues.
(62) Sadana

kansHga politiska fragor^ har jag flera
studenter.

som det inte
med

.

-T

om

finns

[^^p

nagon

,

-k

Such touchy political

issues,

that there is no one. who
J

In

som _. vagar tala

.

"J

have

I

several

dares talk to

students
.

-I

about
-K*

(61), the preposed constituent flera studenter has been
extracted

out of a relative clause, thus creating a
two-gap structure.

In

(62)

we have topical ized sadana kMnsliga politiska fraoor
out of the embedded

relative clause, whi:ch creates three gaps in this
clause.

The point

of these examples is that in contexts where
(61) is accepted,
(62) would also be accepted.

I

think

There is no formal property of (62)

that makes it clearly ungrammatical in distinction to
[61), and hence
no basis for putting a numeric limit on the number of extractions
per

clause.

In actual

cases, there will be a natural upper bound on

the number of extractions, since the number of constituents

in any

actually used sentence
1s rather small.
Although people do not
nor^lly .se sentences
11.e (59) and
(62) and n.y have dimcultles
In processing the..
I thin. It
would
be in principle wrong
to exclude sentences
with three or .ore
gaps
by a restriction In
the gra«r.
ny argument here Is
reminiscent
of Miller & Chomsky's
claim that:
"devices that incorporate
competence whether or not

are in fact

"^^^

°' ''''''

.adrava'iUbL!'

it

''''

(Miller & Chomsky, 1963:462)

Applying this argument to
center-embedded relative clauses,
they
claimed that neither the fact
that people don't spontaneously
produce
multiply embedded relative
clauses, nor seem to process
the. easily
should count as a reason for
excluding the possibility of
generating
them from the grammar.
I think the case
for multiple extractions in
Swedish is quite parallel.
In
English, on the other hand, the

constraint against more than one gap

in a tensed

sentence appears

to be a grammatical constraint.
We now turn to the second question:

Do we need to put a

grammatical constraint on what constituents
may contain gaps?

In

the terminology common after Ross'
dissertation, the question would
be:

Are there any extraction islands in the
language?

We mentioned

above that not all sentences with multiple
long-distance dependencies
are equally good.

Whereas extractions out of indirect questions

most often are quite good, extractions out of
tensed relative clauses
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se.. .ore restricted.

To give a complete
account of the factors
that
influence the acceptability
of such sentences would
take us too far
fron, the ™in concerns
of this study. We refer
to Erteshik
U973)
and Erteshik-Shir
(1980) for a discussion of
so.e pragmatically based
conditions on extractions.
Ue will here only discuss
a few examples
that show some sources of
variation.

.(63) a.

'
Stenmark. skulle
^u.ie jdg
iaa a^irna
garna uiHa
vi ija +v,y-P4:
trSffa nagon som kunde
T

Stenmark

would

presentera mig

I
1

likp
MKe tn
to moQ^meet

someone who could

fttr

introduce me to

b.

Stenmark. tror jag inte man kan
hitta en NorrlSnning

Stenmark

think

not (that) you can find

I

a

Norrlanning

som inte Mr stolt over

who is not proud of
(63) shows that extractions are in general

acceptable when the

head NP of the relative clause is
indefinite and non-specific, as
in

(a),

or generic, as in (b).

(A

'Norrlanning' is

a

person from

the same part of Sweden as Stenmark,
Norrland.)

(64)??Stenmark trSffade jag en gang den man som
upptMckte
Stenmark met

I

once

_

the man who discovered

Extractions out of clauses with definite heads, as in
(64), are far
less acceptable, presumably due in part to the fact that
such structures

tend to create sentences with competing foci, and in part to the
fact

that an extraction out
of

a

deflnUe description .a.es

It hard to

compute the uniqueness
.e,u1.e^„t Involved 1n the
description
case a reg1d designator
Is extracted.
11.e In

I„

(64). the result ™ight
st.ll not he totally
Impossible, but If «e
question out of a definite
description. «e can no longer
uniquely Identify the
referent denoted
by the definite tern.

(55) ??Vilken skldlkare traffade
du den ™an son
uppt^ckte

Which skier

(65)

is

exactly
raef by

that we

because

_

did you meet the nan
who discovered

?

_

?

impossible unless It Is
presupposed that each man
discovered
one s^ler. In which case
„e may actually Identify
'the .an you
filling in the value for which
skier he discovered. Note
cannot say in general that
the head NP may not be
definite
of sentences like (65) which
explicitly state that someone

is the unique x that has
the property expressed by the
relative clause.

(56)

Mt. Toms slalombana Sr Stenmark
den ende som kan klara

Mt. Tom's slalom track is
Stenmark the only (one) who can do
pa mindre an en minut.
in less than a minute.

The nature of the relation denoted by
the matrix verb

my

also

influence acceptability judgments as argued
in Allwood (1976) and
shown by the contrast in (57).
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(67)

a.

Centerpartist kSnner jag ingen som

Member of the

C.

party,

I

.

know no one who is

b.??Centerpartist ringde jag upp en man som Sr
I

(57b)

called up

a

man

who is

.

.

.

is not perceived as a plausible
predication of the topic constituent.

From the examples given here it emerges that the
factors that influence
the acceptability of extractions out of relative
clauses, and probably
out of NP's in general, have to do mainly with discourse
structure,

or what Kuno calls 'thematic structure'

(Kuno 1976).

These constraints

seem to be required by principles for conversational cooperation,

necessary for successful communication, but outside the proper domain
for syntax.

The constraints reflect exigencies stemm.ing from people's

use of sentences in actual discourse where there is a lot of unclarity.

Given an explicit theory about discourse structure, it might be that
the simplest grammar overall

is one

where no restrictions on the number

of extractions or island conditions are formulated within the syntactic
or semantic component but follow from general principles of sentence

processing and discourse structure.
However, there appear to be some restrictions that pertain to

constituents

in

certain positions in the sentence, in particular to

the subject position.

It might be that this restriction is also

discourse-motivated but it has been grammaticized in the language to
more noticeable degree than the previous examples.
pairs provide some illustration.

The following

a
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(.63)

Minga portrto av Karl den tolfte
hunger pa Gripsholm.

a.

Many portraits of Charles the Twelfth
hang at Gripsholm.

b.*Vilken kung hunger

[^p minga portrStt av

Which king hang

_]

p| Gripsholm?

many portraits of

at Gripsholm?

Det hunger manga portrStt av Karl den
tolfte pa Gripsholm.

(59) a.

Jhere hang many portraits of Karl the Tvvelfth at
Gripsholm.
Vilken kung hunger det

b.

Which king

hang

there

[^p manga portrStt av

_]

many portraits of

at Gripsholm?

An extraction out of a subject NP as in (68b) is
quite bad.

sentence has

a

presentational form as in (69),

pa Gripsholm?

If the

where the surface

subject position is occupied by the dummy det, an extraction
is
possible.

Although (68) and (69) have the same meaning in

conditional sense, they cannot be used interchangeably.

truth

a

Presumably

an extraction out of a subject NP would also violate constraints
on

'thematic structure'.

See Anward (forthcoming) for a discussion

of functional explanations for NP movements in Swedish.

It may be

that the restriction exemplified in (68b) is an instance of

a

more

general constraint on extractions out of leftmost constituents.

.i.

Gazdar (1980) has suggested that these violations can be treated by
a

generalized Left Branch condition.
More discussion is certainly needed in order to determine what

restrictions should be expressed in the grammar and what restrictions
should follow from

a

theory of felicitous discourse.

(Cf.

Fodor (1980)

for an extensive discussion of functional explanations and their

relevance to the actual forms of constraints in the grammar.)
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Alternation between Gaps and

^'

In this section

Pi
Tonouns

we will look more closely
at the circumstance

mentioned briefly in connection
with the rule of WH .oven^nt,
namely,
that in Swedish a preposed
constituent is sometimes matched
by a gap,
and sometimes by a resumptive
pronoun.
First we want to emphasize
that there is no free alternation
between gaps and pronouns in
Swedish, a situation we might
expect if the language had an
optional
rule of pro drop as is apparently
the case in many SOV languages
(cf.

Maling & Zaenen 1980).

In modern Swedish, a personal

pronoun cannot

be left out even if the referent
is highly salient in the
context.

This is illustrated in the following
dialogues:

(70)

Q:

A:

Vad gjorde du

med

What did you do

with my

Jag lade den/ *
I

(71)

Q:

put

(72)

Q:

book?

pa bordet.

it / *

on the table.

Vad ska jag gttra med din bok?

What shall
A:

min bok?

I

do

with your book?

lagg den/ *

pa*

Put it

on the table!

/*

bordet.'

Varftir ramlade bordet ihop?

Why did the table 'fall apart'?
A:

Jag stall de min ryggsMck pa det/ d^r /*
I

put

my

backpack on it /there/*

.
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The subcategorizatlon
restncticns for
li^aS -d sMiJa, 'ouf
require both a di.ect
object and a
d,>ect1ona,/locat^ve adverbial
Phrase, hence the asterisks
at the gaps in the
examples above.
In cur
gra^r. this requirement will
be expressed
by lettinc the lexical

may ad.it the ite., only
rule (14) (VP-.

V NP

PP) and not any
rule

Where either the direct
object or the prepositional
phrase is optional
(cf.

the list of rules given
in section 2).

Having shown that personal
pronouns cannot be dropped
at rando.,
we want to argue that the
pronoun - gap alternation
in contemporary
Swedish serves the purpose of
disambiguating sentences that
other>n-se
would have been ambiguous.
Consider a sentence of the
following type:
(73)

Here is the girl, that no
one remembers which boy. the

teacher told

Since the verb 'be nice to'

to be nice to

is

.

sy^etric, i.e.,

it can take animate

NP's in both subject and object
positions, the selectional restrictions

win
a

not tell us which filler to
associate with which gap.

In Swedish,

sentence like (73) will have two
surface forms, depending on which

reading is intended.

The nested reading is expressed
as in [74)

and the intersecting one as in
(75).

(74)

Har ar flickan
som ingen mindes vilken pojke,- ISraren bad
J

I

—J

vara

hyggiig mot
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Har ar flickan.

(75)

sm'i^^^^^r^^
[

Poj'^lWn hadie.

'

vara hygglig ,ot

L

^

using Fodor.s (1978)
terminology, we will re.er
to preposed constituents
and extraction sites as
fillers and
abbreviated as F,G. We can
summarize the available surface
patterns
as in

(76)

ok

—

I

.

F

F

*

I

G

I

G

F

t=Lj

It seems that the main
motivation

(76).

F

P

G

for the systematic alternation

diagrammed in (76) stems from
parsing considerations.
hears

a

sentence like

clause -lararen bad
in short

(.74)

,

When

a

listener

and is about to interpret
the gap in the
he or she will

presumably have two "fillers"

term memory that need to be assigned,
viz. the fillers

corresponding to the preposed constituents
flickan 'the girl' and
'w^^'c^

boy.

13

^^^^^

restrictions on the

order of gap filling in the grammar,
the parser presumably at this
point has to make

a

choice of which filler to insert.

It seems plausible

that making such a choice during on-line
processing would increase
the overall processing load of the sentence.
in

The gap-pronoun pattern

(76) in effect allows the parser to use a very
general parsing

strategy:
filler."

"Always associate
(Cf.

Engdahl

a

detected gap with the most recent

[1979) and Frazier and Clifton (1980) where

experimental evidence for this hypothesis is presented.)
this account of the pronoun-gap alternation makes
sense in

Notice that
a

left-to-right

perspective, which presumably reflects the directionality in both
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perception and production.

This explanation predicts
that «e aet

the pattern of available
filler-gap assignments 1„
(761 and not any
other pattern of gap-pronoun
constellations.
For instance, looking
solely at the structural
properties, a pattern like in
(77) would
be equally good at guaranteeing
that a given string is only
interpreted
in one way,

(77)

a.

*

irT=r\
F

F

G

c.

ok

P

r7

F

r

But from the point of view of an
on-line parser the pattern in
[77)
would not be of any help in deciding
between the (b) and Cc) readings
at the time the gap must be
interpreted.

The possibility that the

chosen assignment must be reanalyzed
cannot be ruled out.

The fact

that resumptive pronouns appear in the
pattern depicted in (73)

supports the assumption that this is really
a parsing-motivated

no-ambiguity constraint.

This is further supported by the fact

that when the fillers are of distinct
category and hence not inter-

changeable, intersection extractions with two
gaps are allowed, as
in

(78) and (79).

(78)

Det har problemet^. minns jag inte hur.

j

J

b«r IBsa

This problem

I

don't remember how

I

[,p_,][,o,p.

ought to solve.
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(79)

Det har problcet,
.inns jag

Th,s problem

I

don't remember

inte [ned

vn'th

.i^^^^^li^j

which method

I

ought to

solve.

(79) Should be contrasted with
(80), where the preposition
has been
stranded and consequently
both fillers are of
category NP.

(80)

Det hSr problemet, minns
jag inte [vilken metod.]
jag b6r 15sa

The question is now: Should
the gap

-

"

[r.jpdet.]

med

[Jp_

pronoun alternation be captured

Tn the syntactic component
of the grammar or should we
let the grammar

generate ambiguous sentences and
take the effect of pronoun
insertion
or retention to be a reflex of
an auxiliary device which
serves to
reduce ambiguities?

The data

the facts in my own dialect.

I

have presented so far represents

The Swedish speakers that

able to consult with tend to confirm
my judgments.

of speakers consulted

is too small

claim about the language as
in the

a

I

have been

However, the number

for me to want to make any general

whole, particularly in view of the fact

that

closely related language Norwegian, the
facts are different.
In Norwegian, where extraction
possibilities seem to be identical

to the facts in Swedish, we find that
sentences with multiple filler-gap

assignments are truly ambiguous.
both

a

A structure F F G G may receive

nested and an intersecting interpretation.

The availability

of both readings appears at first glance to
go against the type of

:

1
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explanation we gave for
the facts in Swedish.
1n

As it turns out

™st

cases other factors in
the sentences .il,
disa.higuate'the.
For instance, in (Si)
only an intersecting
reading .a.es sense,
given
our knowledge about writing.

(81)

Dette er forfa'ttaren

.

laereren

soiri

spurte hvilke vers,

vi

trodde

—

hadde

skrevet
This is the author that the
teacher asked which poems
v/e though
had written
In

(82) the number agreement between
gaps and verbs disambiguates

the sentence Tn favor of an
intersecting reading.

(82)

Dette er pfkenT
[SG]

'

som laereren spurte hvilke gutter,
[PL]

^

vi

trodde

—1
var gla
[SG]

i

This is the girl that the teacher
asked which boys we

thought

was fond of

.

If there is no disambiguating
morphological or pragmatic cue in the

sentence, it appears that the nested reading
is strongly preferred.
A sentence like (83) will normally be
understood on the reading

diagrammed in (a).

—

—J

i

.
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(83)

Det var Eva

laereren

[SG]

spurte hvilken gutt vi

troddel

[SG]
L

var

smt

pa

[SG]

b.

It was Eva that the
teacher asked which boy we
thought

was mad at

_

.

However, in a suitable context,
(83) nay express the reading
diagramed
in (b).
A context that would bring
out this reading .ight be a
question
like in (84)

(84)

Spurte laerern hvilken gutt. vi
trodde Maren var sint pi

_.?

Did the teacher ask which boy
we thought Maren was mad at

_?

Naj, det var EVA.

laereren spurte hvilken gutt.

var sint pa

vi

trcdde

J

o

—

—J

Note that Eva in this answer receives
contrastive stress.

Whether

or not a sentence like (83) can have an
intersecting reading without
a

contrastive

context

as

set up in (81) remains to be

investigated.^^

Another place where Norwegian and Swedish differ with
respect
to the surface form of the extraction site, is in
the position imnediately

following

a

filled complementizer.

Following Bresnan (1972) we can

refer to this phenomenon as the Fixed Subject Constraint.

constituent is moved from

a

position to the right of

a

If a

lexically filled
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CO.P node in Swedish,

a

resumptive pronoun appears.

Norwegian sentences, there
will be

a gap.

(85) and their Norwegian counterparts

(85)

a,

in

In the

corresponding

The Swedish examples
in
show this.

(86)

Krig och Fred, ^r jag s^ker
pa att den./:_ kom ut

b.

minns jag inte

on

Ryssland

i

den./*__ har tiversatts

till esperanto.
_
-

c.

II
"

-

den./*_ kom ut.

n^i^

d.

-

"

-

vad. den./*
J

a,

War and Peace

b.

-

"

c.

_

II

d.

-

-

1

-

handlar om

_j

I

am sure on

I

don't remember if it has been
translated

that it

appeared in Russia.

into esperanto.

when it appeared.
"

-

what, it is about
J

(86)

a.

Ivrig og

Fred er jeg sikker pa at

b,

husker jeg ikke

_./*den kom

^'

"

II

"

i

Russland.

om __./*den har blitt oversatt
til

_

ut

—J

_

nar

-

hvad

esperanto,

^./*den kom ut.

~J./*den

handlet om

—J

It seems to me that when we compare Swedish and
Norwegian we can say

that extractions occur in both languages in identical contexts,
but
that the languages vary systematically in their conditions on
the surface

form

of the

extraction site.

Whereas Swedish seems to require
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-u.pt.ve

p.o„ouns

ce.Mn

cases (Fixed S..,ects
an. 1„te.sect1n,

extractions,, .cweglan
accepts ,aps In those
positions. To n„.
out
"Hethe. this 1s a ,angua,e
spin o. a .lalecta,
dL.e.ence we nee. to
loo. at a large, sa.ple
and chec. „1th
speakers fro. different
parts
of both countries.

6.

Summary

The purpose of this
chapter has been to
outline a fran^work
for Swedish, explicit
enough to per.1t the
formulation of syntactic
and semantic rules for
a variety of
constructions, especially
unbounded
dependencies.
In this gra™.r.
we have taken the
rule-by-rule approach
(cf. Bach 1976).
To each syntactic rule
there Is a semantic
translation
rule,
we argued In Chapter II
that It is not possible
to write rules
for structures with unbounded
dependencies simply as a pair of
a
Phrase structure rule and a
semantic translation rule
which directly
interprets the surface configuration.
Instead we generate all
constituents
in their base position
and interpret the application
of movement rules
(cf. Cooper 1978).
This way we can account for
how reflexives in

preposed constituents get bound by
their appropriate antecedents.
Very few constraints have been
imposed on the grammar Itself.
In sections 4 and 5. we
discussed what types of constraints
need to

be expressed in the formal
components, and what constraints can
be

seen to follow from considerations
of language processing and pragmatics.
Me have tended to leave such
restrictions for which there is

explanation out of the grammar.

a

processing

However, the issue of how an originally

user-raotlvated constraint becomes
"grammaticized" is intriguing and

deserves further research.
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Footnotes to Chapter III

^^"^^"^'^
sen,antIc"rS?L'?rnof perfect'""?h.'5^
''^'^ introduce
empty Comp node (4? 5 27) do nit h.v»
rule.
The translat on for thP nn^»^^^"^"'"'f'P™'^i"9 translation

f

^^'""'^^"^^
buildin ."ihuls u^
s r
dlscSsTcn"' buil/° ""1
indirectly relevant to the probZs
w'arrconcerned'wUh

ef^rf

^
herl

based'^^d
3

rL°.^nt?c^^y:Lle^\^roI?h

^

^

The formulation in (6) is a simplified
version
For
of Cooper"^ storage convention"

and^expHcn formalization

comnlPtP
se^Ladusa^w

a

4

We \yill probably want to extend the
quantification rule to allnw
for quantifying into VPs and CNs as
well, in view of Lamp^es Mke
(i)

(n)

John wishes to find a unicorn and eat
it. (PTQ)
Every search for two red-haired men failed.

The second example, which shows the need
for CN-quantification , was
brought up by J. Higginbotham and commented
upon by B
Partee
''''''''''
in
the spring of 1980.
The translation rules would be as in PTQ.
'

5

^^.^[^ here disregarding "echo questions" of the type 'John saw
who
which we take to be metalinguistic requests for
clarification
rather than genuine questions.
,

,

Appealing to the order of entry in store would reflect the
WH-priority facts in English, as Cooper points out (1978 fn
9)
but is not a sufficient device.
^We here follow Karttunen (1977) in the translation of the WH
hrase.
Certain modifications will be suggested in Chapter IV.
3

A topical ized NP often takes wide scope, but not necessarily so.
Further work need to be done to investigate the interaction of
topical ized constituents with modals and negatives in the sentence.
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p^u'^cr

reflexive
''^^^ where
'
"mo:L'^'^^°r^^^^^^
^°"f^^tuents. We note that
the same facts seem to
qovern tL hI!?
pronouns in rtght^moJed' o
Lt '''cf^'^he
wh.ch are similar to the
pseudo-'eli con'^t'rSc^^oil^^^^Lg^t^S!^^'

U

(T)

Det som varje flicka.

hennes. ^.1

viUe

ha

PoJ^v^n.

9''^^ wanted was
Jfi^^^^u^^^r^
self's/her
boyfriend.

hennes.

.

\

related1o^^"Jirn T.^^'f'

^

2

a

picture of

Det som varje flicka. trodde
vi hade tagit var ett
kort pa

(11)

Tnif

var ett kort pa

\

^a^onara'nafysi^!^

Poj^vSn.

'^'^^"^ =«"tence is transformationally
where the pronoun is a clausemate
of -i'"™"^

""^^

witrf ^ra^n^):?-

9a

fn.
for

.
a

c.-^n*
similar

was suppled

^^^^^ '^^^''^^ 2.2.3, Rules of functional <app
application)
ication;
but not equivalent restriction.
i

b^T

Ejerhed.''°'

'

°" '^^'^^^

.^/O'^ further discussion of this issue and
.
additional examples
of multi-gap structures, see Engdahl
(1980).
12

Kiparsky and Wayne O'Neil (in a seminar on Germanic
Syntax,
MTT ^aon^^u'^
MIT
1980) have suggested that Old Icelandic had a rule of
optional
prodrop for contextual ly salient pronouns.
It remains to be investigated
whether similar evidence can be found in Old Swedish.
For modern
Swedish, however, the facts are clear.
Pronouns cannot be dropped
under the control of a contextual ly salient antecedent
that is not
expressed in the sentence.
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that th!'';i.::rha'r^orye;'^i::^:b?^
' "-^^^-^
?o'a?SjS^I f^T/"^
"'^'"^^^ ™^'-'<er
(cf. Frazier 1979) or assign
1^°
its arlLlfirl, faction.
It would be
interesting to investigate In wL? fr i^
""^tituents
are
represented dur ng the processing
the syntactic structure thar
""'^ °f
re?aineS plf 'Tl'"'''
""^^ '°
'"^^
to pursue this issue in future
research

f

n^T

Norwegill'i^s'b'ro^gtlf trl^aUenUoTbi^r
r^'
(1979) for a detaiL

'7''

d?scLs"n"or?he%o™eSuf ^as^s!

CHAPTER

IV

THE INTERPRETATION OF
QUESTIONS
In the first section

of this chapter, we give
an overview of

previous approaches to
questions.

We then point out two
problems

for these approaches, the
problem of temporal ambiguities
In questions,

and the problem of Interpreting
constituent questions with
bound
anaphors.
I„ section 3 we
propose an approach to questions
which is
general enough to handle the
problematic cases. We show how
this
approach works for multiple
questions and for WH phrases
embedded
inside WH phrases (section
4).
Non-nominal questions are discussed

briefly in section

5

and in section 6 we address
the issue of temporal

properties of common nouns.

1

Py'evious Approaches to Questions

•

Montague's PTQ provides
sentences within

a model

a

semantic treatment of declarative

theoretic semantics.

extended this approach to questions,

Hamblin (1973

(1976))

Hamblin takes questions to

denote sets of propositions, namely the
set of propositions expressed
by possible answers to the questions.

Karttunen (1977) extended

and modified Hamblin's approach, in particular by
restricting the

denotation of

a

question to the set of propositions expressed by

true answers to it.

Karttunen's reasons for this move come partly

from the difference in entailments illustrated in the following
pair:
(1) a.
b.

John told Mary that Bill and Sue passed the test.

John told Mary who passed the test.
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(Karttunen 1977 (19))

Ill

The verb

'tell' with a that complement
as in

(la) does not entail

that What is told is true,
but the sentence with
an embedded question,
(lb), says that John told
Mary something true.
Furthermore. Karttunen
argues, the semantics for
non-proposi tional attitude
question taking
verbs like 'depend on' and
'determine' is simplified if
we only
consider true answers.
I
think Karttunen's reasons
are good, and
I will
follow his approach and take an
(indirect) question to 'denote
the set Of true propositions
that jointly constitute a true
and complete
answer to the question' (Karttunen
1977:10).
We will understand

question embedding verbs like 'remember',
'wonder', and 'investigateto denote relations between
individual

concepts

arrd

properties of

propositions, i.e. functions from possible
worlds to sets of propositions
In

most of our discussion, we will simply
talk of relations between

individuals and sets of propositions,
disregarding intensions.
The basic types of questions we will be
concerned with are

exemplified in (2)
(2)

a.

-

(4).

Kommer Sven?
comes Sven

b.

'Is Sven

coming?'

Vem kommer?
Who comes?

(3)

a.

Maja undrar om Sven kommer.

Maja wonders if Sven comes,
b.

Maja undrar vilken flicka som kommer
Maja wonders which girl

that comes
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a.

(4)

Majas humdr beror pa hurdant
v^dret Sr.

Maja's mood depends on what the
weather is like.
On our approach, the meaning
of (3a)

can be paraphrased roughly
as:

Maja stands in the want-to-know
relation to the set of propositions
which contains either the proposition
that Sven comes or the proposition that Sven doesn't come,
whichever is true in the context
of the question.
a

On

Karttunen's approach. (3a) will
translate into

formula of intensional logic (IL) as in
(5).

(5) a.

wonder' (^m, f)[^p & p=\ome;(s)

Similarly, we can paraphrase (3b) as:

V

p

=*-,come;(s)])

Maja stands in the wonder

relation to the set of true propositions of the
form

where

u

is

a girl

(5) b.

J

'u

came',

The translation is given in (5b).

wonder' C^m, p3u[giri;(u) & ^p &

p

="come;(u)])

We propose to use essentially the same semantics
for direct

questions, by embedding them under

a

reflects the direct speech act.

do not think that this says

all
is

I

periphrastic locution which

there is to be said about the mood of direct questions but it

sufficient for the purposes of this investigation.

and Hausser & Zaefferer (1979) propose an alternative

phrastic approach.

Hausser (1978)
to the peri-

They take pairs of direct questions and their

short (non-redundant) answers as basic and let the meaning of the

question be

a

function from the intension of

a

non-redundant answer
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to a truth value.

Although this approach may work
for question-answer

pairs like in (6), where the answer
is an individual, it will
not
work for question-answer pairs,
where the answer contains a
variable
bound by a quantifier in the question.
(6)

(7)

Q:

Who came?

A:

John.

Q:

Who did every man vote for?

A:

Himself.

For the reasons discussed in Chapter
II, we either do not get the

correct readings, or violate the principles
of lambda conversion
if we try to correlate the question-answer
pairs in this way.

our representation of the meaning of

In

(2a), we include a constant,

like

'I

a

direct question like

"?", which abbreviates
an expression

ask you to tell me'.

The meaning of the direct yes/no question in
(2a) is provided
by the semantic part of rule (T28), repeated
here in (8).

(8) <T28,

[3NP

V

X]

=5^

[FIN]

[q V NP X]
^

,

"?" p[-p &
p =^S'

The derivation for (2a) is given in (9).
(9)

S:l

VP:9
I

V

Sven

T28

[FIN]
I

kommer
t_(S):

comei(s)

tjQ):

"?" p[>^p & p =''come;(s)

Vp =^come!(s)]

v p

/

)
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To derive the embedded yes/no
question in (3a) we use rule
(26)

repeated here in (10).

(10)^26,

Q^om

The derivation is given in
(11).

S,

>p[^p

& p =

s'V

p=^^S']^

(11)

kommer
t((7):

ApL^P &

tjS):

Recall

p

='come;(s)V

p

=^come;(s)]

wonder'(''m. p[-p & p =*come;(s)

that undra

,

p

'wonder', is a member of the set V*ie, i.e.
of

those verbs that can be introduced by rule
(16).
om is simply:

om

=% come;(s)]

The rule expanding

om.

We now turn to the semantics for constituent
questions of the

type exemplified in (2b) and (3b).
are derived by a quantificational

On

Karttunen's approach, these

rule which quantifies the meaning

of the WH constituent into a sentence with

a

•

subscripted pronoun

in a way similar to wide scope quantification in PTQ.^

Karttunen first defines some new basic categories,

P,,u

for WH

Wri

phrases, Pg for subordinate questions, and Pq^ for the category of

question embedding verbs.

In

order to derive

a

constituent question,
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we first build up a sentence
with a subscripted pronoun
and then

quantify in

a

WH phrase.The syntactic part
of the quantification rul
e

substitutes the WH phrase for the
first occurrence of PRO^ and
moves
it to the front of the sentence.

A short analysis tree is given
in

(12).
(12)

which girl John likes,

which girl, WH

Q, WHQ

John likes him

t, S,

The rule that quantifies in a WH
phrase, WHQ, turns the result into
a

set of propositions syncategoremati
cal ly

.

Just as Montague's

quantification rules, it makes use of subscripted
pronouns in the
syntax.

We may raise the same objection as we

did earlier, namely

that the use of subscripted proforms in the
syntax violates Partee's

well-formedness constraint.

A further problem with the syntactic

part of the question quantification rule is that in
order to get
the agreement between the question constituent and the
'gap', it

seems that we need as many distinct subscripted pronouns
as there
are feature constellations which are reflected by agreement in

the syntax.

On our approach, we generate WH phrases in their deep

structure positions where agreement can be locally determined.

2.

2.1

Two Problems

Temporal ambiguities

On Karttunen's approach, a question like in

translation as in (13'

).

(13) will

get

a
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Which girl dates John?

(13)

(13')

"?"

pDu[giri;(u)

&

& p = ^

date;(u

(13) denotes the set of true propositions
of the

where

u

is a girl.

J )J]
fom

By quantifying in the WH
phrase

'u

dates John',

'which girl',

Karttunen gets a formula where the
existential quantifier ranges over

individuals that are girls at the time
of evaluation.

The whole

question is in the present tense, and no
problem arises.

Consider

now sentences like (14) and (15) where the
question is under the

scope of

a

temporal operator:

(14)

Which third year students took the Tense and
Aspect

seminar in the spring of 1979?
(15)

Which fourth year students will start writing their

dissertations next year?

(14)

and (15) are genuinely ambiguous.

which current third year students took

(14) is either a question about
a

particular seminar in 1979

,

or about which of the third year students in the spring of 1979
took this seminar.

Similarly, (15) is either

a

question about which

students who are currently in their fourth year will begin their

dissertations next year, or

a

question about which students will be

fourth year students next year and start their dissertations then.
In

Karttunen

for (14) and

's

system, we get the following, simplified, translations

(15), respectively.

We use H for the past tense operator,

and F for the future tense operator.
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(14')

"?• $ ^u[third-year-student;(u)
&
=

05)

.anin, of

^

the question 1„

Where

u

1s

a fourth

(U)

&

^p &

p

thus is the set
o.

the case that

thi., ,ea. stu.ent
(now,,

a

take;(u/x)]]

=

''[start-dissertation;(u)]]

ofthefo™.Uhasbeen

-

&

au[fourth-year-student;(u)
=

The

'H^{x[seminar'(x)

& p =

.

t.e

ta.e a se.1„a..

.

propositions

«,e.e

.

(is) denotes the set
of t.ue propositions

year student (now,.

The translations we
get

on Karttunen's
approach only express one
of the readings, the
one
where we are asking about
current third and fourth
year

students
The other reading cannot
be expressed given the
way the quantification
i^ule is formulated.

Karttunen takes the whole WH
phrase to constitute the
Interrogative quantifier which takes
scope over the whole question.
Ha.bl1n
takes the opposite view.
He considers just the
'which' part of the
WH phrase to be the quantifier
and lets all the descriptive
material
of the CN phrase be expressed
inside the proposition where
it
becomes part of the content.

translations of the

fo™

in

On Hamblin's approach, we would
get
(14") and (15"), disregarding
the difference

arising from letting questions
denote only true answers.
(14", "?" 53u['p « p
,

='Hiix[sem1nar'(x,

4 take;(u.'x,]]

i third-year-student;(u)

S
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05")

'^''^auCpM-'FCfourth-year-studentM
&

,

start-dissertation;(u)]]

(14") denotes the set of
true propositions that
pick out a set of

worlds w such that it has
hean the case that
in w and

u

take a seminar in w.

u

be a third year student

Similarly. {15") denotes
the set

Of propositions true in
those worlds, w. where it
will be the case
that u be a fourth year
student in w and u start
dissertation writing
w.
We note that Hamblin
only gets the reading wher^
(14) is a

question about individuals who
were third year students at
the time
they took a seminar, and
where (15) asks about future
fourth year
Students.
It seems

to me that

(14) and (15)

are genuinely ambiguous and

that we want our treatment of
questions to allow

us

to represent

both readings.

The temporal

ambiguities noted in (14) and
(15) are of course

not exclusive to questions.

Declarative sentences show the same

kind of ambiguities (cf. Bach
1968. Fodor 1970), as can be seen
in
(14D), the declarative sentence
corresponding to (14).
(14D)

Two third-year students took the Tense
and Aspect

seminar in the spring of 1979.
When the ambiguity is tied to a NP, these
facts can be handled in

Montague grammar by either interpreting the NP
in place, inside the
scope of the temporal operator in the sentence,
or by quantifying
It in.

3
In

this respect the temporal

operators act just like modals
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and intensional

verbs in crpatinr,

•^.^4.

^"t^n^ional contexts (cf.
Ejerhed 1980)

The particular proble.
raised by the questions
is that whereas
quantification is optional for
NPs. (a NP can always
be interpreted
in place') it is obligatory
for WH phrases. We
cannot represent
the true-at-event-ti.e-reading.
of the question by
interpreting the
WH Phrase in place
and simultaneously interpret
it as an interrogative
quantifier which .akes a
sentence into a question
and has scope over
that question. We return
to the issue of temporal
ambiguities In
common nouns in section 6.

Constituent questions with bound
anaohors
There is another type of
questions that pose

a

problem for

both Hamblin's and Karttunen's
approaches quite independent

problem with tense raised in the
previous section.
questions we have in mind are exemplified
in (16)

(16)

Vilket

[minne

Which memory
(17)

sin barndom]

The type of
-

(19).

vill ingen vuxen gltimma?

from his childhood does no adult
want to forget?

Vilken av [sina bticker] brukar varje
fttrfattare rekommendera?

Which of his
(18)

fra'n

of the

books does

Vilket [kort pa sig]

every author usually recommend?

trodde du att varje flicka tSnkte

skicka in?
Which picture of herself did you expect
every girl to

send in?

.
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(15)

V1lKaav[def.ago.han/honflck]

vSntade du att

varje siJkande skulle
vSgra besvara?
Which Of the questions
he/she got did ycu
expect
every applicant to
refuse to answer?
«e

Win

refer to the materia,
inside the brackets
as the C« part
Of the question, or
as the specification
of the question.
What the
examples in (16).(19,
show is that there
.ay he an occurrence
of
a bound anaphor
or a bound pronoun
inside the specification
of the
question,
in the Swedish
questions in (16) and
(17, the underlined
pronoun is a possessive
reflexive and the antecedent
is the underlined
NP in the sentence.
In (19) the personal
pronouns, han/hon are
most naturally understood
as bound by the
quantificational NP

vanejakand^. .every applicant'.
mside the specification of

a

The phen<^non with
bound anaphors

question is quite general.

It .ay

arise as soon as the CN
phrase is a derived phrase
and not
i tem

a

lexical

On the approach to
questions given in Karttunen
(1977) and

further developed in Karttunen
& Peters (1979). the whole
WH phrase
is quantified in and
as a result will be outside
the specification
of the form of the proposition.
When the WH phrase contains
a

variable, bound by a quantificational
NP inside the sentence.

quantifying in the entire NP will
not give
Suppose we translate han/hon in
(19) by
then get the following as a
translation.

a

a

satisfactory result.

free variable.

We can

"?"

(19')

p

3u[question;(u) & geV^{^x^,u)

& p =

=Wct' (you'/Vv[applicant;(v)^refuse-to.answer;(v.u
that is. the set of propositions
of the form 'if v is an
applicant
then V refuses to answer u',
where u is a question that
gets.

Since the variable
(19), it will

is

free in the reduced
translation set for

get a deictic interpretation.

must refer to some member of

a

On this reading, han/ho^

contextually salient set of
people.

The only way to let x^ be
bound by 'every applicant' is
to give
this phrase scope over the
whole question. This derivation
would
give the reading:

'For each applicant, u,

which question that

u

got that you expected

However, it appears that we can
get

a

ask you to tell me

I

u

to refuse to answer'.

bound reading for the pronoun

even when 'every applicant' is inside
the scope of 'expect'.

This

reading, however, cannot be
represented in Karttunen's and Peters'
framework.

Similarly, the possessive reflexive sina

be bound by its antecedent varje
fflrfattare

this phrase is quantified in last.

(17) cannot

'every author', unless

Although (19') fails to express

the intended meaning of (19), it is
still

for that sentence.

.

in

a

possible translation

If we use a free variable in the
translation of

(17), however, we get a reading which is not a possible
reading

for that sentence.

(17')

"?"
=

p3u[of;(^XQ)(book')(-u)

&

^p &

p

=

Vv[author;(v) -> recommend;(v,u)]]

that is, the set of true propositions of the form 'every
author
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recommends u', where

example,

u

is a book by x
y

Just as in
uust
in the previous

„iii be interpreted
deictically.

(ir) would count

as true in

reco«,ended John's book.

a

situation where every
author

But this is not what
(17) .eans.

The

possessive reflexive sin^
forces a distributive
reading on which
every author recommended
one of his own books.
The problem raised by
the examples in
(16)-(19) cannot be
solved by taking Hamblin's
approach either.
Recall that Hamblin
interprets the whole
specification of the question,
that is. the whole
CN part, inside the
proposition.
On this approach, the
variables
in the translations
of the anaphors will be
under the scope of their
controllers, but the translations
fail in another respect,
which
n^akes this solution
inadequate.
The translation for
(17) would be
Of the fonn in (17").

(17")

"?" J3u[>'p
& p
&

=7v[author'(v)^ of;(v)(book')(^u)

recommend;(v,u)]]

That is. the set of propositions
of the form:
then V recommends

u

&

and

u

is

a

'if v is an author.

book by v'.

(17") would be appropriate in a
situation where a true answer

would pick out a book which has
the property of being written by
every author.
This is intuitively not what the
question in (17)
means.

We will now investigate what

a

question like (17) can mean

and will substantiate our claim that
it has

a

reading that cannot

.
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be represented 1n

Karttunen 4 Peters' or
Hamblin's analyses.
Consider a sentence like
(20).

(20)

Maja undrar vilken av sina
bOcker varje fdrfattare
rekommenderade.

Maja wonders which of
his-own books every author
recommended

On one reading,

'every author' has wide scope
over the whole sentence.

In

Karttunen's framework, we would
get this reading by quantifying
'every author' into a sentence
of the form
Maja undrar vilken av
hand's bdcker han^ rekommenderade

On this reading, the meaning
of (20) will be as given in
(20').

(20')

Vu[author;(u)-^.wonder'('m/p3v[of;(u)(book')(-v)
&

& p =

"

&

recommendi(u,v)])]

We can paraphrase (20') in the
following way:
is such that Maja wonders
which of u's books

u

'each author, u,

recorrmended'.

On this

reading, Maja need not know that the
people she is wondering about

constitute the set of authors.
On a second reading, varje fflrfattare

.

'every author',

has wide scope with respect to the
indirect question but narrow

scope with respect to the verb undra, 'wonder'.
can be paraphrased:

of u's books

u

The intended reading

'Maja wants to know for each author, u, which

recommended.^

Karttunen & Peters (1979) provide

a
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way Of deriving this
reading ,y
NP's

mto

questions.

a

.le

for quantifying
non-inte.rogati ve

The rule operates on
the dual of the inter-

pretations Of the NP and is
given schematically in
(21).
If a is a NP and b is
a Q (indirect
question) with a free

(21)

occurrence of pro. then

>

p[^a' (J

.

. [b- (p)])].

The rule in (21) will work
if the NP is a universal
quantifier.

It gets

strange results in other cases,
and obviously has to be
modified,
but this is not an important
issue here.
By (21) we can quantify
'every author" into the indirect
question 'which of his^ books
he^
recommends'.

°

The result will be as in
(22).

wonder'C^m.

(22)

^''p &

p =

P

3u, 1 v[author;(u) & of,(u)(book'

)(- v)

recommend; (u ,v)])

According to (22). Maja stands in the
wonder-relation to the set
of true propositions of the form
'u recommends v' where

author and

v

is

a

book by

u.

u

is

an

An appropriate answer would
consist

of a list of pairs of authors and books,
such as in (23).
(23)

Bellow recommended Herzog.

Heller recommended Catch-22.

Notice that on this reading, the meaning
of (20) is equivalent to
the meaning of a multiple question, as in
(24).

&

(24)

Maja undrar VI
vilken
Ken av <;in=
km
sina bflcker
i

I

vjlj^er^jfl^^f^^

rekommenderade.
Maja wonders which
of his-ow„ books
which author
recommended.

There is a third reading
for (20, on which
varae.f5r£attare

.

.ever.

m±.

This reading is reflected
in the types of
answers given in
(25) and (26).

(25)

den senaste

the latest (one)
(26)

3,.„

his latest (one)

den alia kritiker
missfftrstod

the (one) all critics
misunderstood
We can paraphrase this
reading by saying that
Maja stands in the

want-to-know-relation to the set
of true propositions of the
form
•every author, u. reco^ended
v' . where v is a book
by u.
The problem
Is that we cannot
represent this reading with
'every author' inside
the proposition and still
have it bind sina in the
specification
Of the question. At least, we
cannot do this if we only
quantify

over individuals.

Another way of paraphrasing the
question would be:

Maja wants to know the set of
true propositions of the form
'every
author, u. recommended f(u)', where
f is

a

function that, given any

author, will give as value a
certain book by that author.

On this

reading, the question in (20) is
understood as asking about which

function this f is, as the answers
in (25) and (26) indicate.

1

T.e existence

<1D

o.t.stM..ea.n,...,e .a......

-tlvatlon .or the alternative
approach to questions
that we win
by examples like
(27).

(27)

Vllka av sina dikter

vll, Maja att
en_fdrfattare ska

komma och lasa?

Which Of his-own poe.s
does Maja want that
an author shall
come and read?
'Which Of his poeras does
Maja want an author to

c^e

and

read?'

(27) has several

readings but we are here
interested in the readi,ing

where Maja has no particular
author in mind but will be
satisfied
if any author comes and
reads certain of his poems.
What are plausible
answers on this reading?
In (28) some possible
and impossible
(indicated by #) answers on this
reading are given.
(28)

de tidiga

'the early (ones)'

de opublicerade

'the unpublished (ones)'

nagra han aldrig tidigare last
offentligt
'some that he had never before
read in public'

#"Ode till en v^n"

As indicated, the question in

'Ode to a friend

(27). on the non-specific reading of an

author, cannot be answered by giving
the title of

a poem.

If we
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assun. that Maja has
no particular author
1n .1„d. „e cannot
pic. out
any particular title
of a poe.. since a
poe. will always be
a poe.
byso^one. The appropriate
answers, on the other
hand, provide a

we can pick out his
poe.s fro. this set.

We a^ here assuming
that there are conventional
ways of partitioning
an author's production
mto subsets. The answers in
(28) indicate ways of
identifying one
such subset.
If we take a slightly
.ore complex example,
one that
involves two quantificational
NP's
as in (29)

(29)

Vilka av sina dikter ville
varje medlem

i

Lyrikklubben

att en fflrfattare skulle
korama och ISsa?

Which of his-own poems did
every member of the Poetry
Club
want an author to come and
read?
we note that the appropriate
answers will still be of the
type in (28).
That is, even if every member
has a different author in
mind, they
can all agree on the kind of
poems they want to hear, and
maybe

on the selection principle for
choosing types of poems.

The example in (29) shows that
the problem of insuring the

correct bindng

of reflexives in preposed constituents
cannot be

soUed by just manipulating
NP's involved.
'an

the relative scopes of the
quantificational

Suppose we store both the translation
for

author' and for varje medlem

.

'every member'

translation set for (29) would be as in
(30).

.

en fflrfattare

The unreduced

.

)
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(30)

<:wonder'r.. ? 3x[of;rx,)(poe..
)

=

'

want' (x^

^
.

read;{'x, .'x)

)]

(x)

,<,p

3

s'p

s p

=

x[author' (x) s p^x)]

<>PVx[raember'(x)-i.p^x)],

we then quantify

m

f,>st

'an

author' and then

'every .e^ber'.

This

In

(30). happens to be the variable
'x^'. which would get
bound by
•every me.ber' regardless
of order of quantifying in.
This would give

translation for (29) with the
meaning:

Every member

u

is such

that there is an author, v.
and Maja wonders which of
u's poems u
wants V to come and read'.
This is not a possible
reading for (29),

although it is a possible reading
for (31), which is identical
to
(29) except for having a possessive
personal pronoun where (29)
has a possessive reflexive.

(31)

Vilken av.hans/hennes dikter
ville var.le medlem att
en fflrfattare skulle koimia och
lasa?

Which of_his/her poems did every
member want an author
to come and read?

Furthermore, we argued before that sentences
like (29) have readings

x,>

X2»

Proble. is that we cannot
identify the correct
antecedent.
Fro. the
fonn of the translation
in IL we cannot
recover the syntactic
information that determines
which NP is the antecedent
for the
reflexive.
We could also get a
reading where the free
variable
1n the translation of
sina dikter. 'self's poems',
indicated by 'x,'

a

.

.
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where the antecedent
of tne
the refipv-iwo
reflexive remain within
the scope of
30.0 mtenslona, e,e.„t
1„ the sentence.
This .a.es a solution
that
requires quantifying i„
of the antecedent
Inadequate.
Note that
we do not want to say
that the «hc,e
Interrogative phrase has
narrow
scope with respect to
the verb vill
v_M_i_, 'want'
Th.-c
want
This would predict
that the question would
have essentially the
sa.e possibilities
for
scope variation as the
corresponding declarative
sentence with an
indefinite NP.
.

(32)

Varje medlem
korrnia

i

Lyrikklubben ville att en
fflrfattare skulle

och lasa en/n3gra av sina
dikter.

Every member of the Poetry
Club wanted an author to
come
and read one/some of his-own
poems.
(32) may be true in a situation where
each member wants a different

author to come and read (any)
one of his poems, where also
the type
of poems varies with the
authors.
The question in (29) on the
other
hand presupposes that there is
some way of uniformly picking
out sets
of poems.
This is one reason for not
interpreting WH phrases entirely
in

their deep structure position, since
this would obscure the

difference between (29) and (32), as
well as between (33) and (34)
below.
The other reason is that if we only
do deep structure interpretation we cannot distinguish between
sentences with identical
deep structures but which differ in
the order in which the WH phrases
have been moved (cf. the discussion in
Chapter 111:3.2).
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(33)

(34)

M,ry wished that every
student would apply
for
scholarship.

a

Which scholarship did
Marv wish
P
Nary
wi^h fh.+
that every student
would
apply for?

on the narrow scope
reading of 'a scholarship,

that each student apply
for

a

m

(33). Mary wishes

scholarship. „o matter
which.

On one

Of the wide scope
readings Mary has a
particular scholarship 1„

several other readings
of (33). ones deriving

fr™ VP quantification,
etc.. but they do not
make any difference to
the point we want to
n-ake.
Similarly. In (34) we
11.1t ourselves to considering
those
readings where 'every student'
Is inside the scope
of 'wish'. The
point is now that (34) has
only the reading where
Mary wishes that
every student apply for one
and the sa^ scholarship,
m the translation Of (34) the choice
of scholarship can no longer
vary with the
students, nor can It be inside
the scope of 'wish'.
Just like the previous examples,
the pair (33)-(34) shows
that
the scope Of at least the
'which' part of the WH phrase
is determined
by the position it occupies
at surface structure.
Consequently
.

we cannot solve the problem of
Insuring that an anaphor in

a

WH phrase

gets bound by the appropriate
antecedent by some semantic operation

that would have the effect, of 'lowering'
the translation of the
entire WH phrase down inside the
sentence.

^-^52SraLApproachjo_Q^^
we taRe the p.cb,e.s
.a1sed 1„ t.e
p.vious section to show
that Ha.M1n.s and
Karttunen's approaches
need to be extended
this section we w„,
outline a way of
treating questions
thatU
genera, enough to
accomodate the problematic
cases we have noted

m

in questions with
bound anaphors in
preposed

^'^

m

phrases.

The 'which' function^ w

Following Ha.bl1n we will
ass»e that only the dete™iner
part
Of a WH Phrase should be
represented outside the
proposition which
the meaning of the
sentence where the WH
phrase occurs prior to
WH movement.
The .st of the WH
phrase, the CN phrase or
the specifi
cation Of the question,
will be interpreted
Inside the proposition
We argued above that
it will not be sufficient
to use regular
existential quantification over
individuals in the translation
of
the interrogative determiner,
and we will now show the
reasons behind
this claim in detail.
Suppose we did try this
approach. We could
then let the translation
for vilken

u

be as in (35).

(35)

l^^

vmen']: <Aq XP[q

(x.J & P (x.^ ].

4-iPlx[P{x)].x.,

vmen

j»

ijfeN.

thus translates into a sequence,
the first member of which is

the translation that will combine
with the translations of the other

constituents in the sentence.

The second member is a stored
triple

a
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consisting of the meaning of
the WH quantifier,
variable,

x

.

,

and a syntactic token
index, j.

a

semantic address

The token index, we

recall, indicates which NP
constituent the WH determiner
occurs in
(cf. III:(21) where this
convention was introduced).
The translation
Of vilken, i.e. the first member
of the sequence, first
applies to
the translation of a CN
phrase.
This way. any variable
inside the
translation of a CN phrase will bec^e
part of the translation of
the interrogative NP and will
thus be accessible for binding,
either
by a quantifier higher up.
or. in the case of reflexives,
by lambda
abstraction at the VP level.
If the antecedent of a reflexive
pronoun
in the CN phrase denotes an
individual, the translation in
(35)

would give an acceptable translation
for the whole question.

For

instance, in (36),

(36)

Vilken av sin

Which of his

vSnner tycker Sven b^st om?
friends does Sven prefer?

the translation of the VP after reflexivization
(cf. Chapter III:(36))

would be of the form:

(37) </^XQ[prefer'(P[of;(^XQ)( friend' )(X3)& Pfx3)

<AP

Jx[P|xl]. X3,

j

»

When we apply the translation of the subject NP,
Sven
the constant 's' will

go in for all

occurrences of x

translation for the question will be as in (38).

]),(Xq)]

0

,

to the VP,
and the

(33),

^•P^"C'P^P-on(s)(fn-e„.,,,),,,,,^,(^_^,^

that is. the set
Of

t.e

propositions Of the

andu lsafHend
ofSvenV.Thls

fo™.Sve„p.e.e.su

see.s to be

a

.asona.le t.ns-

he denotation of
the CN ph.ase which
contains the .f,e.1ve
1s ,o1n,
to va.. with the
value fo. the antecedent.
Because of this vaHatlon
the CN denotation,
quantification ove. Individuals
w1,l „ot give
the intended reading.
We only
onlv get
aPt the
th« strange
c+
y
reading illustrated
in (39')

-

(39)

Vilken av sina barndomsvanner
vill In^en vuxen
gldmma?
Which Of his friends
from childhood does
no adult want
to forget?

(39')

$

lu[

p

S

p

=^3vCadult;(v)

,

cf;(v)(fr1end-fr™-ch11dhood)('

& forgeti(v.u)]]

(39') would count as true In
a situation where one
person Is every

adult's frtend (from childhood).

This does not express
the truth

conditions for (39) in an adequate
fashion, since there Is no one
individual that can instantiate
the variable in the
proposition.
The bound pronoun s1na_ In
(39) gives it a distributive
reading:
for every adult, v. there is
one of v's friends that v
doesn't want
to forget, maybe v's friend from
summer camp- (cf. example (17")
above).
It win be a different individual
for each adult, but they may all

,
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be picked out by one
description.
It appears

that the correct
waning of

^

a question like
(39)
cannot he adequately
represented if „e translate
,
over individuals, as
in (37).
What „e need in
questions like (39)
a way of picking
out individuals that
bear a certain
relation
to the antecedent. We
suggest that vilken (sg)
and viUa

(pi)

are a special kind of
dete™iners that contain a
function. U, which

as defining relations
between sets of individual
concepts (cf.

Ba^ise

Cooper 1980).

The translation of the
detenniner vilken will
contain a variable, W, over
functions which pick out
a subset of
the hostset.
i.e. the set denoted by
the CN phrase to which
vita,
applies.
The free variable W in
the translation will get
bound when
the stored meaning of the
deteminer is quantified in at
the moment
of WH movement.
In (40) we give the
definitions of so.e dete™iners.
&

On a standard interpretation,
we can easily go

fr™

the set expression

to an expression that
quantifies over members of the
sets, as

indicated in (40).

(40)

a.

yarje':

>Q >P ['Q s

P] = .>Q A P

Vx[Qlx) -7 P{xi]

every
b.

en_,

a,
c.

XQAP[^Qn^P

nlgon.'.-

/

53]

C

^'p]

=

AQ).P^x[Qfx^

&

P/xJ]

some

vilken

which

:

<^AQ

APf

W.'[''Q ]

<>i05W[^Q

[wi'Ql,

CVQ]

W.

.»

5

-
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t

-ob„gatonly

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^
stored.

The meaning ,„
stor. denotes

a

P^ope..es and thus has the
app.opHate denotation .0.

set of

,uantine.

a

"^at type of function
does « range over.

Instantiations of « win
apply to sets Of
Individual concepts and
give as value sets
of
individual concepts. The
Hie tvoei
cypes nf
p
Of u
w and Ware given
In

(41)

(41).

W
intensions of

<'^«<s,e>,t>,«s.e>. t»>

functions from sets of

to sets of
<s.

<f(W), t;^

1

i

.c.

.c

variable over properties
of W

When W occurs In the
translation of the Interrogative
quantifier, it
is strictly extenslonal.
It applies to sets,
not to properties,
and is thus unlike other
cornnon noun modifiers
such as 'future''
and 'fonder'.
Furthermore, the result of
applying W to some set
must always be a subset of the
original set.
It could not. for
instance, be the complement
set.
This subsective property
of W is
captured by the specification
of the function in the translation.
To Simplify the formula we
will let the specification
clause be

understood and omit it.
We can now give the complete
rule for WH movement and WH

quantification.

Direct and indirect constituent
questions will

have slightly different syntactic
rules (cf.

rules (T29)-(T31) in

Chapter III:(23)), but the semantic rule
will in each case quantify
in the stored meaning of vTlken,
abstracting over the address variable.
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We here just repeat
the rule ror
for embprfH«^
embedded constituent
questions.
'"^^

5!*5ddel_constitu^^

%

^Comp

k

Ccomp

«

]

^1

Cs

^NP.

\

X,

ixp

X3

]

so.

W

X3]

X3

e]

]

]

=>

X3 ].

{ NP. PP, AP. ADVP }

j is the

syntactic token index defined
in III:{21)

a,b are expressions of
IL
Z 1s

We

a

variable over expressions
in store

Win

now go through a derivation
of one of the sentences
we argued
requires the W-function in
order to get the correct
interpretation.
(43)

Maja undrar vilket kort
pa si^
till

varje flicka skickade in

tclvlingen?

Maja wonders which picture of
herself every girl sent in
to the contest?

we are here interested in
the reading of (43) where
the following

would be appropriate answers:
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(44)

det

i

profil

the (one) in
profile

det

farg

i

the (one) in color

det dHr hon har
baddrSkt
the (one) where she
is wearing
a bathing suit
TO si.pli,, the
derivation, we will
disregard other possible
readings
Which would arise fro.
storing varj^nicka,
'every girV, and
quantifying it in at different
points.

(45)

Maja

V

undrar

Comp

varje
flicka

vilket

kort pa

sig
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U

^^^^rol' ^0//

("^y

i^ules

to be given

in 3.4)

=<tPV^L%(of(-Xo)(plcture')){x)^P^x)],

t(VP2)4

=

3end-i„.(PVxCU,(of;(-x,)(p1cture'))(x)^

Ptx}]),

<>Xo[send-1„-(PyxEW,(of;(vx„,(pleture'))(x)-P<xl])(xo)]^
3

WWW)],

w^,

by Reflexive Rule
(IIl!(36))

3>)

t(S2):<Vy[girr(y)-^Vx|n/4(of;(-y)(picture'))(x) ->
send-in ('y,-^)]],<^3W|;^jjn^

3^^^^

WH movement and quantification
(T29).
t(Q): Vpl>i-3W[(.{u}] ("H^Cvp
a p =*l'y§irr(y)-,

-> VxfW^CofiCylCplcture'Xx)
=

Xp3u[-p

& p

=>y[girr(y)-,Vx['W(of:Cy)(picture'))(x)->

-y

tJS,):

-> send-in;(>'y/x]I]])]

send-in'(''y,>'x)]]]

wonder'Cm,

p

^WC'p

s p

VxC/J(of;(u)(picture'))(x)

='yu[giri;(u)-^
send-in;(u,'x)]3])

that is, Maja stands in the
wonder-relation to the set of propositions
of
the form 'every girl, u, sent in
x, if x is an element of a certain

subset of pictures of u'.

ample appropriate
instantiation, nf
fylng
xpressions
y ng expression.

,

„,e

"

u^,^.

M 1n the translation
of (44)
get
(44) we oet

W

ir

™>-1-

^^^^^^^^^ ^

~.

a

' °

f
formula
like (46) as

a

^^^^

'"^

possible answer

Vu[gtrl;(u)^^^,^,„.^„,^^,(^^^,^^J^^.^^^^^,^^^^^^
->send-in;(u,-'x)]]

that is, every girl
a picture of u
in

sends in all x that
Have the proper^ of
being
in color.
u

ordinary discourse, an
answer to

-1 expressed

i„

the question.

a

question seldom repeats
mater-

Instead one provides
a short answer,
corres-

ponding to the questioned
constituent. The W-function
does not in itself
correspond to any syntactic
constituent which is why
answers li.e "in color"
don't occur in isolation.
Typical answers pic. up
on the i^plicature
of
specificity associated with
the question and take
the for™ of definite
descriptions. The value for
W iJiuviaes
provides part nf
of tso
the uniqueness condition
or the restricting
property of the description.
•

,

our translation of the
interrogative de erminer, we
have not indicated the cardinality of the
sets picked out by the
W-function.
We take this
specification to belong to the
implicature connected with the
choice of the
form of the question phrase
(cf. Karttunen S Peters
1976). A question with
In

vmen

(sg) implicates that the set
picked out is a unit set.
Consequently

the universal quantifier over
the members of that set will in
effect only
range over one individual.
Vilka (pi) i,„p,icates that the
set in question
will have more than one member.
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The W-analysis allows
us to give translations
for all the
sentences discussed above.
A sample of sentences
are repeated here
with the translations
provided by the W-analysIs:

ViUen av s1^ b«c.er bru.ar
varjeJMaUaxe reko«ndera7

(")

Which of his books does
every author usually
reco^end?
(47')

V

P3W[-'PM='(/u[author;(u).Vx['«(of;(u)(book.))(x)^
recommend;(u,'x)]]]

that is. the set of true
propositions of the for. 'every
author

recom^nds

x.

u

If x is an element of
a certain subset of
u's books'.

Plausible subsets picked out
by the M-funct1on in this
case would
be 'the last of u's books'
or 'u's books about u's
childhood',
etc.
(48)

Vilken av sina dikter ville
Maja att en fbrfattare
skulle lasa?

Which of his poems did Maja want
an author to read?
(48')

?"

Ij^i^p
&

& p

=%ant'(^m/Ju[author;(u)

Vxrw(of;(u)(poem'))Cx)

&

read;(u/x)]])]

The reading represented in (48')
is the reading where Maja has
no

particular author in mind, but may have
she wants to hear.

a

particular type of poem

We can paraphrase (48') as: the set
of true

propositions of the form 'Maja wants there
to be an author
reads x. if x is an element of

a

u

who

certain subset of u's poems'.

For

instance, the subset picked out by W could
be 'u's humoristic poems'.
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The W-funct1on provides

a

way of solving the
proble. we noted

for Karttunen's and Hanblin's
analyses, namely that
sentences like
and
(47)
(48) have a reading where the
antecedent for the reflexive
does not have scope outside
the proposition but still
controls
the reflexive.
We noted above that we
don't get the appropriate

translations if we only allow
quantifiers that range over
individuals.
We then only get readings
where every author in
(47) recoa.ends
one and the same book, a
strange reading since that
book should also
be a book by each

author.

Similarly, if we only allow
quantification

over individuals, (48) will only
have the reading where there
is one
poemthat Maja wants some author to come
and read.
But on the
intended reading, Maja does not
know which author she wants to
come,
so there can be no specific
poem that she wants to hear.

By quanti-

fying over selection functions which
pick out subsets, we can capture
the specificness

of the questions without ending
up with

contradictory translation.
to will

a

Although the hostset that W applies

vary for each value of the variable in
the translation

of the CN phrase, W will pick out the
same type of entities in
each case.

It seems that this is exactly what is
expressed by the

typical answers to these questions.

3.2

Alternatives to the W-function

.

We have argued that we cannot represent all readings
for

questions like (44), (47), and (48) if the
over individuals.

k'K

quantifier only ranges

The question is now, do we really need to quantify

over such abstract things as selection functions?

Since the result

.

'
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Of applying the
«-funct1o„ always
we

U

a

subset of the oHoina,
set

couM .aybe

get the sa.e effect
hy quantifying over
properties'
and use set Intersection.
Suppose „e let the
translation of
'which' , be as in (49)

vlW

OqXPVxCQJ^xJ

(49)

&

Q.^xJ-.P {x)],

<^^^Q

[(P{Qi]

,

Q.,

j»

Using this translation, the
meaning of (48) would be
as in (50).
(50)

^ 3Q[^P

& p

=%ant'(^m/^u[author;(u)

Vx[of;(u)(poem')(x)

^

& Qfx^

&

read;(u/x)]])]

that is, the set of true
propositions of the form 'Maja wants
an author, u, to read x, if
x is a poem by

property Q'.

u

and x also has

a

certain

This translation is quite all
right for answers

like 'sin dikt om Paris', (his
poem about Paris), where
Q is the

property 'being about Paris', and
for 'sin senaste dikt' (his
latest
poem), where Q will be the property
'being someone's latest poem'.
But (50) fails when we consider
answers like 'sin favorit-dikt
(his favorite poem).

poem

'

,

If Q is the property 'being someone's
favorite

then (50) does not guarantee that

being its author's favorite poem. But

x

has the property of

this is intuitively what this

answer means.

Similarly for the question in (51)

(51)

Vilken av sina slSktingar

bjtid

varje kvinna ?

Which of her relatives did every v/oman invite?

'
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The translation in
(49) would give the formula
in (51-).

p3Q[^P

& p

=^Vu[woman;(u)->

Vx[of;(u)(relative')(x)
Suppose the only true answer
to (51) is:
(Every woman invited her
mother.)

& Q

•{

->invite;(u, ^x)]]]

^Varje kvinna bjbd sin
mor.

(51') however will count
as true

in a situation

where some women invited their
mothers and some women
invited some other relative
who also is a mother, for
instance
their grandmothers.
I don't think we
want to consider (51') a
correct characterization of the
answers to (51) in that case.^
For constituent questions
where the WH phrase contains
a bound
anaphor. we find that the property
analysis fails to guarantee

that the translation of the
question only contains the set of
true
answers to the question in a given
situation.
It is thus not an

adequate solution to our problem.

The subsective W-function, on

the other hand, will guarantee that
only the true answers are

characterized by the translation.
it turns out, will

Quantifying over properties,

be a good analysis for non-nominal
questions,

which we discuss in section

6.

At this point we will look at the
relation between the

W-analysis and the approaches to questions that
quantify directly
over individuals.

We propose to analyze nominal constituent
questions

as involving a selection function because
this provides a general

approach to questions which can account for all types
of questions

discussed so far, including questions where the domain of
the
interrogative quantifier varies with the value of some quantificational
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P».rase 1„ the sentence.

individuals fail

in

Approaches that quantify
directly over

these cases.

He thus take the
H-ana,ysis to

be a .ore adequate
analysis Of questions
in general.

But how can

we explain that ™any
questions intuitively
appear to be questions
about individuals as. for
instance, in a question
like (52)?
(52)

Vilka av bOckerna

p^l

bordet har Sven last?

Which (ones) of the books
on the table has Sven
read?
think this intuition arises
from the fact that when
U applies
to something that denotes
a fixed set, for
instance to the set of
books on some contextually
given table, it will always
pick out
a specific set of
individuals, or a specific
individual, if the
I

singular form
ysis for

a

vmen

'which one'

is used.

The outcor^ of the W-anal-

sentence like (52) will be
tantamount to an analysis

that quantifies over individuals.

Note that a question like
(52)

can be answered either by titles
of books or by giving a characterization like 'de

sora

Sr pa svenska' (those

handlar om b5tar' (those about boats).
the CN phrase denotes

a

in

Swedish) or 'de

son,

It turns out that when

closed set, like in (52), the two
approaches

thus get equivalent results.

For more complex questions, however,

only the W-analysis is general enough
to account for all types of
questions.

This is the reason we adopt the U-analysis
as the general

approach to questions.

For the sake of simplicity and perspicuousness

it might still be motivated to use the
individual analysis in cases

where the interrogative quantifier ranges over
closed sets.
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Constituent questions

v^/ith

quantlfi.ers
I

We will next consider
examples of the converse
phenomenon,
I.e., when the CN phrase,
the specification of the
question, contains
a

quantifier.

Although quantifiers normally
do not take scope outside
the constituents they are
embedded in, it is quite easy
to find
examples where they do.

The ease with which a
particular quantifier

may take wider scope than its
embedding
on lexical

of

a

constituent depends both

properties of the quantifiers and on
the availability

'distributive'

reading for the embedding phrase
(cf. Vanlehn 1978)

Clear examples where embedded
quantifiers take wider scope are
sentences of the following type.

The phone number

(53)

[pp of

[^^p

each studentl H is

indicated on his/her chart.
(54)

[f^p

The result

that [3 each student got]]] was noted

on his/her records.

In

sentences like these, the denotation of the
head noun

to vary with each student.

is

understood

On our approach, we get these readings

by storing the quantifier phrase and quantifying
it into the sentence,
as indicated by the underlining in the examples.

The same wide

scope possibilities obtain in constituent questions.

A universal

distributive quantifier like each can take wide scope over the
whole
question, as shown in (55).
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(55)

A:

Tell ™e which of each
skater's obligatory
figures

you liked best?
B:

(55-)

I

liked Peggy's 8, and
Linda's 3, and

Vu[skater;(u) ^> (ask-you-to-tel
1 -.e
=

^of;(u)(figure')(x)

of the form 'you prefer
x and x is

a

&

•

(

prefer;(you'

...

I
,

,

^

U^l^

, , p =

x)]))]

figure by u'.

In

addition to this reading
where the quantifier takes
wide
scope over the whole question,
there exists another reading
where
the quantifier takes scope
over its embedding NP but
is still under
the scope of the interrogative
determiner 'which'.
For instance,
sentences with partitive structures
as in (56)

(56)

may have readings where
has narrow scope with
in

a

quantifier in NP_ has scope over NP, but

respect to 'which'.

An example is given

(57).
(57) A: Which of every applicant's scores did Mary
forget to

enter
B:

in the files?

His or her GRE scores.

.
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It see.s to .e that
the answer given 1n

(57)

reflects a reading of
the question on which
what Mary forgot to enter
was the result that
every applicant got on
so.e particular test.
Of course, the actual
nu„*er will be different
for each applicant,
but it is still possible
to give a unified type
of answer. Ue can contrast
this reading with
the reading illustrated by
the dialogue in
(58). where 'each applicant
has scope over the whole
sentence.

(58)

A:

Tell me which of each
applicant's scores Mary forgot

to enter
B:

in the files?

She forgot Maja's TEFL
score, and Susan's GRE score.

...

The answers appropriate to
this reading of the question
is of the
list of pairs type and the
translation would be like in (.58').
(58')

Vu[applicant;(u)
= ^

(ask-you-to-tell-me'

of;(u)(score')(x)

that is, for each applicant

u,

I

&

Cl'

,

p

p =

3x[^p &

forget-to-enter;(ni/x)])

)]

^

want to know the set of true propo-

sitions of the form 'Mary forgot to
enter x and x is

a

score of u'.

But this is not an appropriate translation
for the reading intended
in

(57).

We propose the following translation:

(57-) "?"

pM-p

& p

=-yu[applicant;(u)-^

k^x[''U(.of;(u) (score

'

) )

(x) -> forget-to-enter;Cm,^x)
]]]

that is, the set of true propositions fo the
form 'if
then Mary forgot to enter x, if x is an element of

of

u 's

scores

'

a

u

is an applicant,

certain subset
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When a quantifier has wider
scope than

n,

a

CN phrase that contains

the translation of the CN
phrase will contain a bound
variable.

The analysis suggested in the
previous section for cases
with bound
anaphors in the CN phrase thus
naturally extends to these
cases.

Quantifying over W as in (57'

),

we can express the reading
where

the relevant answer can be given
as

a

function that for every student

gives that student's score on
some test that all students
had to take.
3.4

NP internal

rules

As the examples discussed above
show, bound anaphors occur
in partitive questions and

in questions

the question contains a complement.

where the specification of

(59) and (60) exemplify

these constructions.

(59)

Vilken av sina bttcker ISste varje fbrfattare?

Which of his books did every author read?
(60)

Vilken dikt om sina f5raldrar IMste Sven?

Which poem about his parents did Sven read?
We cannot go into a detailed analysis of these
structures here
(cf. Selkirk 1977, Hellan 1980), but will

only supply some simplified

rules for translating them and then briefly comment
upon them.

3.4.1

Partitive questions

.

We will take partitives to have roughly the structure in (51).

.
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(61)

In an actual

derivation, NP, and Det will
carry

token index, j.

a

«h1ch permits us to uniquely
identify the constituent in
the tree

ni:(21)).

(cf.

We will

follow Bennett (1974) and
let plural NP's

denote sets of properties of
sets on individual concepts.

We add
the following variables
which will be used in the
translation

of plural NP's.

(

62 }

S

variable over sets of individual

^s^e>, t>

concepts

^ <s.«<

(i.e.).

P^^P^-^ies of

s,e>, t>, 0>
sets of i.e.

J

variable over properties of

<s, <f(5), t:^

The translation of a plural NP like
'Majas bticker'

(Maja's books)

will be of the form in (63)

(63)

A:5 [5{of;(m)(book')}

]

that is, the set of properties of the set
of books that belong to
Maja.

The translation of

a

singular determiner in the partitive

structure will apply to plural NP's and give an NP-type
expression,
i.e.

a

set of properties of individual concepts.

The translation

J'

.
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of 'en av'

(64)

(one of) will be as in
(64).

>5>P[S{s[ax

[

S(x)

&P{x)]])]

The translation in
(63) will go in for

$

and after additional

lambda conversions we get
the expression in (65).
(65)

>P9x[of;(m)(book')(x)

The interrogative determiner
'vilken

&

P^x}]

aV

'Raja's book'

(which of) will be similar

to the translation in
(65) except that the quantifier
part gets

obligatorily stored.

(66)

t(vilken av)
:

<(x

<Xt0

The translation for

a

j

> p[J

Vz[-U. (S) (z)

3l</[Co{w)],

WH phrase like

^

P{z^}

],

W.,

'vilken av sina bttcker' (which

of his-own books) in (59) will be
as in (67).

(67)

tC vilken av ):

^

(Aj

5

f

of;e'XQ)(book' )5

to

gw [co(w)

],

w.,

<>Pp1x3^

,

Xq>
^

=^AP VzrWi(of;(>'xQ)(book')(z)
<>

) ,

pfz} ],

j> ,<app{xq], x^:^

At the VP level,, the reflexive rule applies,
abstracting over Xq,

thus making sure that it gets bound by the
translation of the subject
NP, varje ftirfattare

'every author', and we get the desired trans-

lation for the whole sentence.

3
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(59'

P3u['psp=-y,[,„t,„,.(„)^

)

Vx['W(.of;(u)(book)(x)

read;(u,'x)]]]

that is. the set of true
propositions of the form 'every
author
u reads x, if x is an
element of a certain subset
of u's books'.

^'^2

PP complements

.

Complex common noun phrases
that contain prepositional
phrases
raise several problems having
to do with their structural
attachment
as well as with their semantics,
that we cannot address here
(cf. Lakoff

1970. Jackendoff 1975. Vanlehn 1973
for some relevant observations).

For the purpose of the analysis
of the W-function. we will assu,.e
very rudimentary structure and
we will take the argument place of
the preposition to be an extensional
position.
The translation
a

rule we propose in (68) performs
this extensional ization (cf. meaning

postulate 3 in PTQ).

We extend the use of the substar
notation

to prepositions.

One rule for complex CN's will be as in
(68).

(68)

(40)

<40.

CN^

~?

P

NP,

CN^' =>y[NP'(5[p;rx)(CN2')(y)])]>

generates the following structures and translations:

(69)

'brev fran Johan'

Ay[from;(j ) (letter' )(y)]

'dikt om Maja'

Ay[about;(m)(poem')(y)]
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3.4.3

Possessives

Prenominal possessives are
introduced by the rules in
(70).
(70)<^41 a,

NP

,->NP

'

CN

's

,

>P[NP2'(y3x[of;(>'y)(CN')(x)

<(41

b,

NP

->NP

's

CN

& P

x}

|

,

>J[NP2'(;[5{x[of;ry)(CN')(x)]]])]
The constant 'of;-

abbreviates

a

])]>

>

number of relations that can
be

expressed by gen tive constructions.

Several of these do not imply

possession, in which case the
choice of "of is slightly
misleading.^
The rules in (70) give formulas
of the following kind:
(71)

a.

Majas bok

>P 3x[of;(m)(book'

)(x)

&

F^x^

]

Maja's book
b.

Majas bbcker

[j'jx

[of;(m)(book')(x)]^

]

Maja's books

The translation of the plural (71b)
denotes the set of properties
of those books that stand in a certain
relation to Maja.

The

context presumably determines what this
relation is and hence

determines which the relevant set of books is.
a

possessive determiner usually carries

a

presupposition of

uniqueness, similar to the definite article.
is a presupposition or conventional

A singular NP with

Ue assume that this

implicature associated with

the possessive, and have chosen not to represent
it explicitly
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in the

translation.

There would be no p.oble.
in including

clause (cf. Thomason 1976,
Partee
In the translations
in

& Bach

(70),

a

a

uniqueness

1980).

NP in the possessive
determiner

automatically takes wider scope
than the CN phrase.

This gives us

the correct reading for
sentences like (72).

(72)

Varje students resultat
gjorde honom arg.

Every student's result upset
him.
(72')

Vu[student;(u)-73x[of;(u)(result')(x)

We also want to account for
the fact that

may control

a

reflexive in the CN phrase.

a

& upset;(.-x,u)]]

prenominal possessive

In this respect, the

possessive phrase acts like the subject
of

a

sentential structure.

Reflexives in Swedish must be controlled
within the sentences.
applies also to reflexives inside
NP's.

Compare the following

exampl es.

(73)

a.

Majas kort pa si£

ligger pa bordet

Maja's picture of herself is on the table

b.*Ett kort pa sj£ ligger pa bordet
A picture of self is on the table

(74)

a.

Majas bok om sina fOraidrar ligger pa bordet

Maja's book about her parents is on the

able

b.*Boken om sina ftirMldrar ligger pa bordet
The book about self's parents is on the table

This
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Our reflexive rule operates
at the VP level and binds
the variable
inserted for the reflexive
by la.bda abstraction.
Parallel to

this
we suggest a rule that
binds reflexives inside a
NP if the determiner
is a possessive NP.

Just as in the case of
VP-reflexivization,

applying the reflexive rule
results in emptying the
reflexive meaning
from store and abstracting
over *e address variable,
lie add the
following optional rule to (41a
and b):

(75)

NP Internal

If
(a)

Reflexive RuIp

<a,<>PPixQ]

,

x^, Z>6t(CN)

then<>P[NP2'(5Q [3x[of;(''xQ)(CN'
&

(b)

Plx)]])]

)(x)

,

&

z) a t(NP^).

then<X^[NP2'(jQ[jf-x[of;(>'Xo)(CN-)(x)]l])],

Z>6t(NP^)

Rule (75), which gives NP internal
control of reflexives, is illustrated,
in

the derivation of the NP in
(76).

(76)

Majas sang om sig

Maja's song about herself

Maja
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t(CN^):<Ay[about;(^XQ)(song')(y)] ,<^PP{xq1,
t(NP,):

>P[XQQf.}

»

(V3x[of;rx,)(about;rx,)(song.))(x)&
Pix)]])]

&

AP3x[of;(ni)(about;(m)(song'))(x)

&

P{x)]

The rule in (75) is optional and
there is some variation between

reflexive and personal possessives

in

J°

these contexts

If the NP in the possessive
determiner is not a possible

antecedent for the reflexive, that is,
if it is not

third person

a

MP, the reflexive must be controlled
by some other antecedent, such
as the subject of the sentence.
sin

(77)
b.

Maja. tycker om din sang om
^

1

1

'

syster
hennes

.

.

her-own
Maja likes

your song about

'

sister
her

To derive (77a), the reflexive meaning must remain
in store and trigger

reflexivization at the VP level.
om sin syster'

The translation of the NP 'din sang

(your song about self's sister) will be as

in

(78)

and the translation of the whole sentence is given in (77').

(78)<f>P}x^y[of;(m)(sister')(x)
&

&

'i

of;(you')(about;("x)(song'))(y)

^>PP

{

.

Xq )}

&

p{y]l
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(")

3u3v[of;W(sister.)ru)

ofU.ou' )(about;(u)(so„s'
))fv)

,

S lil<e;(m,v)]

we conclude this section
with

a

couple of examples where
the possessive

NP is a quantified NP.

(79)

Varje flickas sang om sio
behagar henne

Every girl's song about
herself pleases her
(79')

Vu[giri;(u)-.Mof;(u)(about;(u)(song'))ev)

& please;( v,u)
]]

Vilken flickas sang om sia
tycker du om?

(80)

Which girl's song about herself
do you like?
(80')

"?" 53w[vp
^ p =

VurW(girl')(^u)-^

-^3v[of;(u)(about;(u)(song'))ev)

&

1

ike;(you'

v)]]]

that is, the set of true propositions
of the form 'you like
V is

u's song about

u

4.

,

and

if u is a certain girl'.

Multiple WH Questions

The rules we have given so far are
sufficient to derive the

correct translations for sentences like
(90) Vilka bttcker. mindes alia studenter

vilken fdrfattare.
J

som

.

3

skrivit

.?]
1

Which books did all students remember which authors
that

had written

?

,
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(cf.

Chapter 111:3.1).

At the Q level, the
meanings of the two WH
Phrases will be in store, as
ordered triples of the for.
<;> P9x[ pjxj], X.,

where

x,-

is the

xp.>

semantic address variable'

and XP. is the token for

the syntactic constituent
whose meaning this is.

\he

rule of WH

movement and WH quantification
(T29), cf. (43) above)
requires that
the token index mentioned in
the structural description
of the rule
matches the token in the stored
meaning.

This guarantees that the

correct meaning is quantified in
at the right level.
So far the only way we can
retrieve a WH meaning from store
is
by interpreting a movement
rule which moves the corresponding
syntactic

constituent.

But we also want to provide
translations for multiple

questions, i.e., questions with one or
more occurrences of unmoved
WH phrases as in:

(91)

a.

Vem vet

var Maja kttpte vilken bok?

Who knows where Maja bought which book?
b.

Sven.

c.

Sven vet var hon ktipte Syntactic Structures,
och Eva
vet var hon kdpte Aspects.

Sven knows where she bought Syntactic Structures,
and
Eva knows where she bought Aspects.

As can be seen from the possible answers, the
unmoved WH phrase may

take scope either over its own clause only, or over
the entire

question (cf. 111:3.1, Baker 1968, Hirschblihler

1978,

forthcoming).

1
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To allow also unloved

m

phrases to be interpreted
„e .dd

a

rule of

Multiple UK quantification
(cf. the rule of NP
Quantification.
(92)

UU^)

Multiple UH Quantification ^

IfC^Q, Q] and^a,
then<Aq

[b

(W.

[a

Zg,

<'b,

(q)])]

W..

,

.

Z,> 6t(Cl

Z,> 6t(C).

a,b are expressions in IL
Z is a

variable over elements in store.

(92) applies optionally at any indirect
question or matrix question

level.

The optionality of the rule
allows us to derive both readings

€or (91).

One reading is gotten by
quantifying in the stored meaning

associated with 'vilken bok'

(which book) at the embedded
question

level, Q, after the application
of WH movement to 'var'
On the other derivation, the meaning
of 'vilken bok'

until WH movement of 'vem'

remains in store

(who) has taken place in the matrix
clause.

It is then retrieved by (92).

The reduced translation set for
(91)

will contain the two formulas in
(93).
'var'

(where).

like a prepositional phrase,

'in

For simplicity we translate

which place'.

.

.

.
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(")t_(Q):|

?"q3u,r<,,,='y,^c'W3(person.)(x2)^

S^W,(book')(x,)

-^KnoW(x2.

in;('x)(buy;)(m.-x,)]]]]]

P ^"[''P ^ P

8'W,(book')(x,)

->

^^^/xrw

(place')(x) S

1n;rx)(buy;)(n,/x,)]]]]

We next consider a multiple
question where the UH phrases
contain

bound anaphors.

(94)

Q:

Vilka av sjna historier
brukar varje man beratta

f6r vilken av sina vilnner?

Which of his stories does every
man usually tell to
which of his friends?
A:

Sina lumparhistorier

ftir

sina vSnner fran militartjansten

och sina jakthistorier f6r sina
His

kl

ubbkamrater.

.

'military-service' stories to his pals from
the

service and his hunting stories to his
friends
club.

in the

.

We will assume that the verb berStta
is extensional

in all

positions

and that an appropriate meaning postulate
permits us to translate
'x

tells something (y) to someone (z)/ as tel
l^C'x/y,^!)
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Wi(of;{u)(fnend')(y,)-,teli;(u,'x.'y^)]]]
that is, the set of true
propositions of the fo™
'every .an
X to
if X is an element
y,
of a subset of u's
stories and y
member of a subset of
u's friends'.

u

te,U

is a

WH Phrases .ay also
occur as constituents
embedded inside
higher WH phrase, as in
(95).
(95) a.

a

Vem vet sSkert vilket
iNtiL oortr^ltt
n% w-ni,«
poriratt pa
vilken kung som hunger
pa Gripsholm?
i

Who knows for sure which
portrait of which king that
hangs at Gripsholm?
b.

Sven vet.

c.

Sven vet vilket portrStt
pa Karl XII, och Eva vet

vilket portratt pa Gustaf III,

sor.

hunger pa Gripsholm.

Sven knows which portrait
of Karl XII, and Eva knows

which portrait of Gustaf III,
hangs at Gripsholm.
The two types of answer show
that the embedded WH phrase,
vilken kung
'which king', may have wide or
narrow scope with respect to the

embedding verb vet, 'kaows'.

An

embedded

,

interrogative

phrase inside a moved WH constituent
thus acts as if it were 'unmoved'

with respect to the embedding phrase.
we will use the optional

derive the two readings.
is

embedded inside

a

Just as for sentences like (91)

rule of Multiple WH Quantification
(92) to
It

is

worth noticing that

a

WH phrase that

moved WH constituent can never have narrower
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scope than the Co.p
position where
in surface structure.

(96)

Ve. vet

Us

e.bedd1„, constituent
occurs

This ™eans that in

sentence like (96),

a

[^^vilket portratt pa vilken
kung Haja fragade

[q-^vem som malat

?]]

Who knows which portrait
of which king Maja asked
who had
painted?

the meaning of the embedded
WH phrase vilken kung

'which king',

.

cannot be interpreted (=have
scope at) the most enibedded
level, Q^.
This
restriction falls out from the way
we handle embedded meanings.
Stored
meanings of embedded phrases will
be stored inside the stored
meaning
of the embedding constituent.
To the syntactic embedding,
there
will correspond a semantic
embedding of stores within stores.

We achieve

this by a general convention on
embedding

The

of stores

in

(97).

first clause applies to storage
of non- interrogative MP's, the second
to WH storage.

(97)

Embedding of stores
(1)

In a

structure

then<(>PP^,|

[j^pDet CN],

,</<[iP'

,<a,

if <(a,

Z^^ttiCN)

Zq», x.»6t(NP).

(embedded store)

(ii)

In a structure
[^^p

Det^ CN], if </a,

then<(>P[Vz[nya)(2)-^

P^z}]/^^^3

^b, W. k>),

4,

W

.

,

k>,

WH'4 ].

W^, j), Z>^t(NP).

Z>n(CN)

The consequence of embedding
the stored meaning of an
embedded phrase
is that it will not be
a member of the
translation sequence of the
higher constituent.
Since the quantification
rules are defined on
members of the sequences in the
translation set, the embedded
meaning
is not accessible for
quantification until the translation it
is

stored inside has been quantified
in.
by looking at the relevant
parts of

We can illustrate this
process

derivation of

a

a

sentence with

embedded WH phrases that also
contain reflexive pronouns.
that (98) is
pair,

a

multiple question and

a

We note

typical answer is an ordered

or a list of ordered pairs.

(98)

Q:

Vilka av sina dikter om vilken av
sina fOrSldrar
bi^ukar varje fbrfattare angra?

Which of his poems about which of his
parents does
every author usually regret?
A:

De sentimentala om sin mor och de
bombastiska om sin far

The sentimental

(ones) about his mother and the

bombastic (ones) about his father.
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varje
ftirfattare

V

vilken

NP/s

sina

t(NP2):

CN3

fOraidrar

OVxCnj^CJcVx^^W^ (of;rxQ)(parent')(xp
of;rxQ)(about;(^x^(poem'))(y)]])(x)-^Pjxl],

embedded store

reflexive store

'
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variable Mj Is accessible
for quantification.
t(Q):

<•?

p3W[.p 5

p

="Vu[author;(u)^

-*Vx[-W(y[Vxj:'W3(of;(u)(p5,e„t,

_^

-?of;(u){about;rx,){poe^'))(y)]])(,)_^,,g^^^,,^^.^j^^

This translation still
contains an unbound
W-variable and a meaning
store. We apply the
multiple WH quantification
rule (92) and derive
the reduced translation
for (98):

tjQ):

(98')

"?"q3W^lW[^qM=^Vu[author;(u)-.>

-^Vxrw(^[Vvrw^(of;(u)(parent')(%)
-7

^

of;(u)(about;( v)(poem'))(y)]])(x>^
regret;tu,^x)]]]

that is. the set of true
propositions of the form 'every
author

u

regrets

X, if X is an element
of a subset of u's poems about
v, if v is a

parent of u's

5.

Non-nominal Questions

Until now we have limited ourselves
to analyzing constituent questions

that contain interrogative NP's.

In this section we will

our approach to questions extends in

a

show how

straightforward manner to

questions of other categories such as
adjectives, adverbs, and verb
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Phrases.

Some examples of non-nominal
questions with appropriate
answers can be found in
(100)-(103).

(100)

Predicate Nominal

(101)

Q:

Adjective Phrase:

(102)

Q:

Adverbial phrase:

Q:

Vad ar Maja?

A:

What does Maja do?

teacher

Hur(dan) var konserten? A:

fttr

How was the concert?

too long

Hur spelade Johan?

A:

How did Johan play?
(103) a.

lang

bra

well

Verb phrase:
Q:

Vad

gtir

Johan?

A:

What is Johan doing?
b.

l^rare

Noun phrase:

Q:

Vad

sleeping

Johan?

gttr

sover

A:

What is Johan making?

en sang
a bed

Note that the predicate nominal question in
(100) syntactically

involves

a

conmon noun phrase, not

Williams 1980).

Bach

a

NP CTerm phrase).

suggests

(1979)

Lees 1960,

(Cf.

the same approach to

English predicate nominals on semantic grounds.

We add the following

rules to the rules of the grammar given in Chapter
III:(3).

(104)<;^23 a,

VP-^V AP

,

=Xx[AP'(x)]^

VP'

V*23

=

vara.
be

</23 b,

VP->V CNP,

VP'

=

Ax[CNP'(x)]) V*23b

=

vara.
be

<^24

.

VP->V

CNP

.

VP'

=>x[CNP'(x)]) V*24

=

gflra

do
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The rules for translating
interrogative terminals of other
categories
than NP are given in
(105).

(105)

vad
Ec^p
[Q]J

Cap

]

,<g

<^Q[5>{Qi],

iiur(dan)l, <Q

.,<XWQWQi ]

,

.vv

Q
'

Q,.

j

»

The translation of interrogative
VP adverbs includes
A,

over adverbs like 'slowly' and
'well'.

^'''^

%

<<rs,f(IV)>

,

a

variable.

The types are given in
(106)

f(IV)»''''''^'

'''' ''''''''''

VP-modifiers
(/^<^,

It

<(f(A),

is now straightforward

variable over properties of

t^

A.

to give the translations for
our example

sentences.

p3Q[Vp

(100')

"?"

(lOr)

"?" p3Q[>^p &
p =-]fx[concert'(x) & Qjx)]]

(102')

"?" ^,3A[^p &
p

& p

=^Qfml]

Afplay')

(^j)]

The question in (103) is ambiguous, as shown
by the two ways it can
be answered.

Gtira

is also an element of V*ll,

transitive verbs.

(103 a') "?" plQ[>'p & p =-Q fj)]
(103 b') "?" pBWL^-p &

p

='^xn-J(thing')(x)-^make;(j/x)]]

that is, the set of true propositions of the form 'Johan
makes x, if
X is an element of a set of inanimate objects'.
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^'

J^mriLlrmrties

of common Unun.

We noted in section
2.1 above that the issue
of where the CN
part Of a WH phrase should
be interpreted is
intimately connected

with When

a CN

can be said to be true
of, or hold of, an
individual.

We found that questions are
often ambiguous as to whether
the CM in
the WH Phrases holds of an
individual now, at the moment
of utterance,
or at the time expressed in
the proposition.
A question like (14),
asked in 1980, is ambiguous

(14)

Which third year students
took the Tense and Aspect

seminar in the spring of 1979?

between asking bout third year students
in 1980 and third year
students
at the time of the seminar.

student', has

a

The CN in this example,

very clear temporal applicability.

'third year

For most CN's,

however, it is not so clear when they
count as true of individuals:
In

particular, it is often hard to tell when
they no longer are

applicable to individuals that once have had
the property
Certain properties such as 'teacher',

in question.

'poet', and 'president'

are

quite persistent in the sense that they can be
used to pick out people
who at some time or other have had the property,
as in question (104).
(104)

Which U.S. presidents have attended Amherst college?

Our knowledge of the world tells us that they were not
presidents
at the time they went to college, and that at most one of
them is
a

president now.^^

In

(105), on the other hand, it is most plausible
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that the CN 'Protestant'
was applicable at
the
i-ne time
uime of
OT th»
the conversion,

Which Protestants have
converted to Catholicism?

(105)

but note that the reading
where (105) is a question
about present
Protestants who sometime in
their religious develop^nt
have converted
to Catholicism is not
ruled out.

(106)

(105) hardly

Which Swedish kings were
executed In the XVIth

™kes sense

understand it as
XVIth century.

a

Century?

as a question about
present kings, and we

question about individuals
who were kings

in the

It see.s arguable whether
or not they have to actually

have been kings at the time
of the execution.

If (106) was used

as a quiz -question, and
if it was in fact the case
that

see Swedish
king, let us call him Erik
XIII, was executed but
that he had abdicated
prior to the execution, it is
not immediately obvious
whether 'Erik XIII'
would count as a true answer.

(107)

My father's temper depended on
which teenagers

I

invited

to the house.

On the other hand,

in a sentence like
(107),

it is clear that the only

individuals that are relevant are the
ones that actually were teenagers
at the time they were invited.

From looking at these kinds of examples,
it appears that pragmatics
and notions like relevance play an
important role in determining how

CN's are interpreted.

If the context does not disambiguate clearly
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enough, there are certain
morphemes 1n the language
that can be used
to .ake one reading .ore
or less obvious.
For Instance, If we
Insert
nuvarande' (current, lit.
'now-belng') In a question
like (14)
turns 1t Into an unequivocal
question about present third
year students,

H

(108)

Vllka nuvarande 35rs
studenter tog Te^pus-sem-nariet

varterminen 1979?
Which current

3rd year students took
the Tense

semnar

in the spring of 1979?

Common noun phrases containing
deictic elements like 'nu'
(now),
'fjol'

(last year) are necessarily
anchored in the present, that
is

in the moment of utterance
(cf.

Kamp 1971).

To disambiguate in favor

of the other reading we can use
an expression like 'davarande'
(then-being), or insert the adverb
'da'

(109)

(then).

Vilka davarande 3ars studenter tog
Tempus-seminariet

varterminen 1979?
Which then-being 3rd year students
took the Tense seminar
in the spring of 1979?

There is an important difference between
'now' and 'then'.

Expressions

containing 'now' will always be evaluated
with respect to the utterance
time,

'then'

may refer to the time of the event, but
it may also

refer to some other time which has been
made salient by the previous
context.

Suppose we know that in 1978, the third year seminar
frequently

discussed problems about tense and aspect.

In that case

it makes sense
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to ask (109), having in
mind those students who
were third year students
In this respect 'dS'
1978.
(then), both in the compound
'divarande"
and as the freely occurring
adverb "then" acts like a
third person

m

pronoun.

It may either pick up
its temporal

referent from some temporal

operator in the sentence,
corresponding to the bound use of
a pronoun,
or from some contextually
salient time, corresponding to
the deictic
use of the pronoun (cf. Partee
(1973)).

"nu'

(now) and expressions

containing 'nu' on the other hand
act like first and second person
pronouns which are anchored in the
context of the utterance.
On our approach to questions,
the CN part of a WH phrase is

interpreted in the pre-WH movement
position.

Hence it will be under

the scope of any temporal operator
in the sentence.

To account for

the readings where the CN holds at
the time of utterance we could use

Kamp's

'now'

operator which makes the predicate in the
translation

of the CN hold at the time of evaluation.
using

a

The question is now whether

now-operator will be sufficient to account for all
possible

readings for temporally ambiguous sentences.

The issue whether we

ever need to consider other times than event time
and evaluation time
is controversial.

Saarinen (1973) argues that any time introduced

in the sentence may be relevant for evaluation
whereas Ejerhed

(forthcoming) claims that only utterance time and event time
are
relevant.

To my knowledge the evidence from embedded questions has

not previously been considered with respect to this controversy.

The issue is how many readings a sentence like (110) has, uttered
in (1980).
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Lynne says that last year
the Dean investigated
which

(110)

third year students got
tuition waivers in 1978.
It seems that (110) can be
understood as concerning an
investigation

about third year students in
either 1978, 1979, or 1980.
that NP's can be interpreted
with respect to

This indicates

other times than event

time and the evaluation time for
the whole sentence.

In

(110) we

also need to consider the evaluation
time for the embedded question
as determined by the time of
the investigation.

that

a

This indicates

more general approach is needed.
One approach to the interpretation
of common nouns that could

presumably handle all three readings has
been suggested by
in a seminar on Tense and Aspect,

in the spring of 1979.

T.

Parsons

Parsons

proposes that common nouns translate into
expressions that contain
a

variable over times.

This variable may get bound by some temporal

adverb or some temporal operator in the sentence.

If the variable does

not get bound, the common noun will be
interpreted as holding at the

time of evaluation.
We noted in section 2.1 that the issue about when

applicable arises not only
The problem

in

a CN

is

questions, but in declarative sentences as

brought out particularly clearly in the interpretation

is

of questions when we must consider where the CN part of the WH
phrase

should be interpreted.

In our

discussion of questions, we have run

into some general problems involved in the interpretation of common

nouns, which we cannot attempt to solve here.

that it is not

a

We can just point out

trivial matter to find clear tests for applicability.

^
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The task of Interpreting
con^on nouns must
presumably he dealt with
Within a general theory of
tense and aspect for
natural language J
7.

In this

questions.

Summary

chapter we have looked at

a

variety of constituent

We found that approaches
that take the entire

m

phrase
to constitute the interrogative
quantifier which is interpreted
in

its surface structure
position run into problems when
the WH phrase

contains an anaphor, bound from
inside the sentence, or when
the common
noun part of the WH phrase is
interpreted as under the scope of
some
temporal operator inside the
sentence.
We also found that WK phrases
cannot be interpreted entirely in
their pre-WH movement position.
This way it is not possible to
distinguish questions that differ in
the order of extractions.
Furthermore, it would blur the distinction
in scope possibilities between
moved and unmoved WH phrases.

We have suggested that only 'which'
acts as the interrogative

quantifier which has scope in surface
structure.

^

Instead of letting

the interrogative quantifier range directly
over individuals, we have

suggested that it ranges over selection functions,
W.

The interrogative

quantifier thus provides strategies for picking
out individuals, which
can instantiate appropriate answers.

Previous approaches to questions

have only considered WH phrases where the CN
part is simple.

The

approach taken here is compatible with previous analyses
for the simple
cases, and it extends to cases where the denotation of
the CN varies

with the value of some other phrase in the sentence.
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Footnotes to Chapter
IV

meaning!" S,-nce"gi:?^^*^;;?,t«--'^-y °' P-aphrasing the
paraphrase is actually
the
noraulte
rrect'"w''°"'\?P^'-"°''
c
correct,
^
but we will leave
problem aside.
this
and Kart?L'en's'p:;ers'(]979r°''''°"-

by the'?^?eract?o:
^

has

X

^^-"""nen (1977)

'^"^

HUdntincation and tense
o}"uLt?«ca?ion"and°?
operators
^"

thet"o:?ng'en'tai[L^if')
(i)

''''''''

^-^^-^

--ed
in PTQ.

°f '-nder' which

wonders Q Ih x doesn't
know Q and x wants to
know Q

^ea^lng! th'^on^f ^^^^f^
Inlr^ie'S^P^''"'^""'"^"^^^^ Intermediate
wider scope than tte WK
phrase [n
Z'".""^
over the question-embedding
^"''^ ="P«
^

f

cZ

verb?

quantifier lu's^lf
in^a^^wVanS'fi'^r'^?"*^^"^ ^" -"^-^ial
remainder of the WH phrase invnlLf. "^i-^'i"^ frameworks. The
quantifier and is
equivalent to an expression

Hkl

(i)

(?)!

Aq>pVx[nj('Q)(x)-»p{xl]

trS]r^f=?s"^:e?a°s'r(?n:"'^^'^^
(ii)

IS'J^

XQ).P3xrw CQKx)

by'e'Xrtee

«,

P^x)]

'

"

(iii) to be true

(ill)

'^^-^"^-^

^")' P°^"t^d out
'

'""^ence like

Sven berattade fOr mig vilka
av sina dikter
tycker om.
Sven told me
which of her poems
Maja likes.

Mi

lit Sn'wer"]°Sua°n'tifJi^ "VI
existential quan«f]er '
'

"

"

j",'^'^'' °"
°"

"^es
"^'^^

(iv)

teirCs, 'p^M[vp

& p

='l^un./(of;{m)(poem')ruHlikei(m,B)]])

(v)

teirCs,

& p

=-3uni(of;(m)(poem'.)ru)

'p

iHC-p

& like(m,u)]])
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«

(lii) true on the ex
™^l^<"g
stential ana ^sis^^?!^; u''
of her love poems; but
^^'^^
intuitively f
S"':'' ^ case.
Sven's telling me that j'si,
'
^^^^^
only if Maja likes -a?f
^"^'i
her lo e oens
universal reading (vi)
'
correctly predicts.

^«

"

to .y attention!''"'

'° '^^'^'"^

the whole'qulstion

.uantif]?n--5ln-y
(i)

this kind of example

^PPli^nf

't^^"

l^^T^

Z...

(ask-you-to-ten-me'Cr^

P

lu ^xC^'p

='applicant;Cu) & of;(u) (score
&

has scope over

')

(x)

& p =
&

forget-to-enter;Cm/x)])).
^^lAV/T

^^^^

Just like in PTQ we can let

to be the expression

Z[ cf iPP fu])

^

translate only a subset of B,,,,^ in
order to preserve the intensions!
character of certain prepositions.
9

The translation rules here are
not well suited to r&orp^pnf
the meaning of relational cn's, which
is a short oning
n'the
translations given here, PP complements
and possessivl^ ac? as CN
modifiers
We could also have translated them
as relations between

(40')

...

V

'-''-'^^

Sin?

>y[NP'U[CN2'(y)

&

P^;(^x/y)l)]

(41

a')

...

(41

b')

...>5[NP2'(J[Kx[CN'(x)

>P[NP2(y 3x[CN'(x)

the

&

of-(>/x)
&

&

Pix^]]]

of^;(^y/x)]}])l

The two approaches are equivalent, as long
as PP modifiers are beinq
viewed as extensional. The translation for
(59), usinq (41 b')
instead of (41 b), would be as in (59").
(59")

"?"

51w[-p

& p

=TuEauthor;(u)^Vzrw[y[book'Cy)

of^;(u,^y)]](z) ~> read;(u,"z)]]

&
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10,

MtuTw%%°i',V_T^''

application of the
reflexive rule at

lU..
quantifica«on™(1977:'(47B))/° ^"^^""^"'^ ™le for ™itip,e UH

™

"^''^'^"^
Shows tha? ItllTs son,e'lenant?r
Phrases which
T."""^^ °!
The^sa. holds
for\^?re=d^^^^.l1?^--?,-,rr*^^

(1)

Every talent scout hoped
that every gallery director
would
persuade every visitor
to look at
a picture that
[,p
a
[,,ip

young artist] had painted]].

(i) has among others a
in mind, presumably a

reading where pvprv
different anist'fo'r

u

'lirslT'

(ii) Vu[talent-scout;(u)-j.av[artist;(v)
& hope'(^u,

UiLdirectorUu^)^3
&

[picture;(

Vu2[visitor;(u2) -7 persuade;(u^

paint;(v, v^)]

)

&

,

u^/

&

look-at^Cu^.v ))]])]]

This reading shows that we need to
store both NP^ and NP and that the
most embedded NP, NP^, can have wider
scope than the embedding NP.

^^^^^^^tions without any embedding
orinrinlf then
t^r%^^T"'^i
fprinciple,
the translation
of NP^ could be quantified in before NP
^
Suppose NP^ takes wide scope over the whole
sentence and that NP2 is
narrower scope at the VP level. The translation
n^vo'^'^?!'"
OT
will in '^lu^
that case contain an unbound variable, as
shown in (iii).
(iii)

3 v^[picture;(v^)

& paint;(^X3,

hope'(^u,'jv[artist;(v)

^

&

^1^ ^

V

.

Vu[talent-scout;(u)-^

[director;(u^

Vu2[visitor;(u2)-7 persuade;(u^

,

u^, ^look-at;(u2,

^1))^^^)^^

On this reading there is one picture that he^ has painted
such that
every talent scout hopes that there is an artist such that every
director persuades every visitor to look at it. 1163 will be interpreted
deictically, contrary to the possible interpretations for (i). Ue

c
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in by the embedding
'
con ^ i
9
mfrn^?-'',™^
vacuous quantification
complete v n thp ^^^^'^""^Yely. we could ban
artrst' could not have
'^n
been qulnti^ e '

"f^^<i

^

„^~;i;"

alloweJ"]^

"^"^

ll^TlZt^TuZ

pronouns altogether. This
aUer^aMvI
Partee
Bach (^onhco^m^gj^'orr
.

^

-

variables a.e

"

^""^

p;rse:ia^^?o^^rt^if ^"p?„Jr

-ague:;«^^^
"""'^^Sue argues that it would
be too restrictive to 1
mit QN.n;ii?!i;''"'"*^^^<="i°" to actual individuals
in view of examples like
(i)

(n)

The previous Pope is
remembered by someone,
There was a man whom no one
remembers.

Montague suggests that quantification
over actual inHivWH,,^!
wlthl'te^vmb^il

(iii)

T'r"'^

I''

ly

un^^stH

t

' u

"

e

Which presidents will be remembered
for their foreign policy?

Intuitively these questions range over
all individuals who at some time
have been presidents, not only over
presidents now or presidents^t

14

.

It is possible that Saarinen's
approach, which uses backward*;
loo ing operators will work - but it
is not clear h w it w 1
ter

with the interpretation of interrogative
quantifiers.

ct

15

^^^^
interpretation of common
""^^l^
no.m. IS Jiir"^?!''^^^^
nouns
temporally under-specified.
A common noun may be interpreted
as holding at any reference time
introduced
sentence or at any
contextual ly salient time, the most salient time
being the moment of
utterance.
Irene Heim and Edwin Williams (p.c.) have expressed
similar views.
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g

applicabimy"'for'crsl

-discussion of a

'principle of

tation'o"s::Lte1 vdihlnterrooatJje ^^7^^'

''^ -P-""representation of universally or^Pv^L^^'"??^'^""^ "^'"^ ""^'^^ the
quantified sentences,
Most approaches to nitural
anLn»^ff
J-t"^
as a unit (PTQ, Ban"uel
Cooolr lOTnl
th'""' i'^'
lation Of the CN phrase
which resi^cts tl^^^/^'l?^^
^^''1^3"S"tified over,
occurs adjacent to the
quantifier
wn? !f
in sentences with scope
quantifier
dist nctions
HnllT^''^
noted that the responsib
P^°P'^
''^^e
1 iiv'
for ;h»
the CN Phrase can alsS a
y (Fodor 1968 Co e^? ^at "'Ir'l

U

Z

'

Of d^sTr^pt'?

s'

d*brre;re^n?:rin^"'sL*°

^

V;'^-t\^""-^"tion

(i) Maja tror att OJa ska
gifta si^ med sjn egen fru.

Maja believes that Ola is going
to marry his-own wife,
has a reading on which Maja does
not have
a"

ofrre^fl^.?!^^^^^^

^P-^--

a

contradictory belief
^'^^ ^'-^ clLrfr^e'eds

CHAPTER

V

A COMPARISON
WITH APPROACHES
TO QUESTIONS
IN THE EXTENDED
STANDARD THEORY
In this

chapter we will

inni<

At

questions are handled
within
Extended Standard
Theory (EST)
Aft
.
^
' ^hort presentation
of this
framework and the rule
.
of im
Of
UN fn*„
interpretation, section
1
we consider
how questions with
pied piping are
handled.
We argue that a .n
^"^^ ^ consequence
.
n-F
^
of the structural
approach to interpretation
pretation is that
.
th.t certain
processes
are reduplicated in
the grammar (see
section
:>t;ction d).
2)
u« compare
^
We
this
model with the approach
taken "tire,
here wnere
where .vnt...syntactic and. semantic
rules
work in tandem and where
no such reduplication
is necessary,
m section 3
we Show that questions
with bound anaphors
and temporally
anhiouous
comon nouns in preposed
constituents cannot be
adequately handled
wUhin the current EST framework.
We outline a theory of
questions
presented by Higginbotham
and May i„ section 4
and discuss some problematic cases having to
do with the interpretation
of multiple WH
questions.
Finally, in section
5, we address the issue
of whether
WH movement in Swedish
is a syntactic rule
or not.
,u
the r

.

,

^

•

1-

Questions

in

FST

Within the framework of the
Extended Standard Theory, the
rules
that interpret questions
belong to the rules that map
from surface
structure to logical form.
Schematically, we can represent the
gra^ar
as in (1), omitting the
branch leading
178

to phonetic representations.

'

> LF

Construal rules
Interpretive rules
Conditions on binding

'

Move..

the syntactic .ule
that .eves any constituent,
1n particular
noun Phrases and UH
phrases, and which leaves
behind Indexed traces
construal rules relate
anaphors to antecedents by
colndexing.
Disjoint
reference Is assigned by a
special algorithm for
contra-Indexing.
The interpretive rules
Include a rule of quantifier
construal (cf. May
1977).
The application of the
indexing operations Is
constrained by
conditions on binding at logical
forn.
WH phrases are taken to
be a
special kind of quantifier whose
meaning can be given roughly
by the
paraphrase 'for which x,
The rule for Interpreting
constituent
questions can be given as In
(2), following Chomsky's formulation
in

,-s

"On WH Movement".

(2)

Given as S of the forn:

[

[^^^^ .-UH-N

-

-^WHJCj.

.

.t.

.

.

] ]

where t is the trace of WH-N, rewrite
it as:
I^Comp

"''i'^h 21>

21

an

ly

--X-- ...].
(Chomsky 1977:(38))

The effect of (2) is to insert a variable,
x, bound by the WH quantifier
In the position of the trace.

Notice that the rule explicitly states

that the position where the variable is
Inserted is the trace of

that WH phrase, i.e.,

the required correspondence between syntactic

constituents and variables used in the semantics
is built into the
rule itself.

.
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(2) construes a surface structure
lite in

(3a) as the logical

form (3b)

^'

^'

N

is the level

t^Comp^h^'ch student]

[3 did John see t]]

kornp^"'' which X, X a student], John saw x.

we have referred to as
CN.

as a restriction on the
variable x.

The material

in N serves

The logical form gives an
intuitive

paraphrase of (3b) but it does
not provide an interpretation
in the
sense we are using the term
in this dissertation.
By interpretation
we understand a procedure
by which you can tell
whether a sentence
is true or false in a
given situation.
This use of 'interpretation'
differs notably from the use of
'interpretation' in EST.

The so-called

rules of interpretation in this
framework map one syntactic level

of representation into another,
more disambiguated representation.
We still

form.

need rules for how to interpret
the representation of logical

Consequently it is hard to compare the
two approaches fully

since they differ in scope.

2-

Pied Pipin g and Reconstruction at
Logical

Form

The interpretation rule in (2) applies
quite straightforwardly

when the WH phrase in Comp consists of
[j^p

which N].

a

simple NP of the form

Since WH movement can apply to other constituents
than

NP's, there will be cases where additional
syntactic material has

been moved along (pied piped) with the WH
phrase into Comp, as in
(4) and (5).
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(4)

From which book did
Mary read?

(5)

Whose book did Mary
read?

The rule of WH
interpretation rewrites thp nh.
the phrase as an
expression
prefixed by a quantifier
y'
^
'for Which
whirh X
a
.
But
pied piped material
such
as prepositions and
containing NP's cannot be
interpreted in Co.o
It .ust somehow be
.owered' back into the
position of the trace where
can be interpreted.
We will refer to this
process as 'reconstruction'
since part of a moved
structure must be reconstructed
inside the sentence
for semantic interpretation.
Presumably the dash,
in (2) is intended
to cover this and would
allow sentences like
(4) and (5) to be rewritten
as below.
.

(4')

a.

^-

^^'^

^'
^-

[Comp from which bookJC^did
Mary read t]]

which X, X

^Comp

komp

book] Mary read from x.

booklC^did Mary read t]]

^^^^^ X' X

^Comp

a

a

person] Mary read x's book

As stated, the rule in
(2) is not quite correct.

clause requires that
the trace of
in the

't

'-WH-N-'

is the trace of WH-N

.

The correspondence

Actually,

t

must be

and the effect of the rule is
to insert

-x-'

position of t.
On the structural approach to
semantic interpretation, semantic

rules apply to fully derived sentential
structures, after WH movement.

Although C2) is an interpretive rule,
it performs
similar to the ones handled by syntactic
rules.

a

movement operation,

This operation in
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position where it can be
interpreted.

redundancy in the grammar
since
Of a syntactic rule.

a

There appears to be

a

certain

semantic rule must perform
the in verse

This redundancy might be
taken to indicate that

the distribution of tasks
between the syntactic and
the semantic

component

in EST

is not optimal.

We can contrast this treatment
with the approach taken here.
On the rule-by-rule approach
to gra^ar, each application
of

a syntactic
rule is correlated with a semantic
rule which interprets the
result
of the syntactic operation.
When a WH phrase in deep structure
is

combined with some other constituent,
porated in

a

a verb,

a

preposition, or incor-

larger NP, the quantifier part of
the WH phrase is obliga-

torily stored.

The translation of the rest of the
phrase imjnediately

combines with translations of other
constituents in the sentence.

At

the point in the derivation when WH
movement applies, the semantic

part of this rule quantifies in the stored
WH translation.

There is

no need for undoing syntactic movement
at the point of interpretation

since it will only be the translation of
'which' that has been stored.

This follows from the fact that we only use the
store for translations
of quantifiers, that is, those items in the language
that enter into
scope relations with other elements in the sentence.

We illustrate

how (4) and (5) are derived in our framework by the abbreviated

derivations in (6) and (7).

English and Swedish behave the same

with respect to pied piping so we can give the English examples.

Since the WH quantifier in these cases applies to closed sets, we give
a

simplified translation where we translate over individuals.

Recall
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that we take only the
'which' part of the WH
phrase to constitute
the
interrogative quantifier.
Reasons for this were
discussed in Chapter IV.
(6)

T(30)

=>

whose
book
book

who

t(NP3):<APPix5i,<>pgx[P(x)], x^,
t(NP2):<'AP}x[of;rx5)(book')(x)
t(S):

<?x[of;(-X5)(book')(x)

&

3>
&

P\x]h^PMP\x]],

x^.

read;(m/x)] ^P^xEPixj]

.

3^
x^,

3^

WH movement and WH quantification
(T30)

tjQ):

$3u[-p

& p

='3v[of;(u)(book')(-v) & read;(m, v)]]

is, the set of true propositions of the
form 'Mary reads u's book'.
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C7)

T(30}

Mary

from

t(PP):

tjQ):

<
"?"

which
book

from-(P[book-(x,)

p^uC-p

& p

,

])

,

<> P^x[P(xl],

x,,

2>>

=^book;(u) & from;(u)Cread')(-m)]

that is, the set of true
propositions of the form 'Mary
reads from u
and u is a book'.
We are assuming that Meaning
postulate 8 for adverbial

prepositional phrases extends to
from'

(PTQ, p. 264).

On the approach taken here,
the semantic rules store only
the

quantifier phrase.
is

Other material semantically remains

interpreted there.

In

the EST-model

,

in

place and

the semantic rule lowers

everything but the WH quantifier down
into its pre-WH position.
outcome of

a

The

comparison of the two models will depend
on one's meta-

theoretical stand on what processes belong
to the domain of syntactic

and semantic rules respectively.

I

think it is an advantage of the

present proposal that we get the correct
translations

following

the straightforward principle that only
quantifier phrases should be

stored and interpreted elsewhere, since their
actual scope

different from their deep structure position.

may be

There is no need to

express any reconstruction of syntactic material in
the semantic rule.
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^-

'^H

Movement and Bound Anap hnrc

this section we will look
at how the problem with
bound
anaphors inside preposed WH
constituents can be handled
within the EST
framework.
Recall that in the model
outlined in CD, the rules of
control which relate anaphors
to antecedents apply at
surface structure
after WH movement. The effect
of the control rules is to
coindex all
In

anaphors with some antecedent phrase.

The relevant notion for antecedent-

anaphor relations is taken to be
the structurally defined notion
of
c-command, formulated in Reinhart
(1976) and given here in
C8).

(8)

Node A c(onstituent)-commands node

B

iff neither A nor B

dominates the other and the first branching
node which
dominates A dominates

B.

Common to all anaphora rules is the requirement
that the antecedent

c-command the anaphor.

This holds both for morphologically marked

anaphors, like reflexives, and for personal
pronouns when they are

interpreted as bound by

a

quantif icational NP and not as referring

to a particular individual or group of individuals.

Since anaphora

rules apply at surface structure, after WH movement, in
EST, problematic

sentences arise when the application of WH movement removes an
anaphor

from the syntactic domain of its antecedent.

(9)

Consider the example

in

(9).

[Vilken av sina backer], pastod tidningen att varje fflrfattare

rekommenderade

.?

Which of his-own books did the newspaper claim that every

author had recommended?
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At surface st.uctu..
the anapho.

sM

1s no

1o„ge. c-co^anded

its

antecedent.

Sl.ila. examples „1th
bound anaphors can be
found in
English, as for instance
in (,o). where
the antecedent
does not c-cormand herself
at surface structure.

emlll

(10)

[Which pictures of herself],
did you expect
to send it

ever^^

.?!
J'-'

appears that if we want to
express the anaphoric relation
between reflexives and their
antecedents by coindexing
constituents
in a structure, we need
to modify the rules for
reflexive Interpretation.
We note that in examples
(9) and (10), although the
antecedent does not
It

c-co^and the anaphor,
contains the anaphor.

it c-corronds the trace
of a constituent that

We can formulate an appropriate
rule for reflexive

interpretation if we are allowed to
make reference to trace and to
sore
notion of containment.

(11)

Reflexive interpretation
(i)

If a is an anaphor that occurs in
S, then a must be

coindexed with some NP. in
(ii)

S

which c-commands

a.

If a is an anaphor that does not
occur in S, but
a

is

'contained'

position,
NP^

e^.,

in S that

in a phrase

in S,

coindexed with an empty

then a must be coindexed with an

c-commands e..

S

must be minimal.

Given an appropriate definition of 'being contained
in'^, clause (ii)
will allow the reflexives in (9) and (10) to be
coindexed with their
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respective antecedents
v-euerits.

(12)

Th^
ihe cfy<,.o+
structure would be as in
(12).
s

S

Presumably we would have to invoke
similar conditions on anaphoric
Interpretation in a model which
base-generates empty categories
and
preposed constituents in their
surface positions and connect
them
to empty nodes by some linking
device (cf.

Koster 1978).

We noted above that the pre-WH
movement position of the anaphor

'

with respect to the antecedent is
what determines the coindexing
possibilities.
It thus appears motivated to
assign anaphoric relations
at some stage in the derivation
that precedes WH movement.

we could assume that the relevant
level

For instance,

is after the application of

cyclic rules like NP movement, but before
long-distance rules like
WH movement (cf. Postal

1971, Hellan 1980b, van Riemsdijk & Williams
1980)

The model of the grammar would look like
in (13).

We will

refer to

the intermediate level as shallow structure,^
abbreviated ShS.
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^^^^

'^^^^

Move WH
Interpretive
Rules

DS

9ShS

1

i

->SS

^LF
Disjoint ref
Reflexive
Comdex with
Quant. NP

r
1
that

Rpf

^-"^

.nexlve

mo
'

--so-omt

'

-

"
the

Coindex
^^-^p,

en..

o. pe.sona, p.oncun
Inside

carry the sa^e Index
as Its antecedent.

a

...nee

ass..n.e„.

.„ p..3es.

WH ph.ase

note

«in now

It

1s clea. that
.Hexlve
and .ciproca, co1ndex1ng
.ust ta.e place arte.
NP ™ove.e„t since
this
rule .ay alter cdndexlng
possibilities.
Po. example, the
subject of
a passive sentence
.ay control a reflexive
p.onoun 1n the agentlve
ph.ase
as Illustrated In (14).''

(14)

a.

Sven kritlseras ofta
av sina kolleger.

Sven Is often criticized
by his-own colleagues.

b.*Sina kolleger kritlserar
ofta Sven

His-own colleagues criticize
often Sven
If we separate the
application of NP

™,ve™nt and WH .ove^nt and

let

the anaphoric rules apply
at the intermediate level,
the rules that
coindex antecedents and anaphors
can operate quite generally,

m

addition, we can express
permissible anaphoric relations
between quantificational NP's and personal
pronouns at this level. The condition
for
coindexing in this case would be
that any personal pronoun may be

colndexed with a dominating
WH phrase or
guantificational NP to its
left.
This condition „il,
exclude violations of
cross-over without furthe.
restrictions,
can contrast this with
the .odel given i„

thu

(,

,

r„

.odel. all

co-or-reindexing takes place
at surface structure
and
special conditions .ust
be formulated in order
to prevent cross-over
Violations. We return to
this topic in greater
detail in Chapter VI.
The model of grammar depicted
in (13) thus appears
to be a preferable
model from the point of
view of anaphora
interpretation.
It involves

postulating one additional level
of representation in the
grammar, which
needs independent justification.
Van Riemsdijk and Williams,
in fact,
argue that there is a cluster
of properties which
characterize this
intermediate level.
Another consequence of adopting
=
the ™del in 03)
Is that there

is no longer one structural

level

1n the grarmar

which

provides the whole input to
semantic interpretation.

Certain relations
which are relevant to semantic
interpretation will be determined at

shallow structure, whereas others,
such as the scope of WH phrases,
will be determined by rules that
apply to surface structure.

Another approach would be to say that
shallow structure is really
the output of the base component.
NP movement rules are essentially
structure preserving, and only move NP's
into positions where they could
have been generated by the base rules
alone.

If we assume that the base

rules allow for direct generation of
passivized and raised subjects,

we could say that deep structure equals shallow
structure.

For an

exposition of how such structures can be directly
interpreted, see
Gazdar (1979b).

A proposal that lets active and passive sentences
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both 5e gene.ated

the base

.les would

o. cou.se

have to .e evaluated
fro. the point of view
of overall complexity
and theoretical
adequacy ^
The modification
suggested
in the model

P-blem Of how bound anapho.s

wnh

their antecedents.

In

However,

In

(13)

overcomes the

p.eposed constituents can
be colndexed

^.ely colndexing

two constituents
not sufficient to determine
how they are to be
Interpreted.
There
remains the problem of
Interpreting an Indexed
reflexive In Comp,
especially If the colndexed
antecedent Is anything but a
singular,

-

referential term.

Instance

a

(15)

If the antecedent Is a
referring expression, for

proper name, as

In

the example In (15),

Vllken av sina. biJcker ISste
Johan.-?
'

1

Which of his-own books did Johan
read?
we can presumably define
Interpretive principles to the effect
that the
value assignment function assigns
Johin. and sina. to the same Individual

This approach will not work when
the antecedent Is

a

non-referring,

quantlflcatlonal NP, as In (16).

(16)

Vllken av sina. bOcker rekommenderade
varje ftirfattare.?

Which of his-own books did every author
recommend?
In

(16), the colndexing of sina and varje fflrfattare

preted as coreference between individuals.
varje fflrfattare,

cannot be Inter-

On the reading where

'every author', has scope over the whole question,

the quantifier phrase is presumably raised to

c-commands sina and can bind it.

a

position where it

But, as we argued in Chapter IV,
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rau,ng the antecedent

to a c-co™anding
position

wiU not work In
those cases where the
antecedent Itself is within
the scope of son«
other element In the sentence,
such as a .odal verb/
The relevant
examples are of the form
illustrated in
(17).

(17)

Vilken av sina. dikter
hoppades Maja att varje
fSrfattare.
^
skulle lasa?

Which of his-own poems did
Maja hope that every author
would read?

On the intended reading,

the scope of
a

ho£eas,

varje_iarfat^

'hope'.

.-every

author', is inside

Coindexing might indicate that
there is

control relation between 'every
author' and 'his-own', but it is

not clear how to express this
at logical

form.

If we apply the rule

of WH interpretation in
(2) to the surface structure of
Cl7) we get the
logical form (18).

(18)

for which X, X

would read

a

poem by x

.

,

Maja hoped that every author

x.

Note that the clause restricting the question
variable x still contains
a

free variable.

There is nothing in (18) that connects the poems

with the respective authors. To interpret x.
deictically would be false,
as we have seen.
It turns out that the rule of WH interpretation in
i2]

is

inadequate to handle cases where the specification of the WH
phrase,
the N phrase, contains an anaphor bound by some quantifier in
the

sen ence.

Anothe. p.oMe™ .0. the

of WH Interpretation,
as .ovulated

in (2). co„.s fro™
temporally ambiguous
questions.

pointed out that sentences

H.e

In

Chapter IV

we

(19) are a.blguous between
being about

current third year students
and people who were
third year students
in the spring of 1979.

Which third year students
do you think took the
Tense and
Aspect seminar in the spring
of 1979?

(19)

The rule in (2) interprets
the whole WH phrase in Compe,
where It
presumably is outside the past
tense operators ranging over
the most

embedded clause.

It is not clear how the
reading where the relevant

domain is third year students in
1979 can be derived.^

4.

Higginbotham and May's Theory of Questi
ons

Within the EST framework, J, Higginbotham
and

presented

a

theory of questions that provides

a

R.

May have

general

semantic

background for the rule of WH interpretation
proposed by Chomsky.
The theory also addresses the semantics
of more complicated questions
and we will

here discuss certain points of their analysis
which bear

directly on the types of questions we are investigating
here.
In

their paper, "Questions, Quantifiers, and Crossing,"
Higginbotham

and May outline a theory of questions according
to which

corresponds to
a

a

a

question

partitioning of the possible states of affairs into

set of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive alternatives.

An appropriate answer to a question is

a

sentence that eliminates
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one or more of the possible
states of affairs.

If we assume that

the relevant domain of individuals
only contains two ambers,
John and
Mary, then a question like in
(20a) will correspond to the
partitioning
in

(20b).

(20)

a.

Which students came?

^'

{

J

& m>

j

& -.m,

^ j & m,

-.j

& -.m

]

A sentence like (21) will count as
an answer

(21

)

John came.

since it eliminates the possibility that
John didn't come.

Higginbotham and May maintain that (21) is only

a

However,

partial answer to

(20a) since it leaves us in ignorance about
whether Mary came or not.
A complete answer would be as in
(22).

(22)

John came, but Mary didn't.

Only John came.

It seems to me that in a speech community where
Grice's maxim of

quantity is respected, (21) would also count as
since the listener would infer that

a

complete answer,

if the speaker knew that someone

else besides John came, he would have said so.

Higginbotham and May's approach

is

(Grice 1975)

very similar to the ones presented

by Hamblin (1973, (1976)) and Karttunen (1977).

Hamblin takes

a

question

to set up choice-situations between a set of propositions, viz. those

propositions that count as answers to it.

Karttunen differs slightly

from Hamblin in that he takes the meaning of

a

question to be the set
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"

that ,ot„tl.
constitute

a

t^

to it.

TO characten-ze
the set of t.ue and
complete answers is of
course nothin, different
fro. what H1,,in.otHa.
and .a. caU .ac,u1r1n,
a

complete relief of
Ignorance as to what
states are co.patlMe
with
the rea, woHd'.
One point where
Higgin.otha™ and Mays
approach
differs from the one
presented by
hi/ v^^tKarttunen, which is further
developed
in Karttunen
Peters
,
(,976), is in the treat^nt
of presuppositions
of questions.
It is generally agreed
that a question like
(23)
(23)

is

Which girl came?

associated with

91 rl

a
d

Drpsiinnn<:itir.n
presupposition ^-p
of uniqueness,

that only one

came.

Karttunen and Peters do not
express this uniqueness
^qui recent
as part of the meaning of
the question, but say that
it is conventionally
implicated, and forms part of
the implicature expression
associated
with the question.
Higginbotham and May make the
uniqueness requirement
part of the interpretation
of the WH quantifier.
However, this will
not be appropriate for the
interpretation of multiple questions
like
(24).
(24)

In

Which man saw which woman?

their theory, the question expressed
in (24) will carry the presuppos-

ition that exactly one man saw one
woman. But, as Higginbotham and May
note, this is clearly not correct
since appropriate answers to (24)

could be either one single pair or

(25)

a

list of ordered pairs, as in (25).

John saw Mary and Bill saw Sally.

(Higginbotham and May 1.13)
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instead they

Cai.

that (24) always
presupposes that no .an
saw .ore than
one woman, and that no
woman was seen by ™re
than one .an.
To get
the list of pairs reading,
(25), Higginbothan and May
propose to
augment the set of quantifiers
for natural languages by
n-ary quantifiers
Which are. in effect,
n-place operators.
For this purpose they
define
a rule called absorgtion,
which generates representations
containing
n-ary WH quantifiers (n7.2)
from adjacent pairs of
quantifiers, as
in (26).

(26) [(WH x: N(x)] [WH

^

:

N(i,)]

^

[wH x, UH
i: N(x) i

Hi^U

(Higginbotham and May 1.30)

Absorption can apply to the
question in (24) but. interestingly
enough,
not to

a

question like (27), on the reading
where his is construed

as bound by which boy

(27)

.

Which boy admires which one of

hrs_

sisters?

(Higginbotham and May 1.32)
This is so. Higginbotham and May
say, because Absorption cannot
apply
to pairs of WH quantifiers whose
second member contains

bound by the first.

a

variable

(27), on this bound reading, of course corresponds

to the Swedish sentence in
(28) where sjna is a reflexive pronoun.

(28)

Vilken pojke beundrar vilken av sina systrar?

Since Absorption is blocked, Higginbotham and
May predict that (27)

only has the reading which presupposes that there is

a

unique boy which
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admires one of his sistPrc:
4.
sisters and +u
that
only
(29) will

singular answer like
in

a

be correct.

(29)

John admires his sister
Mary,

In

support Of the correctness
of this prediction,
they note that (30)
IS not a good answer
to
(27).

(30)

John admires (his sister)
Mary, and Fred admires
(his
sister) Sally.

Judgments vary on the appropriateness
of (30), but nevertheless
it does
not seem correct to claim
that (27) only has the singular
interpretation.
For instance, an answer like
(31) seems quite appropriate.
(31)

John admires his oldest sister,
and Fred his youngest sister.

(31) gives a list of pairs where the second
instantiation is given

as

a

function of the answer to the first.

This is exactly the type of

answers that are appropriate to WH
questions
anaphors.

which contain bound

The denotation of 'which of his
sisters' will vary with the

choice of antecedent for his, but we
cannot express this dependency
by quantifying over individuals
directly.

The solution proposed in Chapter IV picks
up on the functional

type of answers to such questions.

provide

a

We noted that appropriate answers

strategy for determining the value of some WH phrase,
given

the value of some other phrase in the sentence
which binds

inside the WH phrase.

a

variable

Instead of quantifying directly over individuals.
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we propose that questions
generally be translated by
a quantifier
that ranges over this type
of selection function.
The translation

our grammar gives to
C27) is given here
•?"

(27-)

p^WHw^C^p

& p

in

(27').

=y,ru^(^oy']C,)

^

->VurwCof;(v)Csister'))eu)-> admire;(.v,u)]]]
The meaning of (27) is the
set of true propositions
of the form 'if v
is a boy, then v admires
u, if u is a ^mber of
a certain subset of
v's sisters'.
The descriptions in
9
(31) contain possible values
for W
in this case, for instance,
'oldest' and 'youngest'.
To summarize, we find that
Higginbotham and May's analysis for
multiple WH questions is not sufficient
to account for all possible

answers to questions like (27) where
there is a dependency between the
two WH phrases.

Higginbotham and May's approach involves
the introduction

of n-ary quantifiers in the
representation of natural language.

motivation for n-ary quantifiers depends
to

a

The

large extent on the

assumption that the uniqueness presupposition
associated with the
occurrence of

a

WH phrase should be explicitly represented
as part of

the meaning of the quantifier.

There is an alternative to this

assumption, namely that uniqueness presuppositions
arise as conventional

implicatures of the use of

a

question and need not be expressed as

part of the meaning of the quantifier (Karttunen
& Peters 1976).
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In our analysis of
questions in Swedish, we
have argued that they
are derived by a syntactic
rule

that moves WH phrases
into sentence-initial

position or Comp.

The properties of the
rule of WH movement
have

received a great deal of
attention from linguists
working within
transformational gra^ar.
Chomsky (1977) claims that
the rule of WH
movement has the following
characteristic properties:
(32)

In

a.

The rule leaves a gap

b.

It obeys Subjacency except
under

'bridge' conditions

c.

It obeys the Complex NP
Constraint

d.

It obeys the WH

Island Constraint

Swedish, counterexamples to all four
diagnostic features can be

found.

We have seen in Chapter 111:5 that
the moved constituent is

sometimes matched with

a

resumptive pronoun instead of

a

gap.

Furthermore,

it appears that subjacency is not
relevant to the characterization of

the application of the rule,''° and neither
the Complex NP Constraint

nor the WH Island Constraint holds.

This raises the issue of whether

it is the characterization in
(32) that fails to provide a universally

valid description of movement rules, or if the Swedish
facts are the

result of some other grammatical process, very similar
to WH movement,
but not to be identified with this rule.

The second position is taken

by N. Chomsky, H. van Riemsdijk, and E. Williams (personal
communications).

They assume that there is no rule of WH movement

in

Swedish but that

these facts arise from the application of interpretive rules which
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link preposed constituents
to

a

pronoun In the sentence.

This would

explain the observed
violations, since
interpretive rules are not
subject to subjacency. To
get the correct surface
structures for
Swedish sentences, we also
need to devise a rule
that deletes the
pronoun in all but a few
contexts. A tentative
characterization of
this deletion rule could
be as in
(33).

(33)

Delete

a

pronoun everywhere except
when it serves

disambiguating role in the language
(and

in

a

certain

contexts, e.g. Fixed Subjects.)

This explanation fits well with
the gap

-

pronoun alternation in multi-

extraction sentences in Swedish,
discussed in Chapter 111:5, but not
with the lack of such an alternation
in Norwegian.
To claim that
WH movement is a syntactic rule
in Norwegian, but not in
Swedish, seems

untenable, given the close similarities
of the languages.

The character-

ization in (33) also fails to explain
why pronouns cannot be deleted
in

general

referent.

in

Swedish sentences when there is no doubt
about the intended

However, this is not the case, as we noted
in 111:5.

The account that takes WH movement to be an
interpretive rule
in Swedish essentially says that all

are left dislocations.

long distance rules in this language

An initial constituent is interpreted as

necessarily coreferent with

a

pronoun inside the sentence.

The problem

is that on this account we have no explanation
for why there is in

fact a clear difference between left dislocations and
sentences with

unbounded dependencies in the language.

In

Swedish, topical ization
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and ™atn-x constituent
<,uesttons

dislocation does not.

cannot delete.

(34)

tM,,e. ... second
adjustment,

ToptcaMzed and questioned
constituents leave

Compare the examples in
(34)

Topic.

(35).

—./*henne..
1

1

Eva

L.D.

-

Eva. tror jag de
fiesta killar tycker bra

om

(35)

left

think

most

I

guys

like

Eva., jag tror de fiesta
killar tycker bra

om henne./*
1

Eva,

I

—

.
1*

think

most guys

like

her.

In

(35) the left dislocated constituent,
Eva,

is separated from the

rest

of the sentence by a heavier
intonation break than in the topical
ized
sentence in (34).
If we assimilate all

long distance dependencies in
Swedish to

left dislocations, we have no
explanation for why the pronoun must delete
in

(34) but must not delete in (35).

changeably, it seems.

(34) and (35) can be used inter-

If the conditions for pronoun deletion
are

some form of disambiguating principles,
then (34) and (35) would seem
to fall

under exactly the same conditions.

Suppose for the sake of argument that we adopt
the interpretive

approach to long distance dependencies in Swedish.
properties of this interpretive rule?

What then are the

It follows from the presence

of bound anaphors in preposed constituents
that the Interpretive UH rule
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™st

be approximately the
inverse of WK movement.

It must move the

m

Phrase, except for the
interrogative determiner,
inside the sentence
for interpretation.
In fact, the
interpretive rule would look
very
.uch like a syntactic rule.
If «e adopt this
solution for Swedish, we
still have no explanation
for how the English
example in (10) is-lderived.
(10)

Which pictures of herself did
you expect every girl
to send in

7

Nor can we account for the bound
reading of personal pronouns

In

other

examples (cf. (9), (16), (17)) or for
the reading of (19) where the
predication inside the N-phrase does not
hold

in the present.

WH movement is supposed to conform
to the characterization

in

In

English,

(33).

But in order to get the intended readings
for the sentences mentioned
above, it appears that the N part of the
WH constituent must be inter-

preted in its pre-WH movement position.

Consequently, in addition to

the syntactic rule of WH movement in English,
we need to invoke an

interpretive rule, just like the one sketched for
Swedish.

earlier that it is
syntactic rule move

We argued

sign of redundancy in the grammar to first let a

a
a

constituent and then let

the effect of the syntactic movement.

a

semantic rule undo

Given this account, we can

characterize the difference between the two languages with respect
to question formation in the following way.

In English,

questions

are derived by a syntactic rule which obeys subjacency Cper definition),

coupled with an interpretive rule which 'lowers' syntactic material
back inside the sentence.

In Swedish,

questions are derived exclusively

.

.
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by the interpretive rule.

In addition there are
processing-motivated

rules in the language that
delete

a

pronoun when it is interpreted
as

bound by so.e initial constituent,
except in the case of left
dislocations
Fixed subjects, etc.
It seems to me that for
the claim that it is only
ia English that
a syntactic rule is

involved not to be begging the
question, it must

be independently shown that
movement rules universally obey
subjacency.

However, it is not clear that this
holds.

For instance, in Turkish,

rightward syntactic movement rules are
not constrained by subjacency.
Instead of saying that English and
Swedish differ in that they
use different types of rules to derive
qeustions, we can capture

the difference between the languages in
the following way.

Both

English and Swedish allow for unbounded
extractions out of sentences.

Whereas Swedish allows for more than one
constituent to be extracted
out of

a

tensed sentence, English only allows for one.

However, out

of untensed structures, English allows more than
one extraction.

This

characterization predicts that extractions out of yes/no
questions
should be acceptable in English, and that we should find
double extraction
out of infinitival clauses.

(36)

Here is the book^ that Mary wondered whether she should
read

(37)

This is

^,

a

delicate matter^ that all politicians are

wondering what, to say
J

(38)

.

about

.

J

1.

On the table are the requests^, that the secretary didn't

know which procedure, to apply

.

to

.
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People's judgments on sentences
like (36)

which might indicate that there
is
of WK movement in English.
a

frozen expression

productive.

iti

a

-

(38)

dialectal

vary

a

great deal,

variation in the application

One might object to (37) that
this is

the language, although the format
is quite

To the extent that sentences like
(37) and C38) are considered

as instances of a general

schema, then such structures provide
counter-

examples to the characterization of WH
movement in English given in
(32) but not to the characterization offered
here.
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Footnotes to Chapter V
See Higginbotham and Mav ri97Q^ fnr an ^r.r.
rules for Interpreting the
rep^s^n^a^lon^^^og^

u

^,

^See Higginbotham (1980) for
one approach.
3

a

I believe this term
was first introduced
'^-'uuuuea bv
Laknff (1971)
nQ7i\
oy laKott
discussion of Postal (1971).

passive^^^'

'

•

in

^'^'^'^'^ discussion of the
role of

^See van Riemsdijk & Williams
(1980) for a full exoositinn nf
the argument
n the model proposed by
van Riemsd jk & W 1
ams
all interpretation rules apply
at the intermediate evel
ih ch
they refer to as NP structure. The
rules of quantif er ntfrpretation
'''' dominate't'heSlo'^nd
efr'scoor'V'hl^ T?'''.
'""^^^^^ representation then provides
the input to
Tnn
Li ?n
u
logical
form.
However,
at present it is not known exactly
what the rules
that map indexed NP structures into
logical form look like.

argued that there

is a syntactic category Passive VP
t!oAa^^^*]
J. Bresnan (1978) assumes that
1980).
passive structures are
interpreted directly via lexical rules.
Hellan (1980a) argues thit
both these approaches lead to more complex
grammars.
fu
Bachu

^It is not clear how the opaque-transparent
distinction can be
represented within EST.
May (1977) interprets all quantifiers by
raising them and Chomsky-adjoining them to S. This
will only allow for
transparent (de re) readings.
g

I
do not know of any discussion in the EST framework
of
the interaction between quantifier interpretation and
the interpretation
of tense.

9

Presumably, the interrogative quantifier in 'which boy' ranges
contextually given set of boys. Hence the effect of applying
W to that set will be equivalent to picking out an individual.

over

a

^^See Engdahl (1980) where it is argued that subjacency can be
shown to hold in Swedish only if this notion is substantially redefined,
in which case it loses most of the explanatory potential which
motivated
its introduction in the grammar of English.

CHAPTER

VI

RESTRICTING ANAPHORIC RELATIONS
In this chapter we will

address the issue of how anaphoric

relations should be captured in
the gran^ar.

We will discuss two current

approaches to this issue, the
approach co^only taken

in

the Extended

Standard Theory, and what we have
called the rule-by-rule approach
to
syntax and semantics. Within EST,
coreference and quantifications!
binding is usually expressed by
coindexing of syntactic constituents.

Consequently an indexed syntactic
representation is taken to be an
essential level in the grammar.

On the other approach, these relations

are not expressed at any syntactic
level of representation, but are

handled by the semantic component.

We will

first look at how the

two approaches handle certain restrictions
on anaphora and then look
at some little-discussed facts where the
two approaches make somewhat

different predictions.

We conclude with some remarks about the

interaction of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics in the
interpretation
of pronouns.

1 .

In

dual

use.

Cross-over

English and Swedish, third person personal pronouns have

a

They may either refer to some particular individual in the

context or be bound by some quantificational phrase in the sentence.
However, there is one restriction on when pronouns can be interpreted
as bound variables.

This restriction is often referred to as the

Cross-over constraint (Postal 1971) or the Leftmost constraint.
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(Oacobson ,977).

These constraints
prevent

a

pronoun, occurring to
the left Of an extraction
site (or a .uantlflcatlona,
NP), f™. ,e1„g
construed as .ound
the ™oved constituent
or the quantifier.
Consider
the following examples,
where * Indicates
ungra^atlcal on the reading
Where the underlined
pronoun 1s Interpreted
as controlled by the
underlined quant ificational HP.

(1) *Who did he think

was sick?

(2) *I met the man who Mary told
him

was sick.

(3) *He hoped each applicant would
be admitted.

If we look at the deep
structures for (1) and
(2),
(!')

He thinks who was sick

(2')

I

met the man Mary told him
who was sick

we note that the pronoun and the
quantifications! NP occur in positions
where a pronoun and a referential
expression would be disjoint in
reference.

Reinhart (1976) proposes

a

Non-coreference rule which assigns

disjoint reference to NP's in such
configurations.

We can formulate

the rule as in (4).

(4)

Non-coreference Rule
Two NP's cannot be coreferential if one is
c-commanded by
the other and is not a pronoun.

In

(!')»

(2'), and (3)

,

the pronoun c-commands the quantifier phrase.

In view of these facts it appears that
it would be appropriate to apply
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the Non-coreference rule at
deep structure.
of syntactic rules
in

affect ccreference
possibilities, as illustrated

(5) and (6).

a.

(5)

b.
a.

(6)

b.

In

my

However, the application

*He spoiled John 's son.
John 's son was spoiled by
him.

*She_liked some of the men Sally
dated.
Which of the men Sally dated did
she like?

(5), coreference between John and him is
possible in the passive

version.

In

(6),

it appears that WH movement
changes the possibilities

for coreference between SaTI^ and she.

view of these facts, Non-

In

coreference, as well as disjoint reference,
is assigned at surface
structure, after the appl ication of syntactic
movement rules, in EST.

However, the Non-coreference rule
(4), when it applies at surface

structure, will only exclude (3) but not the
ungrammatical (1) and (2).
The c-commanded MP in these sentences is

inapplicable.

pronoun, which makes (4)

a

This shows that some extra constraint is needed.

Several

ways of stating this restriction have been formulated (cf.
Chomsky
forthcoming, Jacobson 1977).
the cross-over problem that

papers (1980, forthcoming).

We will
J.

here focus on the approach to

Higginbotham has taken in some recent

Higginbotham'

s

method is representative

for the approach that handles binding relations by indexing of syntactic

constituents.

Higginbotham assumes

a model

of grammar in which all NP's are

indexed at surface structure, subject to the constraint that no

non-anaphors may be coindexed.

Surface structures are mapped into
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Logical

Fo™s

(LF) by interpretive
rules, a.ong then, the rule
of

Quantifier Raising (QR, cf. May
1977).
HP's and Chomsky-adjoins them
to

so™

proposal this node was always S.

may adjoin to S, N, A,

P

QR applies to quantificational

higher node.

In May's original

Higginbotham suggests that quantifiers

to account for possible scope
variations.

Just like the syntactic rule,
'move «

empty categories. The assumed model

'

,

QR leaves behind indexed

of grammar can be represented

schematically as in (7):

'move «

(7)

'

DS

qr, 19

>

SS

^

NP's indexed"
Only anaphors
co-indexed

LF

[Conditions!

At surface structure, the NP's in sentences
like (8) and (9) will have

distinct indices.

(8)

Who^.
^

(9)

In

thought he. was sick?

Each applicant^, hoped

he^.

would be accepted.

order to get LF's corresponding to the bound readings for
the

pronouns in such structures, Higginbotham assumes that there is

a

reindexing rule, ID, which substitutes the index of some quantificational
NP for the index of some pronoun.
is some LF.

ID is defined as in (10), where K

(10)

ID, etc.

If

1

is a

with index

quantificational index in
j..

K,

and B is a pronoun

then id(i4) applies to
K only if there is

an empty category e.

to the left of B in

.

K.

(Higginbotham 1980:(17))
We note that this condition
on LP's makes reference
to lexical

infor-

mation (B is a pronoun), to
left-to-right ordering, and that
it is
essentially non-local.
For the sentences discussed
so far, the

condition in (10) will correctly allow
reindexing to apply to (11),
the LF of (3).

(11)

(who), e. thought he. was sick
J

he. may reindex to he.

of he..

since there

is

an empty category to the left

Similarly, reindexing may apply to
(9), given the LF in (12).
(12)

(each candidate), e. hoped that he. would
be accepted
J

But the condition in (10) prevents reindexing from
applying to (l)-(3).
The LF for (1) would be as in (13).

(13)

(who), he. think e. was sick

There is no empty category exposed to the left of

e^-.

Reindexing would

be blocked for (2) and (3) for the same reason.

There is

a

problem with the reindexing convention

as Higginbotham notes.

in

(10),

Applications of QR may create structures which

satisfy the conditions for reindexing, and thus allow bound readings
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although the surface structure requires distinctness.

(14)

*Which picture of which man does he like

QR may apply to 'which man', giving the LF

(15)

in

(15).

(which man), (which picture of e.).
1

'

?

n

does he. like e
h

J

In

(15) there is an occurrence of the empty category e. to the left

of

hey

but reindexing should not be allowed.

Higginbotham (forthcoming)

proposes the following constraint on the reindexing operation, which
would apply to (15).

(16)

The Crossing Constraint
pronoun, cannot reindex to
•

•

•

(

•

•

•

•

•

•

i
)

in a

•

1^

•

•

configuration of the form:
P^^j

•

•

•

•

•

•

That is, reindexing is prohibited in case the empty category,
inside

a

e.

occurs

constituent that is coindexed with an empty category to the

right of the pronoun.

Although (16) prevents the unwanted reindexing

in the case of (15),

it is not sufficient to block reindexing in cases

where

a

quantificational NP has been raised from yet another level of

embedding.

(18)

Compare (17) and (18).

pleases him ?

Which picture of which daughter of which man

(19) *Which picture of which daughter of which man does he like

We want to allow reindexing in (17) but block it in (18).

A solution

that amounts to modifying (16) so that it applies to twice embedded

NP's will not be general enough, as Higginbotham points out.

The links
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between an e.pty category
and the source position
of the NP binding
can be arbitrarily long.
Higginbotha. suggests a way
of getting
around this proble. by defining
a notion of
accessiMJit^ between

U

pronouns and empty categories
(Higginbotha. 1980:(39)).
Essentially
What this notion does is to
say that if NP. is
accessible for reindexing,
then this property is inherited
by every NP contained in
NP..
We can

illustrate the principle of
accessibility by looking at
the'lF for (17).
(19)

whici man

which
daughter
of e

which
picture
of e

pleased
him. may reindex to him^.
in an NP

which is contained

The empty category, e^, is contained
in an NP

that is coindexed with e. which

is to the left of him ..
It seems to me that the reindexing operation,
constrained by

the accessibility requirement, is just another way of saying that
what

determines the possibilities for binding

is the

pre-WH-movement position

of the pronoun with respect to the quantificational NP.

Let us therefore
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reexamine the reasons for not doing
reindexing at
WH .ove^nt.

Postal

(1971) argued that WH

see

structure precedin

.ove^nt changes prono.-

inalization possibilities and used
pairs of sentences like

in

(20)

as evidence.

a.

(20)

*He attacked some of the men who
hated Charley

.

(Postal 10.22b)

Which of the men who hated Charley did
he attack?

b.

(Postal

10.19a)

The relation between he and Charley that
is blocked in (a) but allowed
in

(b)

is a relation between

referring expressions, or rather between

the referent of a pronoun and the referent of

a

proper name.

Both

of these expressions denote individuals, and we
will call the relation

expressed

in

(20b)

the occurrence of

individual.

'coreference'
lie

in

.

The occurrence of Charley and

(20b) are interpreted as picking out the same

Apparently, WH movement changes the possibilities for

coreference.

But note that if we substitute

a

quantificational NP

for the proper name, there is no distinction between preand post-WH

moved structures.

(21) a.
b.

*She attacked some of the men who hated every woman

*Which of the men who hated every woman did

sjie

.

attack?

We will call the relation that may hold between a quantificational NP

and a personal pronoun binding

.

It would be misleading to use coreferenc

here, since quantifiers don't refer to individuals, the same way

pronouns and proper names do.
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Ha. anaphonc ,ndex1„,

™s.

ta.e

pUce a. surface s.™c.u..
Bu.
his conclusion 1s
based primarily
iiy on case.
th.. involve
,
cases that
anaphoric
relations between referring
ing exorp^^i^ne
expressions.
I. overlooks the
evidence
from relations between
quantifica.ional
s ,nH
and npronouns bound
by .hem.
In Chapter V. we
referred briefly to
another proposal which
falls
within .he ™in .heore.ical
frame of EST bu.
departs from i. Jus. on
this poin..
Hellan (1980b, and van
Riemsdijk . Williams
(1980) have
sugges.ed that anaphoric
relations should be
determined at an intern-ediate level of
representation. This level
follows NP ^ve^nt
but precedes WH movement.
We refer to this level
as shallow structure
•

Assuming such

model, we can state the
Cross-over condition on
reindexing
at shallow structure,
as suggested in
a

(22).

(22)

At shallow structure,

the index of

c-commands

a

a

non-anaphoric pronoun may assure

quantificational NP that precedes
and

it.

(22) will guarantee that (l)-(3) cannot
be generated on .he bound

interpretations, but that (7)-(8)
can.
reference to types of NP's.

Notice that the rule makes

In order to get the allowed
coreferential

readings for sentences like
(20b) we need to assume that there
is a
distinct reindexing rule for
referential NP's which applies at SS.
(23)

At surface structure, a non-anaphoric
pronoun may assume
the index of a referential MP,
subject to the conditions

of the Non-coreference rule.
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(23)

wm

allow reindexing

in

(20b).

The Non-coreference
rule does

not apply here, since
neither phrase c-co™ands
the other.
On this approach,
we can rule out the
unwanted sentences without
assuming a reindexing
principle that .ust .ake
reference to several
Stages of derivation, as
is zne
the case
rfl<;p in
in n^^
(10).
However, stating the
reindexing rules this way
requires that we assume
another significant
level Of representation,
or, equi valently, that
there is a distinct
stage in the derivation
between the application of
cyclical and postcyclical rules (cf. Postal
1972).
Furthermore, the reindexing
rules
1n

(22) and

(23)

require that we distinguish
in the syntax between

quantificational NP's and referential
NP's.

This might not be the

correct place to express this
distinction, as we will argue below.
We will now contrast these
approaches, where coindexing of
syntactic

constituents is an essential ingredient,
with the approach that takes
binding and coreference to be
essentially semantic phenomena which
should be handled by the semantic
component or fall out from the

evaluation procedure.

Recall that the way we have set up
our semantic

rules, pronominal binding comes about
by storing

a

NP and quantifying

it into a formula where we abstract
over the variable in the translation

of the pronoun to be bound.

Cross-over violations are avoided by

a

convention of distinctness on address variables,
the Store Address

Convention (SAC, III:(36)).

The SAC essentially says that no stored

meanings may have the same index as the address
variable of some meaning

already in store.
c-commands

a

This convention on storage prevents

a

pronoun that

NP in deep structure from being bound by it and
excludes

the bound readings in (l)-(3).
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As an illustration we
will

blocked in the derivation of
(24).

show how the unwanted binding
is
1

Vem. har han

sagt

Who has

said

(24)

he

.

var sjuk?

was sick?

(25)

han

V

har sagt

att

var

t(VP2):

Ax[sick'(x)]

t(NP2):<>PP(x3],<:\p3x[ P{x)], X3,
tiS^):

t(NP^):
t(S^):

tjQ):

sjuk

<

sick'(x3),<AP^x[

P{x}],

2>

X3,

2>

APPix3\
(>^PP\x^)
"?"

say

pC3x[^p

(-sick' (x3)),<AP}x[ Pix)], X3, 2)>by SAC)

=%ay'(x5/sick'(x3))]],

& p

by (T(30))

That is, the set of true propositions of the form 'he says that
When we translate han under NP^

,

x is sick'.

we are free to pick any variable.

Suppose we accidentally pick the same variable as the one used as
address variable for the stored meaning of vem.
will apply and force a change of variables.

SAC (i)

(Chapter III (36))

Consequently, the only
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reading we get for (24) is one where han is
interpreted as

a

deictic

pronoun, since the variable is free in the
reduced translation set for
the matrix node.

By using semantic storage as a mode of
applying

translation rules involving NP's, and by restricting the
storage

mechanism by the SAC, we exclude the unwanted readings for
sentences with
cross-over without requiring any reindexing or contra-indexing
in the
syntax.

We now turn to the contrasts illustrated in (20) and
(21),

repeated below.

(20) a. *He attacked some of the men who hated Charley

.

Which of the men who hated Charley did he attack?

b.

(21) a. * She attacked some of the men who hated every woman
b.

*Which of the men who hated every woman did she attack?

We note that in (20b), where
the pronoun
will

.

jie,

referring expression has 'crossed-over'

a

coreference is possible.

On our approach, this sentence

have the translation in (26), assuming for simplicity Karttunen's

analysis with quantification over individuals.

(26)

"?•'

p^x[^p &

Charley translates into
individual

where

x^.

a

in the domain,

is some variable,

"
p =

man'(x) & hate;("x,c) & attack;(^X4,^x)]

constant, c, which will denote
let us say

jie

a^.

let us say x^.

assignment function will assign x^ to
We then get the coreferential reading.

a^,

a

translates into

particular
-^PPtx^.]

On some evaluations, the

the individual denoted by c.

Note that we do not want to

say that there is any relation of binding between Charley and he,
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rather there is

relation of coreference
between individuals under
an assignment.
But in (21), there can
be no such coreference,
since
the NP-s involved do not
refer to individuals.
The contrast between
the pair in (20) and the
pair in (21), where
WH-.ove.ent does not
Change the anaphoric relations,
shows that possible
coreference between
referring expressions is a
necessary but not sufficient
condition for
pronominal binding by a quanti
ficational
a

NP.

On the semantic approach,
the difference in possible
anaphoric

relations between referring and
non-referring expressions follows
from the way they are interpreted
by the semantic rules.
Consequently,
features like [.Referential] need
not be marked on syntactic
constituents.
The fact that the types of anaphoric
relations we have considered here
are subject to different constraints
follows from the fact that referring

expressions and quantificational expressions
play different roles
evaluation of

a

in the

sentence.^

2.

Non-coreference

One attempt to state the Non-coreference facts
was given above
in the rule

in

(4).

It

says essentially that

with a pronoun that c-commands it.

a

NP cannot be

'

coreferential

This makes sense for referring NP's;

for quantificational NP's we need to replace
the notion of coreference

with binding, as in (27).

(27)

A pronoun cannot be bound by a quantifier which it

c-commands.
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On our approach, a principle
like (27) need not be
stated separately
in the grammar.
It follows from the
restriction on choice of variables
in the SAC.
The SAC prevents any pronoun
which occurs as an

argument

of the verb from being translated
into an expression with

a

variable

that is identical to the address
variable of some stored quantifier.
As we pointed out in the previous
section, SAC only applies to
quantificational MP's.

(28)

will

A sentence with two referring
expressions,

He put on John's coat

like in (28),

(Higginbotham 1980, fn.

1)

on some assignments receive an
interpretation where he and John

pick out the same individual, although this
is

erence rule should apply.
we want the coreferential

a

case where the Non-coref-

The question we want to address now is
whether

reading to be excluded by

a

rule in the grammar

like the Non-coreference rule in (4), or say
that the non-coreference

facts follow from other principles, such as pragmatic
conventions.

There are two distinct positions one can take on this matter.

One can

say that the rules of disjoint reference belong to the rules
that govern

the use of referring expressions in discourse and that they need
not
be stated as grammatical

principles.

Alternatively, one can take the

rules that signal obligatory coreference or non-coreference to be part

of the grammar.

We will discuss what reasons there may be for choosing

between the positions.
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A pragmatic account for nnn-mrofo^
irence

^'^

An argument in favor of saying
that the rule of non-coreference

falls outside the grammar proper
is the fact that the
non-coreference

rule is sensitive to the speaker's
beliefs and presuppositions, which
is

generally not the case for grammatical
rules.

non-coreference rule only applies

in contexts

For instance, the

where the speakers of

the sentence purports to confer the
information that he and John

are distinct individuals.

Non-coreference does not apply

where identity is asserted, as in (29), nor
when

in

contexts

a

sentence is used

a

suitable context,

to express uncertainty about identity
(30).

(29)

A:

Who is that man over there?

B:

He is John

.

A coreferential reading for (28) is possible, in
as in

(30), suggested by Higginbotham.

(30)

A:

Was John the man in the brown hat?

B:

I

don't know, but he put on John

so it may well

's

coat before leaving,

have been.

Furthermore, (28) may be used to provide the reasons for an identity
statement, as pointed out by B. Partee (p.c).

(31)

A:

That man in the brown hat is John.

B:

How do you know?

A:

Because he put on John's coat

...
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The clearest examples where
ncn-coreference seems mandatory
are in
sentences like (32)

(32)

He is kicking John

.

where our knowledge of what it is to
'kick' so.eone forces us to
postulate
two distinct individuals.
In this respect, Higginbotham"
s example (28)
is well

chosen.

Although he is necessarily distinct
from anything

he puts on, our knowledge of the
world does not tell

not be the owner of the thing he puts
on.

us that he may

Thus, we expect it to be

easier to find examples where the non-coreference
rule doesn't seem
applicable, when the verbs involved don't require
the physical presence
of two distinct individuals.

(33)

Compare (32) to (33).

He looks like John (in fact, he may very well
be John).

On the approach that takes non-coreference to be
a fact to be

captured by pragmatic conventions rather than

in

the syntax or the

semantics, the pair of sentences in (34) will have exactly
the same

meanings but will differ in what implicatures they give rise to.

(34)

a.

He said that John was here,

b.

John said that he was here.

The speaker is usually free to choose in which order he wants to

introduce proper names and pronouns.
a

he

Given this ability to choose,

speaker who utters (34a) conventionally implicates to the listener that

believes

that

the referent of he and the referent of John are
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two distinct individuals, otherwise he
would have used (34b).

By the

same line of reasoning, one could argue
that failure to enforce disjoint

reference in contexts where
form, is

a

a

personal

pronoun contrasts with

pragmatic violation rather than

a

a

grammatical error.

reflexive
This

means that the reading where every woman binds her
in (35)
Every woman admires her

(35)

should not be excluded in the grammar.

It suffices to say that an

utterance of (35) conveys the implicature that her refers to some
particular female in the context.

In brief,

this approach would not

put any constraints on pronominal coreference of binding, but would

explain the apparent restrictions by saying that certain expressions

don't normally get

a

certain interpretation because there is another

way in the language to convey this message, which unambiguously expresses
this meaning.

By putting the restrictions into the rules for the user,

the semantic translation rules can be formulated in

fashion.

2.2

a

maximally general

^

Marking Non-coreference in the Grammar

On the other approach, the option of marking non-coreference
is taken to be a grammatical
in

•

parameter which should be represented both

the syntax of the grammar and adequately reflected in the semantics.

In languages like English and Swedish, non-coreference and disjoint

reference are restrictions on the interpretation of pronouns
contexts.

In

in

certain

other languages, non-coreference is sometimes overtly

.
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marked either morphologically
or syntactically.
in Yoruba.

the choice of pronominal

fom

For instance,

indicates if coreference is

intended or not.^
on

(36)

Oj£ ro po

mu sasa
0

he-himself

Ojo thinks

'

is clever

he-distinct

In

]

J

Nez Perce (Acki), non-coreference may
be signalled by affixes on

the verb.

Several American Indian languages use
switch reference markPr.

to indicate distincUiess, as for instance
in the following example from

Mohave (P. Munro)

^k^
nya

(37)

-

iva:

yaamo:m-k
m

when he arrived

subj marker

same

different
When

he^.

arrived

he^.

drink

3

pers past

1
^

drank

When he. arrived he. drank
J

The switch reference marker indicates whether the subject

in

the following

clause is coreferent or non-coreferent with the subject in the first
clause.
in

To include the possibility of expressing necessary distinctness

reference between individuals in our formal language requires

some non-trivial modifications.

Even if we agree that this kind of

linguistic variation should be formally expressed, it is not clear how.^
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One attempt would be to
constrain the assignment
function so that
certain values are excluded
in certain contexts.
To say that the
referents of two singular
terms must be distinct
on all assignments
is probably too strong
in view of the facts
about incomplete knowledge

discussed above.

It might be sufficient
to require that they be

distinct on at least some
assignments.
There appears to be two distinct
ways to relate the restrictions
on possible assignments to
the form of the expressions.
One approach consists of
contra-indexing syntactic constituents.
The indexing procedure would make
reference to syntactic position,
for languages like English and
Swedish, to morphology, for languages
like Yoruba, and to the presence
of switch operators, for languages

like Mohave.

In addition one can assume
a general

translation convention

saying that syntactic constituents with
distinct indices never translate
into the same variable.
A different approach has been proposed
by Bach & Partee (1980).

They give

a

recursive definition

and 'locally free'

variable in

in the whole expression and

a

of the properties of being

a

'free'

translation, where 'free' means free

'locally free' means free within the

translation of some constituent A, where A may be, for
instance, the
cyclic nodes of the language in question.
works together with

a

This recursive definition

condition on the application of function-argument

rules in the semantics.

Two variables that are 'locally free' may not

have the same subscript within an expression.

Presumably some kind

of reindexing will be invoked in case of unpermitted variable clashes
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(cf.

SAC).

Bach & Partee enforce
this condition by storing
the information which variables are free
or locally free,
respectively, in a
special location, accessible
at later points in the
derivation. Storing
information like this is, as far
as I can tell, very
similar to the way
Thomason uses 'analysis trees' as
a parameter in the
formulation of
the rules (Thomason 1976).
Both approaches allow for
certain non-local

dependencies to be recoverable at some
higher level.
By using the auxiliary device of
pronoun stores. Bach & Partee

are able to enforce disjoint
reference, non-coreference, as well
as
the leftmost constraint in the grammar.

It is interesting to compare

this approach with a recent version of
Chomsky's theory (Chomsky,

forthcoming).

Chomsky achieves the same effect by stipulating
that

non-anaphoric pronouns be 'free'
'pronoun',

some minimal

syntactic domain, where

'free', and 'minimal domain' are all
defined terms within

the theory.

domain'.

in a

in

It appears that both approaches require
a notion of 'free

They differ in whether they characterize this
domain

syntactically or semantical ly.

3.

.

Non-applicability of Cross-over

We now turn to some facts where the indexing approach
and the

approach that uses semantic store make somewhat different predictions.
We
recall from section

that on Higginbotham'

1

s

approach, reindexing of

a

pronoun may apply if there is an empty category, left behind by

a

moved WH phrase or

In the model

a

raised quantifier, to the left of the pronoun.

of grammar proposed by van Riemsdijk and Williams,
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relndexing ta.es place
before HH ™ove«.nt and
1s subject to the
constraint
that a pronoun ™ay only
reindex to a (dominating)
quantificatlonal
NP

to its left.

Both approaches .ake
reference to left-to-right
ordering
and predict that no pronoun
that occurs between the
surface position
of a quantifier phrase
and its deep structure
position .ay be bound
by it.
In brief, the following
configuration is ruled out:
*

(38)

NP.

X

pro.

Y

Z

e

On the approach taken in this
investigation, the cross-over facts

follow from the Store Address
Convention.
that precedes and c-commands
by it.

a

The SAC prevents a pronoun

quantif icational NP from being bound

Note that the SAC only prevents
pronouns entered directly as

arguments to the verb from entering
into binding relations with stored
quantifiers.

It leaves the possibility open
that a pronoun which is

embedded inside

a

constituent may be bound by

that has 'crossed over' it.

a

quantificational NP

This approach hence predicts that we
should

find examples where a bound pronoun occurs
to the left of an extraction
site, although not as argument of the verb.

The sentences in (39) -(41)

show that this is in fact the case.

(39)

Vilken film, tyckte
[^p de fiesta

Which film

(40)

I

did most (people) who (had) seen rt like?

fjSrde klass gar en pojke. som
[^^ ingen

traffat hans far]] kan ta miste pa
In

som sett den]] bra om

fourth grade there is

a

som nagonsin

.

boy who no one who has ever

metjiis^ father can fail to recognize

_.?
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(41)

Innan debatten bttrjade
stSllde en sekreterare

skylt med hans namn]

Cnp

Before the debate started,

fra.ftir var och en av
delegaterna
a

secretary put

sign with his name in
front of each delegate.

a

these examples the underlined
pronoun .ay, but need not
be, bound
by the quantifier phrase
although this originated
to the right of
the pronoun.
This falls out as a
consequence from the way we
have
formulated the SAC.
Presumably, these facts could
also be accounted
for on the indexing approach,
but not without so^ further
modification
of the reindexing rules.
On Higginbotham' s approach,
we could amend
the rule that allows a pronoun
index to be identified with
the index
of some quantifier phrase in
the manner suggested in
(42).
K ranges over
LP's.
In

(42)

If

1

is a

quantificational

index in K, and B is

a

pronoun

with index j, then ld(i,j) applies to
K if:
(i)

there is an empty category e. to the left
of

B

in

K

or
(ii) B occurs in K in the context

A = NP, S.

X

Y]

where

X,Y may not both be empty.

On the approach where reindexing takes place at
shallow structure

before WH movement, we could add the following general
rule to the

reindexing rules in (22) and (23),
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At shallow structure,
context
NP.

[^X

_

A = NP, S.

Y]
X,

a

non-anaphoric pronoun

in

the

may reindex to any
quantificational
Y

may not both be empty.

On the approach taken by
Bach and Partee, we get
the correct

result by saying that pronoun
binding is only constrained
by the
principle that two variables that
are locally free may not
be bound
by the same quantifier.

Being 'locally free', we recall,
is

defined on the translations of the
categories NP and

notion

a

S.

Before we end this section, we want
to point to an important

difference between the structurally
based indexing
semantical ly based approach taken here.

condition like (42) is

a

condition

approach and the

We note that although a

on the application of interpretive

principles to an expression at logical form,
it crucially makes
reference to syntactic categories and labelled
bracketing.
that the level of logical form is essentially
level

of representation.

a

It appears

disambiguated syntactic

Within EST, this level is taken to be an

essential linguistic level of representation and
is considered

a

prerequisite for semantic interpretation in the model
theoretic sense
(cf.

Higginbotham 1980).

The assumption that logical form is

necessary level of representation contrasts with

a

a

hypothesis about

the relationship between syntax and semantics in natural
languages
put forward in the framework of Montague grammar, namely that
syntactic

expressions can be directly interpreted without any disambiguating
representation.

This hypothesis was first made explicit in Cooper (1975)

and has been taken up and extended in McCloskey (1979), Ladusaw (1979),
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and Bach
. Partee (1980).

fo™

is an essential

I„

..,e. to justify the

cU1.

that logical

linguistic level, it see.s
incumbent on its

proponents to show that there
Lnere are f^rt^
tacts ;,h^,
about meanings that cannot
be
captured without such a
disambiguated representation.
^-

4-

Parasitic Gap s

We showed in Chapter 111:5
that there is no optional
pro drop
rule in Swedish.

Pronouns may not be omitted
even if the referent

is contextually highly
predictable.

There is, however, one type of

pronoun deletion, which we will now
consider.

If a personal

(non-

possessive) pronoun is interpreted as
controlled by a preposed constituent,
it can optionally delete, as
illustrated in

(44)

Vem. kritiserade du

Who did you criticize

(45)

Vem.

fflr

(44)-(46).

att du fitt vSnta pa

_ because you

skulle vi skicka korten

had had to wait for

Vilka skivor. gav du bort
pa

_.

_.

back to

utan att ha lyssnat

—1./dem.i,J.?

Which records, did you give away

.

without having listened

J

to

./them. .?
J,i

—J

As indicated, gaps in these positions may alternate with an unstressed
pronoun.

We propose to call these gaps parasitic gaps since they are

'

/him?

tillbaka till _./honom.

pa'

Who. were we supposed to send the pictures
of

(46)

./honom.

?

J

'

1n a sense parasitic
on the existence of
another gap elsewhere in
the

sentence.
In

the examples in
(44)-(46). the Veal' extraction
site intui-

tively precedes the parasitic
gap.

There are also cases where
the

parasitic gap precedes the 'real'
'cai
aao
ydp, as
here with the gap

(39')

-

in
in

(7q\
(39) above, repeated

pronoun alternation indicated.

Vilken film, tyckte de fiesta
som sett _./den.
bra om

Which

.

.?
3

film^.

did most people who saw
__./it.
J

J

.

J

like

1

—

j.?

The question is now, what kind of
process is responsible for creating

parasitic gaps?

Is

by a grammatical

rule, or does it follow from
parsing considerations?

it a grammatical

process that should be captured

Ross (1967) noted the occurrence of
what we here call parasitic

gaps in gerundives and infinitival
constructions.
like in (47), cf.

(47)

He cites examples

(46) above.

Here are the articles, that
J

''without
I

filed

—

reading
before
^

E.

Williams (p.c.) has suggested that this type of
sentence involves

co-ordination at some sentential level and that the double
gaps are
the result of an Across-the-board-application of WH
movement CWilliams
1978).
in

However, this explanation will not work for the type of
examples

(39') and (45), which cannot be analyzed by Williams' ATB-rule.

(39') involves a parasitic gap inside a tensed relative clause.

English counterpart is, not surprisingly, not particularly good.

The
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However, there seem to be cases in
English where

untensed construction precedes the
'real' gap, as

Who. did

(48) a.

[^p John's talking to

gap inside an

a

in

(48).^

_.]

bother

b.???Who- did John's talking to him. bother

_.

_.

most?

most?

Most Ertglish speakers find (48a), with two
gaps, clearly better than
(48b) where

bound pronoun intervenes between the preposed
constituent

a

and the extraction site.

English.

in

(48b) thus violates the Cross-over constraint

Although it might be possible to write

grammatical

a

rule that deletes pronouns in the contexts exemplified
in (39'), (45),
and (48),

I

think it would be more appropriate to explain the
appearance

of parasitic gaps by reference to ambiguity-reducing
processing

strategies.

This pronoun deletion rule should probably be seen against

the background of how people ordinarily interpret pronouns.

Let us assume that understanding

constructing

a

a

sentence in some sense involves

discourse model of the situation described by the

sentence (Dahl 1977, Webber 1978, Johnson-Laird 1979).

When

a

listener

hears a third person pronoun, he/she always has the option of inter-

preting it deictically and introducing

a

new referent into the model.

A recognized gap, on the other hand, must be interpreted as controlled

by some constituent in the sentence, at least in languages like Swedish

and English where optional pro drop does not occur.
a

By not pronouncing

controlled pronoun, the speaker in effect disambiguates

a

potentially

ambiguous sentence so that the listener will never consider the unintended reading.

Just as the pronoun-gap alternation in sentences with
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multiple extractions seems to follow
from parsing considerations
(cf.

Chapter 111:5), it appears that the
parasitic gaps occur

those contexts which otherwise would
have been ambiguous.
the reason why

I

This is

propose that parasitic gaps are an
effect of

cessing motivated no-ambiguity princip-le.
highly tentative.

in

pro-

a

The account given here is

To see if the hypothesis that this
gap-pronoun

alternation follows from no-ambiguity
considerations, we need to

formulate and test the hypothesis within an
explicit theory of how
gaps and pronouns are processed.^

This seems to me to be an area

worth investigating further.

5.

In

Concluding Remarks

the last section, we pointed out that it would be highly

desirable to relate the present theoretical discussion of constraints
on anaphora to psychol inguistic results on how people
actually interpret

sentences with anaphoric relations.

All

through this dissertation

we have assumed that the meanings of sentences can be adequately

expressed in

a model

theoretic semantics.

Formal

semantics is

a

good

means for expressing the different readings that a sentence has, but
it says nothing about the way people arrive at these readings.

Not

surprisingly, it turns out that the aspect of natural language that is
least well reflected in formal

semantics is the role pronouns play

in natural

chapter we have looked at some restrictions

languages.

In this

on the interpretation of pronouns such as the non-coreference facts,

disjoint reference, and the cross-over constraint.

We find that the
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effect of these constraints amounts to reducing
the number of readings
that sentences with pronouns can have.

We can formulate constraints

to enforce these restrictions either within
the syntax (EST) or within

the semantics (Bach & Partee) but formulating
the constraints does
not explain why the facts about non-coreference and
disjoint reference
are the way they are.

For an explanatory account, we presumably
need

to look more closely at how people actually interpret
pronouns in various

contexts and study what principles govern reference assignment in
actual

discourse situations.^
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Footnotes to Chapter VI

"^""'"^ Karttunen's
approach and
transl!f?nn'!pm^'''I^:
translating
vem,
who" as 'which person'. We are
also disregarding
2.

The pairs in (20) and (21) involve
a proper name on the nnp
hand and a universal quantifier
on the other
These two types of
NPs provide the clearest contrast
between referential and non-rlfer
^^^^tion, we need to consider i Sef n
te NPs
.nd niff
and
definite descriptions where the use
of the expression seems to
determine what anaphoric relations it
may enter into
When
description or indefinite MP is used
referential ly to pick out a
^^ts like a proper name wilh respect to
nnc^
possible
anaphoric relations. When the same expression
is used
generically or attributively, it acts like
a quantifier.
TMs shows
sufficient to attribute the differences in
anaphoric
Jl^lf]l
relationsl\to semantic factors only. We also
need to take pragmatic
factors into account.
See also the discussion in Hellan
1980c
Partee 1978, Reinhart 1976, 1977, and Webber
1978.

"nite

3

The position outlined here is, according to
reports, very similar
to one that D. Dowty proposed in his comments
on Bach & Partee (1980)'
at CLS.
4

The following examples were brought up by
Institute at SUNY Oswego 1976.

E.

Keenan at the Linguistic
i-inyu.btic

^Keenan proposes to get around this problem by introducing explicit
reference restricting operators into the formal language which express
identity, distinctness, and set membership (see E. Keenan: Reference
Restricting Operators, ms.).
^T. Taraldsen (1980)

independently introduces the same terminology

for this phenomenon.

^(48a) was brought to my attention by Don Walker.
has noted similar cases,

Polly Jacobson

g

See Frazier & Clifton (1980) for a preliminary report on some
very interesting experimental evidence for how people process sentences
with gaps.
9

The ideas expressed in this section arose to a large extent
during conversations with Emmon Bach, whose insights into the way
language works I owe a great deal to.
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